News articles using results from the 2015‐16 India National Family Health Survey (updated on 17 December 2020)
News outlet/date

Title of article

Newspapers
Afternoon Voice
6‐Aug‐18
Ahmedabad Mirror
8‐Feb‐19
21‐Sep‐18
21‐Jul‐18
5‐Apr‐18

TMC initiates awareness campaign on National Deworming Day

Triple talaq bill: Villainising Muslims
CAG dismisses Gujarat govt's malnutrition figures
A cup of milk for every child
Marital rape: Tied in a knot?

Arunachal Times
29‐Mar‐19
30‐Mar‐18
27‐Feb‐18
14‐Oct‐17
24‐Sep‐17
12‐May‐17

Tripura second in country in child marriage, says report
Rising crime and violence against women
PM Narendra Modi to launch National Nutrition Mission next month ‐ Top points to know about NNM
23 million child brides in the country: Supreme Court raises alarm
First‐ever nutrition policy soon for severe acute malnourished children
Neonatal care vital for IMR reduction: Dr. Padung

Asia Pacific Daily
10‐May‐18

One in every eight Indians suffer from high blood pressure

Asia Times
6‐Jun‐19
18‐Dec‐18
15‐Sep‐18
26‐Jul‐18
23‐Jul‐18
15‐Jun‐18
3‐Apr‐18
3‐Jan‐18
3‐Jan‐18
26‐Nov‐17

Empowering India's women through free public transport
Indian society, politicians still hindering women's empowerment
The meat of the matter is that most Indians are not veggies
Will India have cheaper sanitary napkins after tax exemption?
Violence against India's Dalit women on the increase
India's Dalit women lack access to healthcare and die young
Indian court speaks up about marital rape, says it should be criminalized
Child marriage continues to traumatize 21st century India
Malnutrition ravages India's children
Children dying in India's largest state as govt focuses on cow welfare

5‐Nov‐17
5‐Sep‐17
26‐Feb‐17

Misery of child brides spurs a stampede for sterilization
Alarm over rising infant mortality in Uttar Pradesh
The real causes for the alarming rise in C‐section births in India

Asian Age
6‐Apr‐20
23‐Feb‐20
13‐Feb‐20
21‐Nov‐19
1‐Nov‐19
31‐Oct‐19
21‐Sep‐19
7‐Sep‐19
12‐Aug‐19
11‐Jul‐19
17‐Mar‐19
24‐Jan‐19
19‐Jan‐19
18‐Oct‐18
9‐May‐18
27‐Mar‐18
12‐Feb‐18
3‐Feb‐18
3‐Jan‐18
20‐Nov‐17
13‐Nov‐17
23‐Oct‐17
13‐Oct‐17
27‐Sep‐17
4‐Sep‐17
28‐Aug‐17
4‐May‐17
8‐Apr‐17
7‐Apr‐17
3‐Mar‐17

Covid‐19: How Kerala has shown us the way
A new bill that is loaded against marginalized
Malnutrition crisis plagues Odisha
Odisha malnutrition rises, needs urgent intervention
Eating eggs may turn kids into cannibals: BJP leader
MP’s ‘egg in midday meal’ plan anti‐religion: BJP
Jag Chima, renowned fitness entrepreneur congratulates India on Fit India Movement
State to soon distribute KMC bags in tribal belt
The many faces of anaemia in Gujarat's urban settlements
World Population Day: Rap song to promote use of condoms
Stunting declines to 34.7 pc in 2017‐18 from 38.4 pc in 2015‐16
India's 'egg wars' and our political priorities
Can learning outcomes be a poll issue in India?
Empowering India's women: We still have a long way to go
Evidence‐based strategies for improving the immunisation of children in India
Supreme Court to examine polygamy issue
43 percent of Indian women don't have access to sanitary pads: Survey
HIV stigma still haunts, need more awareness
Malnutrition ravages India's children
Padmavati's land ill‐treats its own women
States can feed malnourished kids therapeutic food: Centre
Child brides dare to annul illegal nuptials
23 million child brides in India, says SC after criminalising sex with minor wife
A 'woman‐centric' approach for gains in nutrition
Gorakhpur losing encephalitis battle
OBC, SC kids more prone to encephalitis, says study
Haryana: Muslim‐dominated Mewat fears steriloisation from vaccines
9 out 10 children in UP don't get adequate diet: National Family Health Survey
Most Indian kids deprived of good diet
Sex‐ratio in urban areas worse than rural areas: Survey

1‐Mar‐17
26‐Jan‐17
17‐Jan‐17
4‐Apr‐17
19‐Mar‐16
19‐Mar‐16
7‐Feb‐17
Assam Times
29‐Sep‐16
Assam Tribune
24‐Apr‐20
4‐Feb‐20
14‐Nov‐19
26‐Oct‐19
26‐Feb‐19
20‐Nov‐18
10‐Jul‐18
28‐May‐18
14‐Nov‐17
15‐Oct‐17
3‐Sep‐17
11‐Sep‐17
9‐Apr‐17
19‐Feb‐17
14‐Dec‐16
20‐Nov‐16
6‐Nov‐16
17‐Oct‐16
25‐Sep‐16
18‐Sep‐16
8‐Sep‐16
10‐Jun‐16
31‐Jan‐16

Major drop in infant death rate in all states
Let's move towards a healthy, educated India
Wasting in Mumbai slums drops down to 12 percent: Survey
Government to launch injectable contraceptives for women
Mumbai fares worst in health insurance
More women in Tamil Nadu and Puducherry anaemic: Survey
PM to review health sector

Immunization drive in Kokrajhar

UNICEF for normal resumption of immunisation in most Assam districts
725 cancer deaths in Mizoram every year
Hailakandi pavilion draws crowd at Kolkata science fest
India's family planning profile is unique: US Professor
Judicial colloquium on domestic violence held
Charter on education, child marriage launched
On Population Day eve, Mizo body opposes birth contr
Report on socio‐economic status of women in Manipur
Concerted efforts needed to prevent rising cases of adolescent pregnancy
Govt urged to check infant deaths in State
Satyarthi to flag off awareness rally against child trafficking
CM asked to adopt 'zero tolerance' towards crimes against women
Urbanisation, changing lifestyle boosting non‐communicable diseases
Kamrup Metro district numero uno in number of institutional births
Less than 50 pc of Kamrup (M) women has over 10 yrs of education
Less than one‐fifth households covered
Spousal violence on women higher in rural areas
Sex ratio in state down over past decade
Bengal, Meghalaya see high contraceptive use, major decline in fertility rate

State registers dip in fertility rate
25 pc households use clean fuel for cooking
Maternal mortality rate highest in Assam
Pills preferred over condoms in 3 NE States

Bangalore Mirror
26‐Jun‐19
24‐Jun‐19
21‐Jul‐19
15‐Feb‐18
14‐Jan‐18
6‐Sep‐17
10‐Jul‐17
4‐Apr‐17
10‐Feb‐17
21‐Jan‐17
9‐Dec‐16
5‐Dec‐16
26‐Jun‐16
21‐Mar‐16
Bendigo Advertiser
21‐Dec‐18

La Trobe University students launch project to help women in India with menstrual management

Bihar Prabha News
1‐Dec‐17
23‐Mar‐17
21‐Mar‐17
19‐Sep‐16

Govt to launch National Nutrition Mission
3 schemes to fight malnutrition, WCD Min
Men's ratio higher in diabetes, hypertension
177 malnourished children admitted to hospital in Madhya Pradesh

Brighter Kashmir
11‐Sep‐20
16‐Jul‐19
Bureaucracy Today
21‐Aug‐18
21‐Mar‐17
Business Herald
15‐Mar‐19

Health Index report indicates falling sex ratio despite Beti Bachao Beti Badhao push
Health ministry data: 35.2 per cent children in Karnataka are underweight
A cup of milk for every child
Data shows number of addicts who committed suicide has gone up 4 times in 2 years
Leave it to the lady
Rate of C‐sections alarmingly high
Progress and support, not tax
Karnataka is 3rd in child marriage, just behind Tamil Nadu, West Bengal
Led by wealthy urban women, caesarean sections rise in India
Bite the bar, fight off anaemia
Rising C‐section deliveries are worrisome
40% private hospital deliveries done by C‐section: Survey
Put a stop to this nonsense
Malnutrition in metropolis: City has a long way to go, says survey

Domestic Violence During Covid – 19 Pandemic
How emancipated are Indian women?

Cut the flab: Time for India to acknowledge adverse effects of obesity before it's too late
Men's ratio higher in diabetes, hypertension

Orlistat market headed for growth and global expansion by 2026

13‐Mar‐19
Business Standard
12‐Dec‐20
12‐Dec‐20
30‐Nov‐20
8‐Sep‐20
25‐Aug‐20
2‐Jan‐20
13‐Nov‐19
13‐Oct‐19
30‐Sep‐19
14‐Sep‐19
10‐Sep‐19
28‐Aug‐19
23‐Aug‐19
20‐Aug‐19
3‐Jul‐19
26‐Jun‐19
26‐Jun‐19
7‐Jun‐19
2‐Jun‐19
15‐Apr‐19
22‐Mar‐19
13‐Mar‐19
24‐Feb‐19
16‐Feb‐19
10‐Feb‐19
31‐Dec‐18
28‐Dec‐18
25‐Dec‐18
20‐Dec‐18
5‐Dec‐18
4‐Dec‐18
1‐Dec‐18

Renal denervation devices market prospects & growth trends recorded until 2025

The Hidden Dangers Of Excessive Fat: Know Why You Need To Shed Those Extra Kilos
Fertility rate falling, 2001‐11 saw sharpest drop in 100 yrs: Census
India's disadvantaged lack nutrition, except we don't know how much
Niti Aayog To Leverage Monitoring Mechanism Of Global Multidimensional Poverty Index
India Coronavirus Dispatch: The 'weekend effect' of RT‐PCR testing
Poor nutrition to encephalitis outbreak: 2019's biggest health stories
How a Haryana portal keeps a check on women with high‐risk pregnancies
Nutrition survey: Children show early signs of diabetes, high cholesterol
India's fight against anaemia picks up pace, but states need to do more
Mini anganwadis for malnourished children in remote areas is need of the hour
Can India's education budget fund increased spending in new policy?
The price of controls
Massive job losses reveal India is failing to reap its demographic dividend
Odisha improves child, mental health faster; UP, Bihar lag behind
How fixing female malnutrition can boost India's economy by $15‐46 billion
Kerala tops NITI Aayog's health index for second time, UP at bottom
Pradeep Burman, Chairman Mobius Foundation launched project 'AAKAR' Phase 2 to promote population stabilization
Checking malnutrition: 2 million tons of milk to be fortified: NDDB
Aditya Birla Health Insurance aims to cash in on late mover advantage
At least 3 BP measurements gives accurate data of patient's condition: Study
Revealed: New method to check malnutrition by parliamentary constituencies
Poorest & uneducated mothers benefit least from healthcare services
Study blames Indian inheritance law reforms for spike in female foeticide
Improving women's education, health key to solving India's anaemia problem
Explained: What has change for India's women between 2005 and 2015?
From health to climate change: These 5 stories hold out hope for India
Minister launches 100 Ujjwala sanitary napkin units in Odisha
Assembly elections: MP, Rajasthan elected less women MLAs than last time
Blame private hospital boom for rising Caesarean delivery rate, says report
Raje govt in Rajasthan saw growth, yet failed to use it for social progress
Rajasthan elections in charts: Is Rajasthan failing its women and children
Preventable' C‐section births in pvt hosps for financial incentives: IIM‐A study

29‐Nov‐18
28‐Nov‐18
27‐Nov‐18
9‐Nov‐18
29‐Oct‐18
24‐Oct‐18
12‐Oct‐18
6‐Oct‐18
25‐Sep‐18
7‐Sep‐18
14‐Aug‐18
7‐Aug‐18
26‐Jul‐18
11‐Jul‐18
16‐Jun‐18
10‐Jun‐18
30‐May‐18
25‐May‐18
22‐May‐18
11‐May‐18
13‐Apr‐18
6‐Apr‐18
29‐Mar‐18
27‐Mar‐18
19‐Mar‐18
28‐Feb‐18
13‐Feb‐18
10‐Feb‐18
27‐Feb‐18
6‐Feb‐18
29‐Jan‐18
24‐Jan‐18
23‐Jan‐18
22‐Jan‐18
21‐Jan‐18

India worst in malnutrition crisis, has one‐third of world's stunted kids
MP reports best agricultural growth over 8 years, but farm unrest prevails
Mizoram: 4 worries next govt needs to solve in Congress' last bastion in NE
Delaying marriage by even 1 year lowers domestic vioilence against women
Why criminalisation of marital rape is still a distant dream in India
Only education, economic freedom can help reduce suicide in Indian women
#MeToo gaining ground, but 80.6% of sexual violence cases not reported
Dilaasa crisis centres prove a haven for women facing domestic violence
Beating malnutrition; health awareness seeps into interior in Bengal
How mothers of newborn are learning to tackle malnutrition in Mumbai slum
Dropout rate at upper primary level higher in boys in West Bengal
15 million babies are not able to begin breastfeeding within one hour of birth: report
Women on the move
Over 31K 'Antara' contraceptive users in 2017‐18 from Rajasthan
Anaemia among pregnant women drops as open defecation declines
How a voice message service is helping Indian mothers, babies stay healthy
Child health in India: 14 out of 20 states cut spending on key programmes
Six UP districts figure in top 10 list of child stunting in India
Most Indians non vegetarian; south and east India more than others: Survey
Karnatak next only to Gujarat among states with lowest unemployment rates
Despite high education levels, Kerala homes still use old‐age cooking fuels
Puducherry beats national average on most health indicators, here's why
More younger, educated women are now giving birth at unsafe intervals: data
Child deaths from diarrhoea halved in 10 yrs, but 321 died every day in '15
One in seven women do not get pregnancy care: National Family Health Survey
Scheduled Tribes are India's poorest; five of 10 in lowest wealth bracket
India vaccination rate up 18% in 10 yrs but still trails China, Bangladesh
Kerala tops NITI Aayog health index, UP worst performer among larger states
1 year left for Swachh Bharat deadline; 54% rural families defecate in open
Better healthcare? Why babies in India are being born heavier than ever
RTE effect? Girls are finally catching up with boys in school attendance
Progressive attitude to women's sexual rights in marriage declines in India
Are you among India's wealthiest? Be careful, you may have hypertension
India loses 4% of GDP to mal‐nutrition; ASSOCHAM‐EY paper to FM Jaitley in run up to budget
Nearly 4% of GDP is lost by malnutrition, 50% kids under‐nourished: Report

20‐Jan‐18
16‐Jan‐18
12‐Jan‐18
2‐Jan‐18
30‐Dec‐17
29‐Dec‐17
28‐Dec‐17
22‐Dec‐17
21‐Dec‐17
21‐Dec‐17
18‐Dec‐17
1‐Dec‐17
23‐Oct‐17
11‐Oct‐17
8‐Sep‐17
6‐Oct‐17
6‐Sep‐17
25‐Aug‐17
12‐Aug‐17
11‐Aug‐17
3‐Aug‐17
29‐Jul‐17
28‐Jul‐17
3‐Jul‐17
31‐May‐17
23‐May‐17
9‐May‐17
28‐Apr‐17
14‐Apr‐17
11‐Apr‐17
11‐Apr‐17
11‐Apr‐17
30‐Mar‐17
23‐Mar‐17
23‐Mar‐17

How a TV serial watched by 400 mn changed gender beliefs in rural India
Know why women empowerment in India could still be a distant dream
Why India is unprepared for its gathering teen sexual revolution
New Year 2018: Four positives for India to look forward to
Girls stage street plays to fight child marriage in Bihar (Societal Feature)
Multi pronged strategy adopted by Government to tackle malnutrition in the country
Explained in 5 charts: Why India needs condoms and their marketing
Putting education over marriage: Hope‐filled story from Bihar
NFHS shows decline in child marriages from 47.4% in 2005‐06 to 26.8% in 2014‐15
Child marriage cases drop to 27%: Minister
Six factors that could reduce malnutrition in Madhya Pradesh
Launch of National Nutrition Mission with a budget of Rs. 9,046 cr approved
For a dying silicosis patient, a govt scheme that offers hope
Education key to curb child marriage: CRY
India needs to holistically tackle child malnutrition
Bihar's population growth shows rising trend in 2016
Gender discrimination a key cause of malnutrition in India
Guidelines to tackle nutrition by Sept
Women at work: In Haryana factory, tradition and crime clash with aspiration
As per the National Family Health Survey (NFHS)‐4 2015‐16, 35.7 per cent children below 5 years are underweight
Child marriages show a declining trend
India's health care failure: diarrhoea killed 321 children a day in 2015
A country of overqualified housewives
581 mn Indians in country's 9 poorest states live without proper healthcare
Fewer Indians use tobacco, but India still world's no. 2 consumer/producer
Owaisi wants health spending to be 2 pc of GDP
Nine of 10 Indian kids aged 6‐23 months don't get adequate diet
Bihar, other BIMARU states fare better than Gujarat in immunisation rate
Fact check: UP needs more doctors, but not 500,000 as CM Adityanath said
Over 93 lakh children have severe acute malnutrition
Ensuring cheapter medicines for diabetics
Universalising the facility of institutional delivery
Two steps towards equality ‐‐ a programme to reduce violence against women
NFHS‐4 indicates reduction in percentage of underweight and stunted children in the country
With increasing urbanisation, new nutrition challenges

21‐Mar‐17
12‐Mar‐17
10‐Mar‐17
7‐Mar‐17
7‐Mar‐17
6‐Mar‐17
6‐Mar‐17
3‐Mar‐17
1‐Mar‐17
22‐Feb‐17
10‐Feb‐17
4‐Feb‐17
28‐Jan‐17
21‐Dec‐16
9‐Dec‐16
28‐Nov‐16
10‐Oct‐16
26‐Jul‐16
5‐Jul‐16
22‐Jun‐16
12‐May‐16
13‐Apr‐16
23‐Feb‐16
25‐Jan‐16
24‐Jan‐16
22‐Jan‐16
21‐Jan‐16
20‐Jan‐16
20‐Jan‐16
19‐Jan‐16
Chandigarh City News
9‐Aug‐18
30‐Mar‐18

Strategies to contain diabetes and hypertension
Stats guru: Health indicators show improvement
C‐section births surge in private hospitals, drop in public ones: Survey
Time is fertile for birth control pills: National Family Health Survey
Indians now use birth control pills, condoms more: Family health survey
Family Planning: Pills,condoms popular while sterilisation sees decline
State of health: Family health survey offers clues about what worked, what didn't
Indian children healthier than ever, but other nations doing better: Data
Proportion of overweight men in India doubled in 10 yrs: study
Smt Maneka Sanjay Gandhi expresses concern at the increasing trend of forced C‐section surgeries of expecting mothers
India's wealth urban women opt for caesarean sections; poor left out
Punjab polls 2017: Populist policies led to economic slowdown, joblessness
Down to the district: Health of the five states going to the polls
Women have to be empowered‐not just educated‐to end son preference
VLCC to open another centre at Candolim beach village in Goa
The latest threat to India's food security: Demonetisation
MP to launch 'Lalima abhiyan' to make state free from anaemia
Alcohol consumption on rise in Goa survey
Mission Indradhanush to cover 13 MP districts under third phase
WB Govt to have patient grievance redressal cells
Butterfly effect of the forest fires
Shankar Acharya: Evaluating India's well‐being
State of worry
Taking stock of India's health care system
66.3 pc women in AP hold bank accounts: NFHS survey
Demographic dividend down, standart of living up
Gender equality still not a reality
India's obesity doubled in 10 years: NFHS‐4
Sex ratio down, literacy rate of women up: Family Health Survey
India still has a high rate of malnutrition, reveals new National Health Survey

Talk on breastfeeding practices held for college students marks World Breastfeeding Week
School children need protection from tobacco consumption: CAG & Consumer Voice

Chandigarh Tribune
23‐Dec‐17
4‐Feb‐17
Christian Times
14‐Jan‐18
City Today
22‐Sep‐18
6‐Jan‐18
10‐Sep‐17
23‐Jul‐17
12‐Feb‐17
30‐Jan‐17

Daily Excelsior
12‐Jun‐20
31‐Jan‐20
14‐Oct‐19
16‐Sep‐18
16‐Sep‐19
31‐Jul‐19
25‐Jul‐18
27‐Aug‐19
12‐Jan‐19
18‐Aug‐18
3‐Dec‐17
2‐Dec‐17
25‐Nov‐17
21‐Nov‐17
25‐Sep‐17
10‐Sep‐17
15‐Aug‐17
31‐May‐17

TechnipFMC in India donates INR 30 lacs to Arpana Trust
Two‐thirds of cancer cases 'preventable'

Church in India offers cash to couples who have 4 or more babies

CAG dismisses Guj govt's malnutrition figures
Adopt zero‐tolerance poliy on child marriage: NHRC
India needs to holistically tackle child malnutrition
More education, fewer child brides mean healthier children
Led by wealthy urban women, caesarean sections rise in India
Good, bad, ugly: Health of 5 states going to the polls

Over 67,000 children bid goodbye to malnutrition in C'garh
Crimes against women
To tackle malnutrition, Govt to identify locally available nutritious food
1st ever tribal health report flags dismal condition of STs
Govt reviewing parameters used to measure stunting in children
Dulloo reviews status of roadmap for reducing IMR to single digit by 2022
Prioritising menstrual health of women
Sanitary napkins to be sold for Re 1 at Jan Aushadhi stores
Sustainable "blood" revolution
Microsoft, Apollo Hospitals build AI‐powered platform to predict cardiovascular disease risk
Escape from atrocities
Govt approves launch of National Nutrition Mission
India can become role model in growth of children: UNICEF
NHM J&K Director conferred with 'Award of Excellence'
Obesity will be next major health challenge in India: Survey
Domestic violence against men
India on 71st Independence Day
Nestle launches iron fortified Maggi noodles

1‐Mar‐17
28‐Feb‐17
8‐Sep‐16

Proportion of overweight men in India doubled in 10 yrs: Study
Govt survey shows improved sex ratio, decline in IMR
India's nutrition scenario not better than other south Asian nations: Expert

Daily Mail
18‐Sep‐17

'One of a kind' programme taking vaccines to children's doorsteps in Madhya Pradesh aims for 100 per cent immunisation rate to stop

Daily News & Analysis
6‐Oct‐20
1‐Sep‐19
29‐Jul‐19
19‐Jun‐19
4‐Jun‐19
16‐Apr‐19
12‐Apr‐19
8‐Mar‐19
28‐Jan‐19
23‐Jan‐19
16‐Jan‐19
16‐Jan‐19
12‐Dec‐18
25‐Nov‐18
19‐Nov‐18
16‐Nov‐18
15‐Nov‐18
11‐Nov‐18
1‐Nov‐18
1‐Oct‐18
21‐Sep‐18
21‐Sep‐18
11‐Jul‐18
8‐Jul‐18
29‐Jun‐18
14‐May‐18
25‐Apr‐18

'Period' talk: Are synthetic sanitary pads used during menstruation a health, environmental hazard? Find out
In Gujarat, max child marriages under 15 are in urban dist
India's big battle of the bulge
DNA edit ‐ Litchi encephalitis ‐ malnutrition is the real killer in Bihar
Maharashtra: Caterers, gram sevaks to help curb child marriage
How northeast India has tackled women's malnutrition
Politics is a male preserve
Quite clearly the second sex
Over quarter children in Delhi not fully immunised and vulnerable to infectious diseaase
DNA Edit: Paradoxical India ‐‐ The richest and the poorests co‐exist in this country
More than 25% kids in Jaipur prone to diseases: National Family Health Survey
Now, no need to suffer injection pain in insulin intake
11.6% women undergo breast examination in Delhi
25% of new mothers did not receive postnatal care in Rajasthan: NFHS survey
World Toilet Day: Challenges aplenty, but India on right track to be 100% ODF free, say experts
Cash transfer can up nutrition intake
Diabetes growing rapidly & India is the world's capital: Doctro
Urban areas top obesity chart compared to rural areas: National survey
No awareness puts 90% Jaipur women in breast cancer zone
Rajasthan nears PM Narendra Modi's target of 90% immunization
CAG report: Why Gujarat's malnutrition figures are lower than National Family Health Survey data
Multidimensional poverty goes down by half in last 10 years in India
World Population Day: UN cites ineffective birth control methods to India's population spike
Can population dynamics go pop?
It's a plus world
In UP, age proof made mandatory on wedding invitations to curb incidents of child marriage
Promote electric scooters to win clean air battle

12‐Apr‐18
30‐Mar‐18
9‐Mar‐18
8‐Mar‐18
19‐Feb‐18
12‐Feb‐18
8‐Feb‐18
31‐Jan‐18
24‐Jan‐18
3‐Jan‐18
29‐Dec‐17
27‐Dec‐17
13‐Nov‐17
14‐Oct‐17
27‐Sep‐17
22‐Sep‐17
6‐Aug‐17
2‐Aug‐17
31‐Jul‐17
18‐Jul‐17
26‐Jun‐17
1‐Jun‐17
30‐May‐17
28‐May‐17
18‐May‐17
11‐May‐17
4‐May‐17
28‐Apr‐17
11‐Apr‐17
7‐Apr‐17
26‐Mar‐17
25‐Mar‐17
21‐Mar‐17
20‐Mar‐17
15‐Mar‐17

Nutrition mission brings positive results in Baran
Where son eclipses the daughter: 19% desire for male child
Centre launches bio‐degradable sanitary napkins
DNA edit: Decline in child marriages ‐ Good news!
Gujarat grows, not all its children
36% women feel uncomfortable buying sanitary napkins: WHO report
Ahmedabad lower than Tapi in vaccination coverage
More women than men love to have daughters: NFHS
DNA edit: Daughters of India
Jammu and Kashmir ranked number 1 in India for bringing down infant mortality rate
National survey reports drop in malnutrition
Indians need better access to safe abortion practices
Unlikely alliance turning Jammu and Kashmir's hopes into reality
Hunger pangs
World Contraception Day: Here's why you shouldn't have a second child too soon after the first
New guideline for severely malnourished children
A million mouths to feed
Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook
Over 2,000 cases filed against prenatal sex determination
Pvt hosptls perform 3 times more C‐sec deliveries than govt
Local self‐help groups in Maharashtra to provide sanitary napkins for schoolgirls at Rs.5 per pack
29 lakh children got married between 10‐14 years of age in 10 years
Healthy Maggi: Nestle launches iron fortified noodles
Half the women in India are still unaware of period hygiene
Activists disappointed over Centre's move to halve spending Maternity Benefit Programme
Haryana: Nutrient suffers blow due to vaccine rumors in Mewat
Rumours hit immunisation programme in Muslim‐dominated Mewat
Nutritional rehabs buckle under summer rush
Over 93 lakh children have severe malnutrition: Govt
9 of 10 Indian children under 2 years deprived of adequate diet
Medical experts concerned over lack of quality neonatal care
India facing a hypertension epidemic, confirms latest NFHS survey
8 percent men in 15‐49 yrs age group have high blood sugar levels
10 per cent dip in female foeticide gives no reason for cheer
Bihar short of over 50% docs, nurses

9‐Mar‐17
5‐Mar‐17
4‐Mar‐17
2‐Mar‐17
1‐Mar‐17
28‐Feb‐17
28‐Feb‐17
22‐Feb‐17
22‐Feb‐17
5‐Jan‐17
28‐Dec‐16
7‐Sep‐17
24‐Aug‐16
14‐Aug‐16
4‐Aug‐17
1‐Aug‐16
Daily Pioneer
3‐Oct‐20
25‐Sep‐20
15‐Jun‐20
9‐Mar‐20
23‐Nov‐19
9‐Nov‐19
18‐Oct‐19
20‐Sep‐19
15‐Sep‐19
16‐Jul‐19
6‐Apr‐19
23‐Feb‐18
22‐Feb‐18
20‐Feb‐18
16‐Dec‐17
25‐Oct‐17
23‐May‐17

1.70 lakh villages open defecation free since October 2014
Ker to provide gastroenterology services in govt‐run district
Tobacco consumption in India falls due to stringent laws
Percentage of men with knowledge of AIDS falls marginally
Number of overweight men in India doubles in 10 years
Govt survey shows improved sex ratio, decline in IMR
Health ministry tells states to curb 'needless' Caesarean section surgeries
Maneka Gandhi promises to end commercialisation of Caesarean deliveries
Name and shame errant docs: Maneka on excessive C‐sections
Healthy India: Why political parties need to focus on public health in the manifestos
Drug users increase, as smoking goes down
Malnutrition and obesity: India's health woes among the worst in South Asian countries
State rolls out MAA to promote breastfeeding, save kids from ailments
Maharashtra: Sterilization is becoming a woman's affair now
More than 50% women and children in rural areas anaemic
Mumbai is a girl child's city now, survey shows more girls born than boys in last 5 years

Requirement of a convergent effort to plug out Jharkhand from inter‐generational cycle of malnutrition
A double whammy to the girl child’s survival
Over 67,000 children bid goodbye to malnutrition in C'garh
Child marriages up in Karnataka; panel sleeps on the job
Don't muzzle their voices
Odisha needs community based care for children
Children need priority from all stakeholders
Tobacco control & cessation center inaugurated
Focus on malnutrition among urban poor: Centre to states
Padman of Jharkhand driving change in Kolkata
E‐volunteers start a #SayNoToChild Marriage campaign
Infant mortality rate declines in MP
21.3% Odisha girls marry before 18 years: Report
C'garh second highest after Kerala in male‐female sex ratio
51% women, 44.6% kids anaemic in state: NFHS‐4
Betis' cry 'Bacchao' in Odisha as child sex ratio dips fast
Making of a healthy and happy India

10‐Mar‐17
9‐Mar‐17
23‐Dec‐16
19‐Dec‐16
29‐Jan‐16

E‐volunteers start a #SayNoToChild Marriage campaign
Positive increase in all women related indexes in Punjab
Punjab sees decline in tobacco use prevalence
Odisha grows grey; newborn girls dip in 5 years
FII bats for addressing malnutrition in Haryana

Daily Post
18‐Jan‐19
1‐Dec‐17
13‐Oct‐17
10‐Sep‐17
22‐Jul‐17
17‐May‐17
14‐Mar‐17
9‐Mar‐17
3‐Mar‐17
18‐Feb‐17
8‐Feb‐17
2‐Feb‐17
27‐Jan‐17
31‐Dec‐16

Unsung human rights for women
Govt approves launch of National Nutrition Mission
West Bengal has 40 per cent child brides: Survey in SC
Women beat men in being over‐weight in Punjab
4.5 million Indian teens were pregnant or had kids in 2015‐16: Report
Untreated hypertension: Leading cause of diseases in India
Leading food and beverages brands fail India's double nutrition challenge
All‐round improvement in women'ts indexes: Harsimrat Badal
Indian children healthier than ever, but other nations doing better: latest data
Driven by male reluctance, contraceptive use falls, population surges
Poll‐bound Uttarakhand has rich people ‐ and children with poor health
More wasted children, anaemic adults than before in once‐robust Punjab
Good, bad, ugly: Health of 5 states going to polls
Punjab to expand ambit of de‐addiction centres

Daily Sabah
6‐Mar‐17

Over half of Indian children anemic, health survey shows

Dariya News
4‐Jun‐18

Govt launches 'Janaushadhi Suvidha'‐Oxybiodegradeable sanitary napkin under PMBJP

Deccan Chronicle
19‐Feb‐20
22‐Oct‐19
6‐Oct‐19
3‐Oct‐19
30‐Sep‐19
26‐Sep‐19

Divorce on the rise among the rich and educated
Bengaluru: Road rage up, thanks to bad traffic
City women more prone to obesity
Nestlé healthy kids programme complete ten years of their societal initiative
12.1 per cent in 18‐25 age group suffer from high BP
Childhood at risk: 50 per cent women breasfeeding only upto 6 months
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Bengaluru: Private schools told to fall in line, administer de‐worming pills
Breastfeeding remains a tough ask
Debunking myths associated with flu vaccination
World Population Day: Rap song to promote use of condoms
36 per cent women remain underweight
Indian kids world's shortest: Study
District health wing starts healthy plate programme
Dev 360: Can learning outcomes be a poll issue in India?
Hyderabad: Folic acid recommended at pre‐conception stage
In south, 52.4 per cent adults are obese, says study
Planning to get inked? Make sure needle is sterilized!
Anaemia cases on rise in Tamil Nadu
Andhra Pradesh, not Kerala, model state for population control
Poverty main factor in child marriage: Study
Population control: Access to family planning remains a challenge
Poor health of women causes stuntint in children: Study
Anaemia epidemic may disrupt anaemia target
World No Tobacco Day: Tobacco use also affects blood circulation
Tied' down? Shadow of patriarchy over choice of sterilization
Indian men at risk of cardiovascular disease due to tobacco
Smoking claims 7 million people a year: WHO
Experts call for screening of heart defects among newborns
Reusable sanitary pads of organic matter of any help?
Tobacco use reason Indian men at high risk of disease: Study
Hepatitis B vaccine coverage low in Karnataka
Most infants in Bengaluru undernourished: Nationa Family Health Survey
Only 9.8 per cent women in Karnataka have knowledge of HIV/AIDS
Thiruvananthapuram: Local bodies fail in sanitation spend
43 per cent Indian women don't have access to sanitary pads
Forget 33 per cent quota, 33 per cent women in Bengaluru haven't cleared Class 10
Andhra Pradesh gaining obesity capital of India tag
Telangana: HIV stigma still haunts, need more awareness
Bengaluru: Fewer takers for Janani Suraksha
Telangana: To get women to speak up, act now
On National Girl Child Day, only 81 per cent of our girls in school
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Numbers don't lie: Have a relook at your lifestyle
Indians ordered 10 lakh condoms online in 69 days; K'taka shows high demand
IT city, it's time to fight midriff menace
Telangana has to walk the talk on infant deaths
Tamil Nadu needs better focus on adolescent healthcare
Women, don't panic you can fight dreaded 'c'
Awareness might help men undergo vasectomy
23 million child brides: SC after ruling 'sex with under‐18 wife is rape'
Rape of child bride: Can this law end it?
Women lack access to contraceptive options, say experts
Women on weak diet
Child nourishment: Disturbing rise in underweight children
Unholy matrimony: Rape by statute
Male participation in family planning low
29 lakh children got married between 10‐14 yrs of age in 2001‐11
Sanitary napkins aren't a luxury, period!
Nestle launches iron fortified Maggi noodles
Menstrual hygiene
Need more focus on health, country's spending to be 2 percent of GDP: Owaisis
9 of 10 Indian children under 2 yrs deprived of adequate diet
C‐sections push newborns into danger zone
Family planning policy covers both genders
Under‐nutrition makes children susceptible to tuberculosis: Doctors
Modi and the monk: Road ahead for UP
Eight per cent of men in 15‐49 age group have high blood pressure
Bengaluru: Weight issue, Indians growing fatter than before, and how!
Health ministry tells states to curb 'needless' caesarean surgeries
Child marriage still a problem in Andhra Pradesh
Pregnant women demand for C‐section, say doctors
Lack of awareness! Bengaluru losing is battle against cancer
Resolve on R‐day for a health, educated India
Bengaluru anti‐obesity day: Check stress, watch your diet
Decline in antenatal anaemia in Tamil Nadu
Breast cancer: Only 7 percent Bengaluru women tested!
40 per cent of Bengaluru's women are anaemic
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Fertility level dips in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana
Haemorrhage is one of the major causes of deaths in India
Telangana tops the charts on C‐sections
55 per cent women in Tamil Nadu anaemic: Survey
India's bit fat problem
It's true, too many C‐sections at private clinics, says survey

When men can't take 'no'
A ravaged earth and the long wait for relief
Malnourished, stunted and wasted, can this be India's Demographic Dividend?
Nutri‐gardens can help build immunity, reduce exposure to Covid‐19: Experts
Bihar's poor technology penetration poses new challenges for election amid COVID‐19: Report
Perils of low birth weight
Culture of silence around menstruation has become even more evident in COVID panemic: UNICEF
Stop driving in the dark on COVID spread
Death was cheap in India until coronavirus arrived
Gender analysis missing from India's coronavirus strategy
Resources for victims of domestic violence in Bengaluru
Sterilise one man or lose job, MP government orders health officials
Divorce on the rise among the rich and educated?
Right to Education Forum demands increase in govt. spending ahead of budget
Sunting high in 9 Karnataka districts
Govt mulling making reporting child marriage mandatory
Prevent teen pregnancies
Anaemia in men: Nearly quarter affected
India plummets to 102 among 117 nations on hunger index
Treating BP early crucial for youth
Regular screenings will help prevent cervical cancer
Govt reviewing parameters to measure stunting in children
Karnataka: Food from Anganwadis 'unfit for consumption'
Population: Should India worry?
Population explosion or declining fertility in India?
Malnutrition, still a malaise in Karnataka
Population explosion: Barking up the wrong tree
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"Beti Bachao" : Female foeticide unabated in India
Karnataka forms panel to tackle early marriage
Breastfeeding Week programmes planned
Vulnerable young women pushed into hysterectomy
Bihar AES deaths: Advice on nutrition ignored
2,690 ORS, zinc corners to be set up in DK
50% Indians with BP, diabetes don't know they have it
Fishing the protein out
Doctors want HPV vaccine in immunisation programme
Domestic violence: Clear, ugly picture
Though outlawed, child marriage persists in Karnataka
An evil that won't go away
Maternal and infant health: long way to go
SDGs: Budgeting for gender equity
India delivers poor results C‐sections go up 7 times
Child marriages see sharp decline in India
Mother, your health matters too
City has huge potential for home healthcare
Activists not happy with govt reaction to safety report
Govt launches affordable sanitary napkins
Women smokers double in 7 years
When govt plays Padman
Nearly half of Indians think wife beating is OK
Growing social insecurity
Campaign to ensure sustainable menstrual hygiene
City's diet skewed, needs change to stave off diseases
Discontinuation of birth‐spacing methods: Karnataka among top 5 states
A 'malnourished' plan
To remove hunger, address poverty first
Indicators for malnutrition in kids worsening
Anger rised over 12% GST on sanitary napkins
Intensified diarrhoea control fortnight in DK, Udupi disstricts
Ground situation: Separating fact from fiction
Child sex ratio still alarmingly low
C‐sections doubled over 10 years
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End unnecessary C‐sections
Anti‐caesarean leader to meet Maneka Gandhi today
Decline in antenatal anaemia in Tamil Nadu
Government plans special drive for male sterilisation
Sex ratio in IT city lowest among the metros, says study

Dekh News
16‐Dec‐16

Higher events of rape in India connected to open defecation

Dunya News Pakistan
19‐Sep‐16

42 percent of Indian children in state of Madhya Pradesh are malnourished
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Iron‐deficiency anaemia in Indian women and children
Nearly 13% of married women in Nagaland have experienced spousal violence
Nagaland has third highest prevalence of hypertension in India
Combating malnutrition
Fifth round of National Family Health Survey launched
Maternal, healthcare delivery still poor in Nagaland
Obesity and breast cancer: A wakeup call
India's forgotten children, India's shame
Phek district pledges to save girl child and educate her
No let‐up in Tripura infant deaths: Survey
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One‐third of married women in India experience spousal violence: Study
To make child marriages invalid, WCD ministry moves to the cabinet
National Family Health Survey reveals shocking informations about sexlife of Indians
Kerala the best in India in poverty alleviation
Latest survey shows that a majority of Indians want a daughter
Women are now using more contraception than men, especially unmarried women
Women unhappy with high GST on sanitary pads; need immediate solutions
Cow's milk harmful for infants below one year: Study
Men not interested in family planning; National Family Health Survey report
Study says that only 1 in 10 Indian children aged 6‐23 months gets 'adequate diet'
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How condom industry is evolving in India to what it was and how it is now?
Bridging critical gaps in sexual and reproductive health services during Covid‐19
Lactation Matters: For Healthy Baby & Healthy Mother Earth
Moving from 18 to 21: Will the lives of girls change?
Prioritise PPPs to avert a rise in malnutrition caused during Covid pandemic: Dr Rajan Sankar, Tata Trusts
Can technology save mothers and newborns ?
Nutrition and food: Nourish the thought
Rising divorces a sign of justice, not arrogance
Karnataka: Delayed referrals a hurdle to cutting infant mortality
Jan Andolan and Bhagidaari as a means to address severe acute malnutrition in India
How some men want to change Meghalaya's matrilineal society
Committed to tackling challenges of undernourishment, child mortality: Rao Inderjit Singh
New term life plan covers pre‐existing diseases & cancer
India must have palliative care for millions fighting cancer, diabetes, et al. Kerala offers hope
Chhattisgarh set to launch universal PDS, health plans
Sex ratio at birth up 13 points at 931 in 4 years, says Samriti Irani
The devil doesn't lie in demographics
"Main kuch bhi kar sakti hoon" uses "condom baba ka dhaba' to bust taboos on use of condoms
Hysterectomy tops Ayushman claims; red flags raised
Some good news on the population front
A mobile health application revolutionises the health service delivery in Bengaluru slums
Why milk pips meat as theprimar source of animal protein in India
India's child nutrition programme excludes poorest households: Study
Can PM Modi's Ayushman Bharat help healthcare startups scale?
Is mammography test to spot breast cancer necessary at all?
Surprising trends in child marriage
Surrogacy Bill 2016 ‐ Legally vexing & socially problematic
India has one‐third of world's stunted children: Global nutrition report
Mizoram is among India's top states, but 4 worries for new government
Sex lives of Indians: How India makes love: Men have their first experience at the age of 24, women at 19
Why toilets remain aspirational for the urban poor despite subsidies
Immunise against policy
The fundamental problem with malnutrition is that it's not visible: Shawn K. Baker
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Measure and manage health better
How social commerce companies are helping women in small towns earn a living from their homes
Startups bet on tech, smart logistics to carve big chunk off meat & fish market
World No Tobacco Day: Indian men at risk of cardiovascular disease
The neglect of girl child keeps Delhi's backyard, Mewat, most backward
Caesarean deliveries: Government hospital clearance needed for caesarean deliveries at pvt hospitals under NHPM
Why a routine approach to eliminating malnutrition may not work
Government launches biodegradable sanitary napkins , priced at Rs 2.50 per pad
Jan Aushadhi stores to sell sanitary pads at a third of the market price
Why Padman alone can't end the taboo in India
72% of children not getting vaccinated on time: Survey
Preference for sons has lead to 21 million 'unwanted' daughters in India: Economic Survey
6 states show upswing in anaemia among women
Economic Survey: Arvind Subramanian: India's economic policy over the last four years has been a crucible for many policy experiments
Condom use among unmarried women rises 6‐fold in a decade
79% women, 78% men want a daughter
Religion: State key to fertility rates, not religion: Governnment data
Low health insurance penetration in UP increasing treatment burden: Dr. Atul Kapoor
Fertility rate below replacement level for all religions but Hindus and Muslims
Government approves launch of National Nutrition Mission
The social familial ramifications of the Surrogacy Bill 2016
How your lifestyle affects your fertility
70% more HIV deaths in Tamil Nadu in last three years
There's a caste factor to encephalitis in UP
Challenges in malnutrition
Why 581 mn Indians endure the country's worst healtcare
Government will soon come out with a women empowerment index for states
Iron rich pressure cooker: PATH's next impactful innovation to control anaemia
2.5 years on, Swachh Bharat mission claims remain unverified
What India can learn from breastfeeding Australian senator Larissa Waters
Gujarat: Narendra Modi's home state has one of India's worst child vaccination records
Oxfam cites Chinese example in relation to Assam's State Population Policy 2017
World Tuberculosis Day: Malnutrition in children makes them susceptible to the disease
Centre asks states to carry out prescription audit in private health facilities
Punjab's women gain in money and education, lose in health
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Wasting: Attention needed
Health insurance coverage sees big jump in last 10 years
Data chart: Data wise
Kerala as good as US, OECD in saving newborn children
Indian children healthier than ever, but other nations doing better: Latest data
Use of contraceptives down 3 percent in a decade
India got healthier in the last decade, finds National Family Health Survey
Proportion of overweight men in India doubled in 10 yrs: study
Govt survey shows improved sex ratio, decline in infant mortality
Caesarean sections see alarming rise
Name and shame errant docs: Maneka Gandhi on excessive C‐sections
National Family Health Survey: Indian states battle BMI blues
Poll‐bound Uttarakhand has rich people and children with poor health
Beware: Increased smartphone use may affect sleep, health of kids
Bengaluru: Just 39 doctors booked for sex test in 14 years
Why Bihar can treat only 0.3% of its malnourished childen
Malnutrition and obesity: India's health woes among the worst in South Asian countries
Health Ministry's own survey projects bleak picture
For first time, tobacco use is down in country: Family health survey
Caesarean deliveries in private hospitals two times more than government facilities: Survey
40 per cent women own or have joint share in property: Survey
Sedentary lifestyle reason for rise in C‐sections
50% of kids in 10 states anaemic: Survey

India, Covid‐19 and the zugzwang option
"Brain fever" death toll passes 150 in Indian state
Sanitary pad record in India to promote menstrual hygiene
Poor toilet access contributes to India rape rise: study

Increase in caesarean surgeries a dangerous trend
Inject some awareness
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Marrying above legal age is good economic strategy for men, women; SBI research reveals why
Nutrition awareness: Enhancing Food Security through Nutri‐ Gardens in India
Poshan Maah 2020: A malnutrition hotspot dashboard developed by govt; details
Community‐based approach to address malnutrition by 2022
Centre must address multidimensional determinants of malnutrition on urgent basis
Eliminating gender gaps key to better public health
COVID‐19: Feeding the future of India
World Breastfeeding Week 2020: Nourishing the Youngest – Successful strategies for public health community
World Hunger Day: Dual burden for India; existing under nutrition and under nutrition induced by COVID‐19
Happy Mother’s Day 2020: Mothers are precious and need to be cherished for ‘Supohit Bharat’
Test‐Test‐Test mandate for Coronavirus: Here’s how private sector can help in COVID‐19 diagnostics
The right step requires caution
International Women’s Day: Women from the poorest households still unreached by empowerment initiatives
From plate to plough: How India can overcome malnutrition
Coordination between political leadership and administration for a malnutrition free Odisha
Budget ideas 2020: Give tax sops on home insurance, hike tax breaks on health policies
Making India a safer country for child birth – What will it take?
Integrating nutrition mission with public distribution system
The spectre of Malthus: India fast losing its demographic potential
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Consumer trend towards healthier products: Food and beverage manufacturers should make healthier products more affordable
PM Modi's concerns over rising population: Policy prescriptions for tackling the issue
Odisha sets a benchmark by maknng its spend on child and women welfare public
Budget 2019: With our present lifestyle, is the current limit of medical insurance sufficient?
Marathwada's parched fields yield rich crop of women cops
Coercive population control laws will be a setback to India's family planning efforts
Demographic distress: Will India get older before it gets richer?
How milk can address malnutrition in children
Transparency of data can improve nutrition for India's poorest
India's tale of expanded infanticide
Why women shy away from taking personal loans
Gender equity a necessity: Data shows that only half of the married women child‐bearing ages use any contraceptive!
Youth friendly sexual & reproductive health services a must! Data shows 14 million Indian girls marry before 18 years
Explained: How India's war on undernutrition fails to address the root causes
Modi govt's efforts bear fruits; malnutrition in India down by 4% in 2 years
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Healthy accountability
Ramaswaram2Rohtak: New data on sex ratio that shows Tamil Nadu worse than Haryana is hard to swallow
Fertility lesson: Improving women's educational attainment is key
Sexual offenders: Registry good, but more can be done
Microsoft, Apollo Hospitals build AI powered platform to predict cardiovascular disease risk score
How Chennai‐based TTK Group got its mojo back in the complicated India condom industry
Gujarat government to start ambulance service for infants to prevent deaths
Venkaiah Naidu launches Assam govt's cashless health scheme
Government launches biodegradable sanitary napkins, priced at Rs 2.50 per pad
PM Narendra Modi to launch National Nutrition Mission next month
Real‐life padman says his lifetime not enough to make 1 pct difference
Across the aisle: P. Chidambaram talks about his 'celebrating gods neglecting children'
India loses 4pc of GDP to malnutrition: ASSOCHAM‐EY
Big concern! Fertility rate for many Indian communities dips below the replacement rate
What is Indradhanush, project that earned praise in a Johns Hopkins report
Mission Indradhanush shows enouraging results: Haryana government
Family planning 2020: How focus shifted from population control to reproductive health, rights
Fight against cancer: As immunotherapy hopes fade, two new studies hold out hope
8 per cent men in 15‐49 age group have high sugar levels
58% children found to be anaemic; when will the government take notice
Empowerment of women: India needs to shed its patriarchal notions
Narendra Modi government clamps down on private hospitals over 'needless' Caesarean section surgeries
Union Budget 2017: Declining investment, increasing malnutrition ‐ the story of our country
More sanitation, literacy = fewer anaemic, pregnant women

India 'at a turning point' to tackle pervasive malnutrition

India's war on anemia can get a boost through locally sourced food, targetted training of moms
Domestic Violence During Covid – 19 Pandemic
Tackling menstruation sustainably: How India's battle to provide environment‐friendly sanitary pads is far from won
World Ocean Day: Alternative seafood offers twin solution to address food security, planet's health
In India's rehabilitation centres, holistic care for mother and child combats malnutrition
In India, how the crippling reality of severe malnutrition stems from religion and caste‐based politics
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Shoddy implementation of the mid‐day meal scheme can have some serious implications
Fight to demystify menstruation is on in rural India, where the taboo continues to cost lives
In India, children born to teenage mothers more likely to suffer from under nutrition
Child marriage rampant in West Bengals Malda, but parties believe addressing social evil would be political suicide
Starvation deaths emerge as a key poll issue in Jharkhand as ration card woes keep vulnerable groups hungry
In UP's Mahoba district, amid govt's family planning initiatives, male sterlisation seems like a faraway goal
In Meghalaya's patriarchy‐driven matriarchal society, women turn entrepreneurs for livelihood
Period. End of sentence's win reflects poorly on the Oscars; it is ill‐informed, dishones, though perhaps well‐meant
The muck stoops here: Bhadweswar, a small town in West Bengal, is remarkable for nothing except its filth
Union budget 2019: Children welfare, social sector suffer as new revenue sharing pattern puts additional burden on states
In rural UP sterilisation camps for women are functioning under dire conditions
In Mumbai Dharavi, an NGO trains parents to tackle malnutrition, raises awareness of best health practices
Family planning in India: Women brave health risks to opt for sterilisation, as men shrug off responsibility
Financial challenges, social barriers make breastfeeding tough for women engaged in India's informal economy
This Independence Day, here are 18 innovative ideas that are transforming India
6 in ten Indian babies aren't breastfed in the first hour of birth
9 percent of all abortions are following sex selection in India, says IDF, asks India to focus on women's health
BJP‐governed states not serving eggs in mid‐day meals, cite 'vegetarian sentiments'
Niti Aayog boss Amitabh Kant says inter‐state development disparities holding India back; this is what he means
Studies suggest well‐being and social security of women is key to improving child health figures
Wealth, mother's education and birth order may be behind low vaccination rates in India, reveals study
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Bleeding without tax: Centre making sanitary napkins GST‐free cause to rejoice, but some fear manufacturers may hike prices
Women and Child Development Ministry set to move Cabinet in a bit to make child marriages invalid
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Changing cropping patterns could help India cut irrigation water usage by 33 percent, reduce impact of local climate shocks
Women's safety to remain a mirage in India until schemes to protect them take care of caste and class divisions
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Central's menstrual hygiene drive increases sanitary napkin use, but shoddy quality of products, other problems reduce impact
Women's safety survey: Activists voice concern over govt rejecting report, call for 'introspection rather than dismissal'
Better sanitation facilities, delayed pregnancy could reduce anaemia rates in pregnant women in India, says study
Chhattisgarh battles high poverty levels as creation of state 'for tribals' does little to benefit community
An NGO in Rajasthan is helping annul child marriages, but the practice is unlikely to die out
WHO commends India for achieving maternal mortality goal: but health ministry statistics differ from UNDP targets
In low‐income household, a mobile voice message service is working to reduce maternal, infant mortality
Despite high tax revenues, 14 of 20 states cut funding to key nutrition programme, data shows
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AS push to turn India towards vegetarianism gathers steam, data reveals 80% men and 70% women relish meat
Diabetes is India's fastest growing disease: 72 million cases recorded in 2017, figure expected to nearly double by 2025
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NFHS data shows over one in seven Indian women don't receive antenatal care, highlights need to sensitise men to women's healthcare
Lakshadweep, Meghalaya best among 35 states, UTs are providing land rights to women; Punjab, West Bengal worst
Tripura, bastion of CPM, is low on development but high on social and health indicators
Beyond Padman: Biodegradable pads, sustainable manufacturing and disposal system are need of the hour
62% Indian kids receive all basic vaccinations but country still lags far behind the likes of Bangladesh, Vietnam
One in 4 children in India's cities are malnourished, but poverty is not the only cause
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Padman aims to deal with menstruation taboo but over 50% young women in rural India use unygienic methods of protection
Indian babies being born heavier than ever, a sign of improving healthcare, more awareness among mothers
India remains #MeToo resistant: Fewer men care about consent and safe sex, shows survey
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NFHS survey puts out shocking revelations; few know about marital rape; female sterilisation rampart despite existence of condoms
Educating girls can significantly reduce India's population spiral, national health data reveals
Main Kuch Bhi Kar Sakti Hoon': TV serial watched by 40 crore people, changed gender beliefs in rural India
NHRC asks states to adopt zero‐tolerance policy for child marriages as India sees 3,600 cases every day
Right to privacy, declining infant mortality, renewed fight against TB: India has a lot to in 2018
Bihar's students perform street plays against child marriage
Maharashtra sees improved conviction rate, but pendency of cases remains a worry to end practice in state
Madhya Pradesh's dismal child health indicator can improve with better sanitation, focus on maternal care
Gujarat election: Despite good medical infrastructure, Dang district remains unhealthy, lack of jobs a major problem
Govt approves launch of National Nutrition Mission to tackle under‐nutrition, stunting
Number's prove Gujarat model's human development indices not as vibrant as promised by Rupani government
Marital rape a disgraceful offence: Gujarat HC's ruling progressive but mere condemnation of practice rings hollow
Gender Gap Index: Women's requirements never given priority when resources are limited
First ever Gender Vulnerability Index will give activists tangible parameters to tackle discrimination against Indian women
Infant deaths at Ahmedabad civil hospital highlight Gujarat's sorry statistics on infant mortality, malnutrition
UP health care crisis
Punjab Election 2017: Malnutrition, poor health has taken a toll on the people in the state
India slips in hunger in hunger index ranks: Nutrition not just about food but sanitation and access to health care too
SC says 23 million minor brides in India: one out of every five weddings violate laws prohibiting child marriage
Maneka Gandhi says women and child development ministry focussing on eradicating malnutrition
Here's why contraceptive use across India has declined despite high awareness
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Gorakhpur tragedy: Ranked lowest in health care, Uttar Pradesh needs intent to evolve from squalor
Hyderabad‐based National Institute of Nutrition develops India's first nutrition atlas
Chhattisgarh's solar powered PHCs show how using alternative sources of energy can transform healthcare in India
Can use child rape law to criminalise sexual act with minor wife, says Supreme Court
ICMR head Soumya Swaminathan calls current state of affairs unsatisfactory, lays out new visions for health
A decade of Domestic Violence Act shows dearth of data, inadequate implementation and delayed justice
GST on sanitary napkins: 12% isn't sexist and zero tax may not be the way to incentivise use
Healthcare in India: Nine poorest states' budgets lie unspent, 581 million affected by inadequate infrastructure
Shame, taboo resulting in unhygienic menstrual practices across much of India
Assam takes to text messages to save lives even as state records highest maternal deaths
India's new national health policy is just a repackaged version of the 2002 plan
Six key challenges for the new UP government that is likely to be helmed by Manoj Sinha
Uttarakhand election 2017: The relatively prosperous state has poor child health indicators
Goa polls: Public health infrastructure among India's best, but there aren't enough specialists
Punjab Election 2017: Malnutrition, poor health has taken a toll on the people in the state
Goa Election 2017: Public health infrastructure among India's best, but there aren't enough specialists
Malnutrition: How Budget 2017 can do justice to India's starving children by making nutrition a national emergency
Down to the district: The health of 5 states gong to the polls
If PM Modi approves, junk food and sugary drinks could fall under fat tax net
Death of 13 children in Maharashtra in two months is a reminder of malnutrition in the state
Sterilisation judgement: Beginning of a longer battle to reorient family planning programme
Here's why contraceptive use across India has declined despite high awareness
More girls are being born in Mumbai than boys, reveals Maharashtra family health survey
Despite 10% decline in childhood stunting, India's battle against malnutrition still looks bleak
Never mind #PoMoneModi; we desperately need to talk about malnutrition
India must conduct a thorough reexamination of how it approaches early breast cancer detection
Maneka Gandhi's plan to make child sex determination compulsory is a minefield of a proposal

On World Human Rights Day, Ayushmann Khurrana talks about a child’s right to safe environment
Maharahtra: 214 child marriages stopped during lockdown
Hey foodies, PM Narendra Modi wants your family recipes for Poshan Maah 2020; here's how to submit them
Food packets, slippers for labourers but no focus on women migrants facing menses
Madhya Pradesh efforts contained COVID‐19 infection rate, shows IIM Indore research
Amid coronavirus lockdown, victims of domestic violence fear their safety at home and outside
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No need to fret over 'population explosion'
Government fudges data to show less number of malnourished kids
Indore: Severely malnourished 17‐month‐old girl found in city
Madhya Pradesh is about unemployment, crime against women & farmers' suicides
Bhopal: Two‐thirds of newborns in State deprived of 'liquid gold'
Peak age at first sex for Indian women is 15‐19: Survey
How are Hema, Rekha, Jaya, and Sushma?
Mumbai: FSSAI introduces +F logo to identify nutritious food
PadMan Effect: Mumbai's 5 maternity hospitals to get sanitary pad vending machines
4% of India's GDP is lost to malnutrition
Education key to curb child marriage: CRY
Why Bihar can treat only 0.3% of its malnourished children
Mumbai: Experts rubbish BMC claim of 50% drop in infant deaths
CGHS to cancel empanelment to hospitals that won't display number of C‐sections
War against malnutrition is far from over
Bhopal: One‐third girls get married before 18
Government survey reveals: over 96 lakh children suffer from acute malnutrition
6 challenges that BJP will fact in UP
One in every two children in Bengal anaemic: NFHS
More women using tobacco than men in state
Malnourished mothers give birth to malnourished babies
Fewer Indians using contraception, despite awareness
Anaemia continues to plague Arunachal Prades
93.8 pc women in Goa have say in household decisions: survey
Pills over condoms for Bengal, 3 N‐E states
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With 44:1000, Assam second highest in infant mortality rate among Indian states
NMH establishes 613 health and welness centres
Health Dept emphasises on safe abortions with focus on maternal health

Greater Kashmir
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A leader in health indicators is falling back
Is Covid‐19 dangerous for elderly?
A roadblock is parenting
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J & K witnesses significant decline in infant mortality rate: Government
No tobacco
HC seeks response to PIL seeking to allow e‐cigarettes in J&K
How zero stamp duty on property 'empowered' J&K women
It's a curse
Anemia greater cause of disability in JK: Study
Obesity cases on the rise in Kashmir
J&K records sharpest decline in child sex ratio
Long cancer on the rise in Kashmir as tobacco abuse goes rampant
Why are cesarean births in JK 'alarmingly' high?
In J&K, property purchases by women soar after stamp duty abolition
A shot towards measles‐rubella free J&K
Obesity: A staggering public health challenge in JK
Rampant Caesarean births in private clinics driven by profit?
Alarming' rise in tobacco consumption in J&K, reveal studies
Health sector in Jammu and Kashmir has improved considerably: Officials
J&K among top states losing lives to tobacco
JK has low doctor‐patient ratio of 1:1658
SC dismayed over 23 million child brides in India with 40% in West Bengal alone
Avoid early introduction of bovine milk, mother's milk best for newborns: Experts
Digital tools transform India's healthcare system
In JK private hospitals, 3 out of 4 births happen through caesarean operation: Survey
Percentage of obese women, men on rise in JK: Survey
Women's day: In JK, women still lag far behind in education, jobs
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Here's how to tackle hidden hunger in India
Statue of vainglory
Nearly 2 of 5 women who commit suicide globally are women
Battle against child marriage is winning in India
Girl child marriage rate highest among SC/ST: NCPCR
In India, child marriage finally meets its match
Digital tools transform
New law deals a blow to child marriages
6 in 10 voters check blood‐sugar levels
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India: 1 in 5 has diabetes, hypertension
Fifth of India's population suffers from diabetes, hypertension

Rising population thwarting economic dividends
Fewer Indians use tobacco, but India still world's No. 2 consumer, producer
With increasing urbanisation, new nutrition challenges for India
New worries creep into seemingly healthy Goa
13 deaths a reminder of malnutrition in India's most industrialised state
Government has granted 1,368 liquor licenses since coming to power
Hic not hurrah! In Goa drinkers on rise
India has over 230m malnourished people
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India's #MeToo moment
Cut and open
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Central schemes help country fare better on wellness index: Survey
Heart patients, diabetics may get doses on priority
Assam women top list of alcohol consumers in India, says health ministry survey
Domestic violence calls drop with relaxation of lockdown in Maharashtra
Lockdown hit food security of children, says rights body
Malnutrition: India needs to urgently break inter‐generational cycle
MP govt to rechristen Ladli Laxmi scheme, aims to make girls self‐reliant
Is Covid‐19 less fatal in India's villages?
End gender‐based discrimination in the Hindu Succession Act
Bihar campaign faces virtual test
Will changing age of marriage help women?
92% deliveries in hospitals, every third child born through a c‐section
The embedded patriarchy in arranged marriages
8,308 fresh cases as Maha tally nears 3L
Covid‐19 fuelling mother and child mortality rates
During Covid‐19 lockdown, births at clinics plummet by 40%
Covid 19 update: People with metabolic syndrome take longer to recover, say experts
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Focusing on menstrual care in time of Covid‐19 pandemic
UN expects a global baby boom led by India due to Covid‐19 lockdowns
Centre, states plan to ban pan masala, spitting at workplaces
With lockdown extended, varsities brainstorm on ways to conduct exams
COVID‐19: How is the global pandemic threatening the safety of women and girls
Without clean water, fighting diseases is a pipe dream
Coronavirus update: Are our multi‐generational homes putting elders at greater risk?
Why social distancing is difficult to implement
Combating severe malnutrition: Lessons from Rajasthan
Indian households lack proper hand‐wash facilities, shows data
utlook india
How one‐child families are transforming India
Baby monitor: See how family size is shrinking
What works for India's family planning programme
Centre set to train doctors involved in AES treatment
How resource‐rich Jharkhand fares on social indicators
4800 kids died in Odisha’s Maoist stronghold Malkangiri in 5 years, experts blame malnutrition
India closer to world's first male contraceptive injection
Every fourth Indian man has anaemia: Lancet study
Absence of govt norms make creches, child day care centres, a free‐for‐all
Delays in investigation, justice add to trauma of abuse victis
Global hunger index: community level interventions necessary to end hunger in India
Access to toilets leads to public health gains
Abused women need the support of their families
The importance of family planning in creating healthier families| analysis
Mapping of high‐risk areas for better vaccination coverage
"Kranti" against child marriage in a village in UP's Bahraich
India's menstrual health: End the crisis of shame
Battling all odds: The rise of young subaltern women
Domestic violence has not got the attention it needs
Religion just one facet of India's population explosion debate
Mother's exposure to pollution may lead to shorter babies: Study
Haryana achieves 92% annual target for injectable contraceptives
No child immune to undernutrition, it shows no urban‐rural bias
No, physical violence is not a sign of love
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World Population Day: Invest in ensuring women's sexual, reproductive rights
Bihar poised to become 2nd most populous state by 2041
Cause of AES which has killed over 100 children in Bihar unknown
Fewer child grooms than brides, but boys need saving as well
Panchayat arranges marriage of minors, CWC send notice
Teen births down 63% since 2000: Survey
BJP gets the lion's share of vote in the poorest districts
Teen mothers have stunted, unweight children
Rape bid charge against GA nominee, ex‐MPs exit from race twists the tale
Structural reforms have changed the social sector
Multiple checks give right BP, says study
Education, jobs can't stop population growth
Lok Sabha elections 2019: Jharkhand a battle of naratives and numbers in state
C‐sections double in 10 years in India: fear of pain, age of mothers reasons
Fresh measles death takes toll to 8 in West Champaran
1 in every 5 girls in UP is a child bride
Population control: Not the panacea for all states
Shravasti teen stands up against a 'knotty problem'
Obesity, malnutrition 2 sides of climate change
India needs to fight the syndemic on a war footing
Why states should focus on improving living conditions and worry less about population decline
Free contraceptives, but only for the wedded
For many women, home is often a dangerous place
Infant mortality rate: 850 kids under five die every day in Uttar Pradesh
The arguments against population control laws
Early diagnosis and containment are key to controlling Zika
Empowered women farmers can help fight malnutrition
How Swachh Bharat can enhance nutrition, immunity of children
Sustained efforts must to reduce India's infant mortality below 25 by 2030
Fewer teen marriage in India over a decade: Govt
In Gurugram, 30.6% children above the age of five underweight
In Rajasthan's govt hospitals, women to be discharged only if found fit to breastfeed newborns
Two malnutrition deaths
World Hepatitis Day: Hepatitis B vaccination cover 79% children below 2 years of age in Pune
Centre to introduce fortified rations in 118 target districts
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World Population Day: Family planning, migration and India's changing demographics
Contraception and women's empowerment: Here's how safe, reliable contraceptives are freeing women to earn
Govt decision to introduce conditional cash transfers in place of ration hits roadblock
Ayurveda and yoga can help you lower your blood pressure naturally and quickly, here's how
Dalit women's group bats for rights at United Nations forum
High blood pressure is a silent killer, here are its signs and best treatments
Anaemia among pregnant women lessens as open defecation reduces
In India, 38% kids under 5 are stunted, one in four girls is a mother before 20: Report
World No Tobacco Day: 12 crore smoke in India, docs concerned as more adolescents getting addicted
High blood pressure ails one in every eight Indians over 30, reveals study
Rumours hit govt's measles, rubella vaccination drive; govt ready with countere
Why the Asaram rape case verdict matters
58% children with acute malnutrition cured, reveals Poshan Baran project
Child bride moves court to annul marriage in Rajasthan
Plastic based sanitary pads are not only harmful to the environment but also your body
Child sex ratio improves in rural Uttarakhand, Bageshwar tops the list
In three years, Uttarakand sees 13% decrease in sterilisation cases
In the ICU, public health sector in Uttarakhand waiting for boostser shots
Population changes may have led to fall in primary school attendance in Maharashtra
Ending poverty with food and sanitation
Drive‐in schools to inform girls about nutrition: Devnani
Good sanitation stops stunting, child deaths
Institutional delivery goes up, but breastfeeding within an hour of birth is just 28%
Sanitary pad vending machine at Patna Junction from Feb 28
Married off before they were 18, Rajasthan's child brides are finding freedom
Findings of health survey: How malnutrition grows
Beyond the Padman effect: Urban women try alternatives to disposal sanitary napkins
To battle malnourishment, start a mass awareness campaign
One in 4 urban children under the age of 5 suffer from malnutrition
Upgrading district hospitals better than new AIIMS
Here's why most domestic abuse victims don't file complaints
Union budget 2018: 'Modicare' to provide health insurance to 500 million Indians
Better budgetary allocation for family planning can help India meet global sustainability goals
Rajasthan still prefers sons over daughters, reveals health survey
Only 24% Indian women want a second child, shows family health survey
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NFHS‐4 data is a treasure trove for marketers
Report card: Only 6% women blood donors in Chandigarh
Delhi and Punjab richest states, Jain wealthiest community: National survey
India unprepared for teen sexual revolution, only 20.3% of unmarried boys use condoms
The power of art: Chambal women take to theatre to save the girl child
How a change in adoption laws will benefit children's health
Nine months on, World Bank‐funded health project yet to take off
Bihar boy kills self hours after being forced to marry widowed sister‐in‐law
Centre drops plan to abolish food packets at anganwadis
Women alcoholics on the rise in Delhi, and across India
Fighting cancer by living right
Malnutrition, sex ratio: Health indices show 'Gujarat model' is in a poor shape
Walk in interviews for docs, concern over quality
Violence against women is not a sign of manhood
With high fertility rate, Bihar lags behind in family planning
Number of children getting vitamin A supplement drops by 4% in Rajasthan
Improve nutritional content of school meals to tackle stunting
No doctor in health centre, Uttarakhand woman forced to deliver baby on bridge
Lack of a national nutrition policy means our children's tomorrow could die today
Women bear the burden of sterilisation in Uttar Pradesh
India worse than Nepal, Bangladesh in tackling hunger, down 3 ranks globally: Report
Bihar struggles to have healthy children, 60% young women are anaemic
37% women in Bihar believe man can beat his wife if she argues
Only 18% UP women know about HIV/AIDS: Survey
Cash transfers instead of food rations is a bad idea
3 years of Swachh Bharat: 2.5 lakh villages declared open defectation free, but 1.5 lakh claims not verified
Nitish's new social reform gambit crusade against dowry, child marriage from October 2
Contraception is not a woman's responsibility alone, it must involve men as well
India is failing its infants long before they arrive at hospital
C‐section vs natural birth: Why are expectant moms increasingly coming under the scalpel?
From missing data to unreliable numbers, India's statistical ecosystem needs an overhaul
Survey report: Punjab pips Haryana in saving young lives
50% child marriages in 340 blocks of Bihar
In Mumbai, experts raise stink as report claims 50% drop in infant deaths in 2 years
Hospitals that hide number of C‐section deliveries may lose empanelment
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45% maternal deaths due to delay in decision on delivery: Social audit
52 child deaths at Jamshedpur hospital lays bare Jharkhand's ailing health care system
RSS group opposes special food packets scheme for malnourished children
To avoid another Gorakhpur, think outside of the box
Only when bill arrives, we know there's power': What ails India's rural electrification scheme?
All eyes on Gorakhpur, but these 5 maps show that it isn't even close to how bad healthcare is in UP
Woman battles for toilet in Akshay Kumar movie but india's reality is different
Ten years of domestic violence act: Dearth of data, justice delayed
World Breastfeeding Week: How new moms, milk banks are helping save lives
Sex ratio in Pune drops 25 points within six months
C‐sections dominate delivery business, fear of commercial exploitation looms
World Breastfeeding week: More women are breastfeeding in India than before
Less than 20% babies breast‐fed in first hour of birth in 14 districts of UP: Survey
World breastfeeding week: Only 25% newborns in UP get mother's milk in first hour of birth
Unskilled women assisting too many births in rural India: CAG report
Chhattisgarh must put human life above that of cows
More education will lead to fewer child brides, healthier children
Falling fertility rate is good news but sceptics defer
India's young shun use of modern day contraceptives
Slowing population growth: Why families get smaller in size with better access to healthcare
No incentive to ASHAs if mothers don't sign vouchers
Why Mumbai, India's most productive city, is losing the battle against child malnutrition
Family planning on back‐burner, health dept admit lack of focus
Caring like a kangaroo: India can cut neonatal death toll, world's highest
Remove the cultural baggage, awkwardness about menstruation
Number of tobacco users down, but India still world's second largest consumer, producer
Medicine 'scam' and high anaemia in Punjab: Pop the iron pill before it expires
Iron folic acid tablets going down the drain in Rajasthan
Real‐time tracking to improve immunisation rates in Uttarakhand
Text messages save lives in state with highest maternal deaths
Why Maharashtra's flagship programme for girls benfits no girl
Indian states and women: where are they empowered, where are they not
Is your child getting the right diet? You need to worry if the answer is no
World Tuberculosis Day: Nutrition plays a huge role in combatting TB
3 schemes to fight malnutrition, WCD Min
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Uttar Pradesh records India's worst infant and under‐five mortality
SAS Nagar men rank highest on obesity scale in tricity
Baby steps: Our infants are surviving, but they need better medical care
National Family Health Survey: Health insurance coverage sees big jump in last 10 years
National Family Health: Good news! Laggard states see huge progress in health
4 or 10 Chandigarh residents consume liquor: Survey
India makes gains in health sector, but work half done
Private hospitals perform more than thrice the number of C‐section deliveries
India's population surges as men remain reluctant to use contraceptive measures
Why Shivraj Singh Chouhan did not replicate Gujarat, Bihar prohibition models
2 in 5 women in Chandigarh are obese, says NFHS‐4 data
Private facilities of Punjab, UT have double C‐section deliveries than government hospitals, says NFHS
Child marriage in Punjab halved in 10 years
Child marriage: Where cure is just as important as prevention
Soon, measures to reduce infant, child nutrition deaths in MP
No malnutrition death in Sheopur dist., Gwalior division in last 3 years, say govt
Check your BMI before you hit the gym'
Awareness about HIV/AIDS has declined in Madhya Pradesh: NFHS report
The divide between urban, rural diabetes patients in MP: Survey
NHRC notice to state over malnutrition deaths
Malnutrition deaths: Toll touches 21 in Sheopur District
State grapples with malnutrition malaise
461 kids malnourished in MP's Sheopur district: Survey
Sheopur malnutrition deaths: Activists say admin didn't follow SC's directives
Married women asserting more rights: Study
Women living in SoBo more prone to diabetes
Kerala's Fat Tax: What will it take to win the fight against obesity
Six worries stare at Madhya Pradesh's happiness
Boys more likely to be taken to hospital than girls, study shows
Why MP continues to have highest deaths in India?
Five children die in a week in MP village, measles suspected
Madhya Pradesh has more obese women than men: Study
Family planning methods not working in MP
Swachh Bharat mission needs a people's push
MP capital dismal in breastfeeding: Health survey
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Over 88% pregnant women not getting antenatal care in MP
Why women are opting for C‐sections
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Renal denervation devices market set explosive growth to 2026
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Kerala Govt has a controversial solution for alcohol dependence during coronavirus lockdown
The makers of Oscar winner 'Period' violated child rights, used wrong data
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan: Four years on, ground visit shows many targets were met through coercion and exclusion
Why the National Human Rights Commission wants to extend RTE for students upto 18 years
Government survey finds 93% of sterilisations performed in India last year were on women
Marital rape is not a crime in India. But one judge is pushing for change
Exactly how 'empowered' are women in India
Data on sexual violence in marriages shows why India should progress towards criminalising marital rape
In the upcoming budget, the governnment must make amends for chronic malnutrition in SC and ST children
Building on India's family planning success
The SCs and STs still have the highest child mortality cases
How community radios help improve gender parity in Odisha
India ranks 100th on Global Hunger Index, trails North Korea, Bangladesh
Social acceptance and legal loopholes enable child marriage to continue in India
As doctors, govt, private agencies squabble, 35 children dead this week alone at Gorakhpur Hospital: Report
Gorakhpur tragedy: Most children's deaths not due to encephalitis, hospital records show
If Gorakhpur were a country, it would be among the nations with the highest death rates for infants
India should be seen as a breastfeeding success story, but here's what the data hides
How Facebook and WhatsApp are helping check child marriages in Assam
Girls' football clubs are scoring their goal of kicking child marriage in Bihar
Ignore government, pregnant women should not stop eating meat, say doctors
The fight against child marriage is gaining ground in Odisha
This tribal village in Maharashtra has put an end to its tradition of child marriage
Delhi and other Indian cities have child malnutrition levels akin to Sub‐Saharan Africa
45% of child mortality in India is due to malnutrition, and it's an emergency
Uttar Pradesh records India's worst infant and under‐five mortality rates
Morning wrap: National Family Health Survey shows above 58% of children below the age of 5 are anaemic
Kerala is as good as us when it comes to saving newborns
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The Morning Wrap: Whose nationalism is it anyway?; Andhra wages hi-tech war on mosquitoes

Five bright spots and four causes for worry from the first official Indian health survey in a decade
India sees improved sex ratio, decline in infant mortality rate: National Family Health Survey

School shut, no mid‐day meal, children in Bihar village back to work selling scrap

Time is fertile for birth control pills: National Family Health Survey

One‐fifth of Indian women in the age group of 15‐49 are overweight
Survey says increase in use of condoms among unmarried women last ten years

CRY America holds annual gala
Audit contests Gujarat malnutrition figure
Tribal report flags dismal health of STs
31k Antara contraceptive users in Rajasthan
Vice President Naidu launches Assam cashless health scheme
States told to curb 'needless' Caesareans

India: Second largest tobacco consumer, producer, despite tall number of users
Owning properties: A boon or a curse for indian women

COVID‐19 Is Worsening The Gender‐Based Violence For Women, Girls And These Stats Are Worrying
MP Has One Of Highest Child Malnutrition Rate In India, But Govt Still Won't Provide Them Eggs
Thappad might just be 2020's most progressive film and these 11 dilogues are proof!
Know your numbers: High blood pressure
Population control is a good slogan, but India's desire for a son my just kill 'Beti Bachao'
Bad working conditions keep many women away from joining labour force
Domestic violence: Husband bashes wife with cricket bat because she took part in cultural dance event: Welcome to 2019
Sanitary napkins: Bengaluru creates world record, people use 10,105 pads to form longests line of sanitary napkins
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This is how a handful of almonds can change your life
India's 'Mission Indradhanush' aimed at nationwide immunisation is one of 12 best global practices
In a battled against tradition, child brides in Rajasthan take to football
govt rejects poll stating India as most unsafe country for women, says it ignores positive data
India is home to 12% of the world's smokers, 10 lakh die every years!
India has significantly beaten poverty in the last 10 years, moves 28 positions up
Nutrition for all: Nutrition for all: Govt approves launch of NNM with 9,000 crores budget for three years
Appalling! Nearly 29 lakh children aged between 10 to 14 years married between 2001 and 2011
India has more tobacco users in villages than cities, Northeast leads the country in consumption
Indian children healthier than ever, but other nations doing better, says latest data
Obesity in India has doubled in some parts over the last 10 years according to this report

Nitish begins his 11th yatra, calls for end to evils of child marriage, dowry
29 lakh children got married between 10‐14 years of age in 10 years: Report
Kerala the best state for newborns with infant mortality rate of 6 only: NFHS‐4 survey report
Kerala, the best state for newborns, with infant mortality rate of 6 only
World immunization week: Gujarat has one of India's worst immunization records
Latest data shows Indian children healthier than ever, other nations doing better

Doordarshan show 'Main Kuch Bhi Kar Sakti Hoon' promotes use of condoms
India is unprepared for gathering teen sexual revolution
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Early marriages highest in SC‐STs, not law but education will ensure marriages at later age: Experts
How can we tackle menstrual hygiene management in rural India?
Doctors for mandatory screening of heart defects among newborns
World Hypertension Day 2019: Know about the signs, risks and treatment for hypertension
India shows improved sex ration, decline in IMR
Maneka for curb on cesarean deliveries
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Despite red flags, green nod for coal mining, new blocks put on auction
WCD dept seeks to amend Maharashtra’s Prohibition of Child Marriage Rules 2008, sets up expert committee
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In Bihar’s Nawada, girls show how Re 1 a day helped them set up a sanitary pads bank
Action on ground needed to tackle malnutrition: Experts on India's poor showing at Global Hunger Index
The skewed sex ratio could upset the gains from a falling fertility rate
Healthy diet for adolescents
Eggs or not: Why is Madhya Pradesh debating anganwadi meals again?
Why covid will affect tribals disproportionately
In Assam, a sweet way to fight anaemia: amla candy
Explained: How marriage age and women’s health are linked
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Increasing age of marriage will be exercise of carceral power by state which will disproportionately affect Dalit, Adivasi women
Odisha: Pregnant woman carried to health centre on chair
Ensuring delayed marriage requires concerted efforts to keep girls in school for longer
Maharashtra: Beed child marriages back in focus during pandemic, activists fear trafficking of girls
School shut, no mid‐day meal, children in Bihar village back to work selling scrap
‘Thinness’ in adolescents may have been overestimated 2.5 times in national survey: Study
Let’s talk periods: This 16‐year‐old student started dialogue on menstruation in her UP village
TB vaccine as anti‐Covid candidate: what ICMR will study in BCG trial
World Hypertension Day: Managing hypertension during a global health crisis
Diverting rice to produce ethanol during pandemic is unethical
Demographic and Health Survey framework can be used as a population surveillance strategy for COVID‐19, researchers say
Not all homes are safe during lockdown: The never‐ending tale of violence against women
To ensure good health by 2023, focus on agriculture, sanitation, women education
Bike ambulances in the red corridor, driving tribal women to safer deliveries
Will they take me away?
With better development indicators, spectre of a Bangladeshi cross‐over to India is ill‐founded
Can you have a vaginal birth after C‐sections? Here's what moms should know about caesarean delivery
Taking stock of infant deaths: in Rajasthan, Gujarat and the rest of India
All is not well
TISS Study: Sikkim has maximum hypertension cases, Kerala lowest
Making India a safer country for child birth – What will it take?
PMJAY can help bridge the gender gap in availing of healthcare services
Poshan on wheels: How anganwadis are catering to families of migrant workers
Telling numbers: Nearly than 3 out of 5 babies in India are anaemic
The jobs challenge
india needs a more informed debate, better policy design to address population growth
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Facts of life
Put away the stick
87% of India covered under immunisation programme: Govt
Why in backward Nuh women could vote for better health facilities
Gul Panag wants son Nihal to have a sibling. Here's how it can impact a child
35% under 5 children stunted, 17% wasted: Survey
In Assam, anganwadi kids get a taste of diverse food and cultures
Heart disease and diabetes: All you need to know
Report card on child survival: World is getting better... In India there are gaps, says Bill Gates
Sexual and reproductive health data need to be accurate to form effective basis for policy
From iron to vitamin B12: Five common nutritional deficiencies among Indians
Active community‐based management of acute malnutrition is critical
Focusing on health, education of women will bring down population, increase work participation
Linking patriotism to women's bodies unpatriotic
Screening all children for leprosy, TB: India's disease burden, mission explained
Anoushka Shankar undergoes hysterectomy: All you need to know about uterus removal
Telling numbers: How Jammu and Kashmir fares in key indivators compared to the rest of India
Mumbai hospital touches 71 per cent breastfeeding rate in 'golden hour'
Lifting 271 mn out of poverty in 10 yrs, India fastest, Jharkhand No. 1 area : UN
Sri Lanka eliminates measles; here's how India can achieve its 2020 target
Behind AES toll: Poor nutrition, underutilized rehabilitation centres in Bihar
Why diphtheria is a concern: long time vaccine, yet rising recent numbers
At ground zero of AES, govt schemes have little impact
Explain: What causes AES? What makes Bihar so vulnerable?
Maharashtra: At 36%, hysterectomies in BEED district ' unusually' higher state, India
Influenza vaccine is essential for tackling child mortality, health of pregnant women in India
Teenage pregnancies increase chance of child malnutrition by 10 per cent: Study
Babies with low birth weight: trends in world, India
Tripura has second‐highest number of child marriages: Report
Bengal school takes on child marriage — with a parent's promise
TISS study in Palgarh on children under 6 yrs: 59% children stunted; 53% underweight
Rally seeking national panel for men on March 3 at Delhi's Jantar Mantar
There's a hole in the data
Rash U‐turns, half‐baked plans
J&K revokes reduction on stamp duty on properties registered in the name of women
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Can being an only child affect creativity and social skills?
Odisha: Dharmendra Pradhan launches Ujjwala sanitary napkin initiative
Mission Indradhanush: India's immunisation growth rate since launch rises to four per cent
NCPCR to look into BJP candidate's 'child marriage promise'
One of 12 best practices in the world: Intensified Mission Indradhanush to feature in BMJ special issue
Health indices in poll‐bound states: Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh lag on health score; Mizoram, Telangana way ahead
Forgotten' Kodo‐Kutki millets on a comeback trail in this MP tribal belt
From one procedure 20 yrs ago to 15,000 today, bariatric surgeries the new normal to fight obesity
Pregnant women must choose a team, not just the gynae
UNDP report lauds India's strides in reducing poverty in last decade
Towards a Kuposhan Mukt Bharat
Health to poverty: Tribals scrape bottom of barrel
Bid to stop child marriages: NHRC report says RTE should be extend to children till 18 years
As carbon dioxide levels rise, India faces big crop nutrition deficiency: Study
Govt plans month‐long campaign to spread message of nutrition
Three lakh lives saved: What WHO said about Swachh Bharat Mission impact
I was deprived of my right to breastfeed my newborn child
On the move
Marriage to jobs, new study says more women on the move across the country
Finally, WCD Ministry set to move Cabinet to make child marriage void
Colonialism 2.0
Malnutrition rate 4 times higher in tribal district of Nandubar
What is ailing India's population drive?
National Health Profile exposes inability of agencies to stop foeticide
Dalit women's rights activists to present accounts of caste violence at UNHRC
Maharashtra govt recommends limiting caesarean,knee surgeries to
How India has reduced maternal mortality, and what challenges remain
Why lower socio‐economic inequality holds key to reducing malnutrition
J&K abolishes stamp duty for property in women's names
The last child first
More premature births, C‐sections in assisted reproductive techniques cases: Survey
Malnutrition cases in Maharashtra under‐reported, finds survey
National Family Health Survey underscores need for serious discussion on marital rape
Simply put: Issues of detail in govt's planned health scheme
Unicef report: India drives child marriage drop in South Asia, some areas still a worry
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Despite having maximum newborn deaths, India reduces under‐five mortality rate by 66%
Every fourth child has stunted growth in India's 10 most‐populous cities: report
Losing it: The internet has something for everyone struggling with weight and body image issues
Courage fails, rhetoric remains
Thrust areas: Economic convergence, gender inequality, climate change
2015‐16 National Family Health Survey report anaemia among kids aged 6‐59 months highest in Chandigarh: Report
Mizoram church to dole out cash for having more babies: Rs. 4K for fourth, Rs. 5K for fifth, and so on
Mission Indradhanush: How govt. vaccinated over 2.55 crore children across the country
I&B: Time restriction only for sexually explicit condom ads
At fertility rate of 1.9, Bhutan headed for population reduction
Fertility rate has declined across the world in past few years. A look at the figures
Hormonal contraceptives increase breast cancer risk: study
Govt launches Nutrition Mission aimed at 10 crore beneficiaries
India can become global role model for growth of children: UNICEF
Students of Jharkhand village school convince parents to call off child marriage
Mapping illness
Global nutrition report: 51% Indian women anaemic, 38% kids under 5 stunted
Debate over 'therapeutic food': can it solve the malnutrition problem?
One life, one change: Against stereotype a specialist in a procedure that has very few takers
In Fact: Between void and voidable, scope for greater protection for girl child
Focus on quality of institutional delivery
Maharashtra hospital challenge: anaemic mothers, low‐birth weight babies
A black mark
Underweight and obese children: Alarm bells ring at both ends in India, Lancet study raises concern
International Day of the Girl Child: Delhi ranks lowest in gender ratio at birth
Assam infant death toll rises to nine; experts say mothers had pregnancy‐linked complications
Five new‐born babies die in Parpeta Medical College in four hours
Cash transfers may replace rations for women and infants
Under‐five mortality rate highest in India: Report
Gorakhpur: In region deadly for children, dismal health parameters, poverty, poor infrastructure
More Kerala mothers breastfeed baby within one hour: Survey
India's children need a better deal
It's time to talk. Period
World Population Day 2017: India's population a boon or bane?
Anganwadis: A report card
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Diet fetish
12 million child marriages , despite decline, says survey
Asaduddin Owaisi wants health spending in India to be as high as two percent of GDP
Across the aisle: Celebrating gods, neglecting children
World Tuberculosis Day 2017: India still has 24 per cent of world's TB cases
India's family health picture has several bright patches, but also a few dark spots
In Kerala, infant mortality rate is now as good as that in the United States
Govt survey: Over 20% Indians suffer from diabetes
National Family Health Survey‐IV: 2011 to 2016 – Wasting reduced by 6% in three city slums
Only 1 midwife to track maternal health of 30,000
More than 3,000 children severely underweight in Mumbai slums: Integrated Child Development Services
Nagaland, Tripura top in reducing infant mortality among small states
Despite better awareness decline in Indian's using contraception in last the years
93.8 per cent women in Goa have a say in household decisions, says survey
Three states hold the key
Male participation in family planning still dismal in Pune: Health department
State poor at taking family planning measures
Govt identifies 100 districts for stabilising population
Govt hospital staff cash in on patients' grief, mint money
A wider battle
Will Union Budget 2016 prioritize family planning?
Mixed diagnosis
Infant mortality down, improvement in immunisation coverage in 13 states

State govts get nutritional cushion: Centre to sell puLses at discounted rates through PDS
Mumbai woman cries for help, alleging 'years of torture' by husband, social media comes to her rescue
Anonymity helps: Indians order 10 lakh condoms online in just 69 days
Here's why this Uttarakhand district is defying the SC's order and getting minor girls married
It's time to curb gender bias in medical research, and take women's pain more seriously
Over 1.70 lakh child marriages reported in Andhra Pradesh in 2015‐16: Krishna district tops list
Two in five Indian married woman face sexual violence

Orlistat market in deep analysis, expert reviews, and global outlook 2025

Jamaica Observer
25‐Jun‐19

Lychee induced 'brain fever' deathtoll surpasses 150 in India

Janta Ka Reporter
23‐Sep‐17
3‐May‐17

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan not as clean as Modi govt. claims. There's a whiff of scam here
Rumours of sterility hit immunisation pgrogramme in Muslim‐dominated Mewat

Kaplan Herald
10‐Feb‐18

Kerala tops NITI Aayog Well Being Index, UP worst performer amongst giant states
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Lockdown Effect: Rising Domestic Violence
COVID‐19 patients with belly fat, high cholesterol have slow recovery rate
Gender inequality, violence and women empowerment in Kashmir
Tuberculosis on decline in JK
Animal kingdom
Infant mortality rate
High blood pressure main cause for stroke

Kashmir Observer
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tribune
Child marriage in COVID‐19: An urgent issue

Kashmir Reader
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Over 40% of babies delivered surgically at private hospitals
NITI Aayog report paints grim picture of JK health dept admin, data collection
Notes on the importance of child nutrition and health
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Social inequality in a political democracy
Shyama Prasad Mukerjee's role: Officials myths on J&K busted
5 stories of good governance that hold out hope for India
Discriminatory health insurance
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Interview with Poonam Muttreja

"Brain fever" death toll passes 150 in India amid investigation

The millions whom nobody seems to care much about
PDS is critical for growth of poorer kids
No, women can’t be shown the door
17.26 million married children, adolescents in 10‐19 age group present in India: Report
Why is the Madhya Pradesh government replacing eggs with milk in midday meals?
Global Multidimensional Poverty Index: Niti to leverage monitoring mechanism
Covid‐19 to exacerbate wasting, child and adult overweight: UN report
Malnutrition burden to increase in India due to covid‐19 pandemic, says UNICEF
Trapped at home
How India binges on its booze economy
How NFHS can help in the covid‐19 battle
Rural India’s covid‐19 challenge: Low access to soap and water
Mapped: The spread of coronavirus across India’s districts
To ride out Great Lockdown, India needs an Emergency Basic Income
What prevents India from becoming a social development leader
How polluted water stunts human development
Instead of a task force, delaying marriage needs more education
The persistence of child marriages in India
Budget 2020: FM announces ?35,600 crore for nutrition‐related programmes
India’s poor are also document‐poor
Doubt emerges on India's nutrition stats
The BJP's hurdles in Jharkhand
Are vegetarian children healthy?
India and its unhealthy children
Will increasing suppliy of contraceptives help government stabilize population?
The frequency illusion that tags India as rape central
The north‐south divide in reel life
What data tells us about urban life in India
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Can PM Modi's fit India plan help tackle rise in lifestyle disorders?
1.37 billion and counting: Searching for a fix
Bio degradable sanitary napkin now at Re 1
Population curbs will hit sex ration
What can help in controlling population in India—society or law?
The most stressed district courts in India
Which Indian city will run out of water first?
Why are men missing in family planning in India
Health ministry revives oral contraceptives as condoms fail to attract Indians
Intent of nutrition policy is clear but achieving its goal may be a challenge
India's other growth story: Where slow is good
Govt may have to fully foot universal immunization bill
The Indian puzzle of life expectancy rising with age
The targeting challenge in India's welfare programmes
How caste and class shape election results in India
Indian children may no longer outgrow parents
Geography of online poll campaigns in India
Has NDA‐II addressed India's housing challenge?
With Ujjwala, more LPG access but limited usage
Labour of love
The curious case of electrification in India amid discom blackouts
Great Indian family doesn't help working women
PMJAY spending gives a boost to govt's focus on tertiary care
The geography of learning outcomes in India
Fewer women undergo test for crvical cancer despite govt push: study
Why Muslims have the first claim on any new 'backward' quota
Why Indian women are leaving the workforce
Not condoms or pills, but monthly shots
Why Swachh Bharat Abhiyan matters for India's children
State of housing in India: What data shows
Indian girls' aspirations brush up against reality
Public health programmes fail to address anaemia among girls, women: study
Investors hitch a ride on mobility startups in India
For South Asian mothers, daughters are worth fighting for
India's progress against multidimensional poverty
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No, vegetarianism is not growing in India
The 50 districts with the poorest health outcomes in India
Babita Phogat's ingenius idea to improve the llives of Indian girls
Sex and the village: The sexual lives of rural Indian women
The right and healthy way to start a life
Modicare is not enough to reform healthcare
Why Ease of Living Index rankings fail to inspire confidence
What the shrinking trend of urban households tells us about Indians
Western India is leaving the eastern half behind
How access to civic amenities vary across India
One in three Indians own a refrigerator, a fifth own an AC or cooler: NFHS data
Where India's affluent classes live
Centre approves sale of pulses to states
India runs on two wheels and animal carts, data shows
Heart disease deaths in India: What statistics show
The marriage penalty on women in India
India is not the most dangerous country for women, data shows
Dalit women in India die younger than upper caste counterparts: Report
Sex in India: 1 in 3 men think that contraception is a 'woman's business'
Sex in India: What data shows
Gender inequalities driving child stunting in India: IFPRI study
Karnataka cliffhanger: 3 trends that explain the split election verdict
Only 41.6% of babies are breastfed within an hour of birth: Unicef
Food safety policies need to cover the entire chain, from farm to fork
99% cases of sexual assaults go unreported, govt data shows
National Geographic to air documentary on Ujjwala Yojana
Has there been a sharp rise in construction of toilets?
India lives in her villages, not districts
How has Karnataka faired under Congress rule?
Ujjawala scheme: Indian Oil, others defer loan recovery up to 6 LPG refills
A mother‐child health alphabet worth knowing
Govt launches 100% biodegradable sanitary pads
What prevents women from working in India?
Tuberculosis less prevalent in homes using clean fuels, data shows
When data becomes political
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Will Modicare become a reality?
Budget 2018: India's health sector needs more funds and better management
Women remain the sole acceptors for surgical birth control in India
Just 20% women and 23% men are covered by health insurance in India, says survey
Pregnant women prefer supplementary food over health check‐ups: report
5.5 lakh high risk pregnancies found during PMSMA screening since 2016
Most Indians eat unbalanced diet, say national family health survey
Marital rape: Survey takes lid off sexual violence by husbands
Prevalence of anaemia see little change over 10 years, shows survey
Malnutrition burden in India remains high, nutrition profiles of 640 districts reveal
The definition of wife, for Aruna Sharma
A property market slump may have ripple effect on innovation, productivity of staff
Looking beyond the rhetoric of Gorakhpur
In a first, Kerala to offer free sanitary napkins in 300 govt schools
News in numbers: India had tax receipts of $7.8 billion in July
Tata Steel, Thyssenkrup merger will cost 4,000 jobs
Who knew healthcare was so complex?
Government to soon issue guidelines to tackle malnutrition
Govt plans nutrition audits to track malnutrition in children
Govt's refusal to criminalize marital rape is unjust and inconsistent
RSS arm demands clear policy on child malnutrition problem
Why Gorakhpur tagedy is just the tip of the iceberg
Product penetration vs regular usage: the mirage and the lake
Gorakhpur among vulnerable areas where vaccines could have prevented deaths: report
Economic survey points to improving situation for women
Google's AI program can detect diabetic eye disease
Govt launches new injectable contraceptive to check population growth
Is under‐development driving the demand for Gorkhaland?
What lies behind India's falling mortality rate?
India's deepening gender imbalance
What explains India's high child malnutrition rates?
India's double burden of malnutrition
Cuttack, Puri among top 10 districts with lowest level of stunting
Complex challenge
How far have women gained from India's growth story
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News in numbers
Findings from the National Family Health Survey 4
Political updates: Will it be caste or development in Uttar Pradesh polls 2017?
6 in 10 women use hygienic methods during menstrual cycle: survey
Early childhood development should be a priority for India
Are Indian women safe in their homes?
RBI rate cut, Mphasis sale and Panama Papers leak
Aadhaar vs. public goods
A fact check on Maneka Gandhi's U‐turn on marital rape
The flip side of Haryana's education rule
Immunisation: City kids lag behind rural peers
The idea of India is under threat
Health ministry study recommends increase in tax on tobacco
News in numbers | 1,357 farmers committed suicide because of bad crops in 2014
What is killing India
Nine dominant themes playing out in India
India turns tide on malnutrition
Hidden hunger and the Indian health story
New in numbers | Five companies get Sebi nod for IPO
Export crises, rupee slides and bowling woes
Child nutrition still a concern, finds govt health survey
Twelve states near household lighting goals
Less Indians using tobacco, rise in drinkers in South Indian states: NFHS‐4
What parties should do to get re‐elected
Obesity rising in most states covered by the National Family Health Survey
Why women are marrying late, but men are marrying early
Signs of women's empowerment visible in National Family Health Survey
Most Indians are healthier, says govt health survey

Price range 2018: 'Modicare' a great first step, however the place cash will come from?

India's parched fields yield rich crop of women cops
"Brain fever" death toll passes 150 in Indian state

21‐Jun‐19
12‐Jan‐19

Poverty, not lychees, the real culprit in Indian 'brain fever' outbreak
Sanitary pad record in India to promote menstrual hygience

Mathrubhumi
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Health problems faced by married women
Drugs and pornography in the bedroom
The consequences of the patriarchy
Marriage is not a cover for abuse
69% Kerala housewives 'approve of' domestic violence
Decline in percentage of mothers who breastfeeds for first 6 months
More households in Kerala have women decision makers
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Fake rape accusations? Really?
International Women's Day: Centre launches biodegradable sanitary pad
Now, fortified food products to have label identifying them
BMC to install sanitary napkin vending machines in maternity hospitals
180 unwed mothers inclduding 92 minors delivered babies this year, Pune report
Paromita Vohra: The condom must talk

Bihar Election 2020 : Trial and error
725 cancer deaths in Mizoram every year
Books on adolescent sexuality and early marriage series released
Missing quality
Sweet interventions
The education‐nutrition nexus
Very sorry maternity care
AIIMS starts yoga centre to control diabetes, hypertension
DCPCR to analyse cases of child marriage
Delhi registers dismal record in new mothers' postnatal care
Pervasive victimising of women
Govt body directs Anganwadi workers to take malnourished children to NRCs
Breastfeeding is a boon yet to be realized, says survey
Revolutionising food
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Undiagnosed hypertension leading risk factors for deaths in Delhi‐NCR
Shackles of rural India
Have we had enough?
Countering malnutrition
Why tax our blood?
India's twin trouble
States told to adopt measures to check C‐section surgeries
Growing up stunted
MP to launch 'Alima Abhiyan' to make state free from anaemia
Over 60% of women anaemic in Bengal: NFHS

Future imperfect: India hungrier and indebted than ever before

Domestic violence in Nagaland: Societal pressure, stigma hold back victims from seeking help
Nagaland: Contraception knowledge higher in urban areas
Nagaland raises awareness on menstruation taboos
Unwell and unemployed
Nagaland records lowest infant mortality rate and death rate in India
Naga Scholars Association organises 'Research Scholars Colloquium'
Mizoram is among India's top states, but 4 worries for new government
One‐third of married women in India experience spousal violence, says study
Child birth ‐‐ Where?
Why toilets remain aspirational for the urban poor despite subsidies
Beating malnutrition; health awareness seeps into interiors of Bengal
Girls child marriage rate higherst among SC/ST: NCPCR
From Nagaland CM dashboard: maternal, child health continue to be a challenge
World No Tobacco Day
Women helpline 181: A gift to the women of Nagaland
Over 70% Indians are non‐vegetarian, most meat eaters in Kerala
World No Tobacco Day
Breastfeeding count within first hour remains low in India
Towards universal health care
Educating girls best way to reduce India's population spiral
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Nearly 4% of GDP is lost to malnutrition: Report
India is unprepared for gathering teen sexual revolution
Kiphire: Absenteeism & workforce shortage keeps healthcare in ICUs
Girls stage street plays to fight child marriage in Bihar
Children's deaths in Gujarat hospital spotlights state's malnutrition, infant mortality
International Day of Girl Child talks about health for all
Nagaland: Districts copying each others health reports?
Bihar campaigns against child marriage, dowry; plans human chain
Tackling challenges of public health in NE
Cow's milk harmful for toddlers below one year
India needs to holistically tackle child malnutrition
Health: A collective responsibility
Nagaland needs to wake up to 'tobacco epidemic'
Fewer Indians use tobacco, but country still world's No. 2 consumer, producer
2.5 years on, Swachh Bharat Mission's claims remain unverified
Assam's two‐child norm in draft policy 'unnecessary', 'anti‐women'
Sanitation failures kill, stunt children most in UP, four other states
C‐section child deliveries rising rapidly
Nagaland: Regional disparities in health care
Family planning?: Not in Nagaland
Nagaland cuts infant mortality rates; most children lack immunization
Indian children healthier than ever, but other nations doing better: Latest data

Ideal weight now 5kg more: 65kg for men, 55 for women
Opening liquor shops will increase crimes against women: Activists
Status of women, women of status
Jan Aushadhi stores to sell sanitary napkins for Re 1
Thanks you PadMan
Smoking percentage in Maharashtra lowest in the country at 3.8
A cup of milk for every child
Making responsible drinkers
Good news: Child marriage cases dropped to 27% in India
The G‐model illusion
How your lifestyle affects your fertility
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Arguing for the right to say no
One in three Mumbai Municipal School children malnourished
I will not let my daughter's death go waste
Thousands sign city woman’s petition to regulate C‐sections
NFHS survey finds 49.4% Mumbai women anaemic
Being healthy in a crowded city
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Redesigning urban spaces for women
International MHD celebrated in Nagaland
Heal thyself
FPA campaigns on reproductive rights
NFHS‐5 launched across Nagaland
NSA organises 'Research Scholars Colloquium'
A welcome move
Nearly 4% of GDP is lost due to malnutrition: Report
Mizoram church announces rewards for couples with at least four babies
Capital approves mission to reduce malnourishment by 2 %
International Day of the Girl Chilld observed in Phek
M'laya see high contraceptive use; decline in fertility rate
Wasting, stunting prevalence among children in Nagaland
Health: A collective responsibility
Child marriages in India show a declining trend
Male reluctance leading to drop in contraceptive use
Only 44 per cent women in Assam have safe‐sex awareness
Health insurance covers only 10% households in Assam
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Violence against children is unacceptable: UNICEF’s Celebrity Advocate Ayushmann Khurrana
Corporate hospitals still out of the picture
RSS's demonisation of Muslim demographics
"Failure" of Modi campaign: 51% Gujarat men tobacco addicts, higher than 14 states
Manmohan Singh: Modi regime making calibrated bid to weaken democracy
UP: Under Yogi's raj starvation deaths on the rise, govt attempts to cover it up
Girls die of hunger in Mandawala, Delhi—a tragedy waiting to happen
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UP, MP, C'garh under‐5 infant mortality worse than some African nations
International Women's Day is about challenging patriarchy
Jharkhand's govt's bank transfer pilot for food subsidies turns a nightmare
Money eludes mothers in Modi's India
Global Hunger Index: We need significant improvements to dent malnutrition
30% women face rape & violence; Modi govt believes marital rape is not rape
A men's group that's opposing government stand on marital rape

India’s Health In The Post‐COVID‐19 World
Population growth, no more a problem?
Adoption: Here's why earlier is better
Violence against women is not a sign of manhood
Cash transfer for food is a bad idea
48.5% in 6‐59 months age group in North Goa anaemic: National survey
Poor awareness of HIV/AIDS a roadblock to achieving 2020 zero‐infection target
Malnutrition, anaemia raising their ugly heads in South Goa
The battle against child malnutrition
Poor response to DHS initiative on shunning smoking
Goa private hospitals witness substantial rise in C‐sections
Name, shame errant doctors: Maneka on successive C‐sections
VLCC to open more centres in Goa
A generation deprived of mother's milk
Why fish consumers of Goa never agitate‐II
Mothers can reduce children's anaemia
Over 10% rise in anaemia cases in Goa children
GIM selected as field agency for NFHS‐4

Condition 'serious': India slips 45 points in Global Hunger Index since 2014

Menstrual Health Challenges During the Time of COVID‐19
Rural cultural habits prove difficultin making Modi's toilet‐building mission a success
NAM emphasises the role of family in society
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India witness significant decline in underage marriages of girls

TNIE reporter Krithika Srinivasan selected for LAADLI award for gender sensitivity
Dispel confusion about e‐pill in TN
The Jean Dreze interview: Nitish Kumar seems distracted by struggle for survival
1/3 women and girls face violence for poor care‐work in rural Udaipur, Delhi: Oxfam
Action on ground needed to tackle malnutrition: Experts on India's poor showing at Global Hunger Index
Covid brought diet troubles for tribal children: UNICEF
Hyderabad activists want women’s legal marriage age to stay at 18, increasing it may cause more harm
Pandemic triggers child marriage trend, 180 bids foiled since lockdown in Odisha
68‐day lockdown may have led to over 4.1 lakh more cases of underweight kids: Study
NFHS data can help India identify COVID‐19 spread: Lancet Global Health
States spent just 55 per cent of central family planning funds in four years
Awareness essential to keeping anaemia out
RSS chief bats for two child norm, says Kashi and Mathura not on Sangh agenda
State ranks third in child marriage
Kerala's rural folk has more hypertension: Study
What's wrong with the Indian male
Centre urged to declare November 1 as National Child Marriage Prohibition Day
Obesity can make your body home for diabetes
Girls trying hard to curb child marriage in Rajasthan
Odisha gears up with action plan to end child marriage within a decade
Niti Aayog working on new population policy, to hold meetings
470 of 500 Srikakulamgovernment college students anaemic
Campaign to monitor Odisha's anganwadi centres helps achievee nutrition goals
Mortality among Dalit children higher than rest
An eye on population boom
There's nothing to replace breast milk
Telangana aiming for '100 per cent breastfeeding', campaign on cards
Institute of Child Health felicitates milk donors on World Breastfeeding Week
Tussle over proposed programme of including egg in Chhattisgarh mid‐day meal scheme
Centre's Poshan Abhiyaan ignored in Odisha
Shortage of iron and folic acid tablets as part of the major hurdle in National Iron Plus Initiative implementation in Telangana
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A bundle of joy and costly debt, a tale of costly deliveries at private hospitals in Telangana
Odisha Assembly speaker directs government to ensure patients are not deprived
Poverty, not lychees, real culprit in Bihar AES outbreak
Food for thought
Telangana's only government chest hospital left panting
Respectful birthing: Skilled midwives bring down C‐section rates in Telangana
Tripura reports second highest child marriages rate in India
Child marriage: Wake up to cervical cancer risk, say Tamil Nadu doctors
Tamil Nadu's 10‐year challenge
West Bengal records highest number of child marriages, study says
Over 25% Delhi children below five underweight
Child malnutrition: Madhya Pradesh, Jharkhand bear higest burden
Guinness attempt to promote menstrual hygience in Bengaluru
Only 57 per cent houses in urban areas have good sanitation in Karnataka
Union Minister Dharmendra Pradhan launches Ujjwala sanitary napkins mission
Odisha districts in aspirational rankings
Men more prone to hypertension, heart ailments
HIV transmission through sex stands at 88 pc in State
Hunger gnaws India's children
Focus on healthcare needs of adolescents
Health indices in poll‐bound states: Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh lag of health score; Mizoram, Telangana way ahead
Panel to check child marriages in Odisha
Chennai leading the country in urban obesity
Right feeding practices can reduce kid mortality
Karnataka to train service providers about new contraceptives
30 per cent C‐sections in rural India unnecessary, says global study
Train cops to curb child marriage
Dropout rate at upper primary level higher in boys in West Bengal: Unicef
Karnataka sees drop in number of kids being breastfed
Adyamritham campaign to be launched today
People want sanitary napkins exempted from GST: Survey
Implement domestic violence act effectively, Maneka tells states
Global Adult Tobacco Survey shows spike in Tamil Nadu's tobacco usage
Union Minister Ananth Kumar launches biodegradeable sanitary napkins in Bengaluru
Bengal a top performer in vaccination of children, says NFHS
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Hypertension if left untreated can lead to paralysis, say experts
Scientist soldiers on with his 46 year 'dream' for a birth‐control vaccine
Activists oppose Maneka's push for packaged food in Anganwadis
Raichur, Yadgir among 100 backward districts in India
Hate condoms? Here's why you must learn to love them
Child marriages continue to haunt parts of Odisha's Sundargarh district
Government's gift to women on International Women's Day: Low‐cost sanitary napkins
Drop by drop girls forced to leave studies
Braille book on menstrual hygiene launched
Indian men hate condoms! These reactions on Twitter will tell you why
40% parents don't take flu seriously: Survey
Family planning should focus more on men: Expert
Tihar jail to manufacture cheap sanitry pads
Putting trust back in public healthcare
More than half of households in Odisha have no health insurance
Menstrual hygiene better in Telangana than national average, says NFHS
South India beats north in health insurance
Pad‐jiji Maya Vishnakarma reaches out to women in tribal districts of Madhya Pradesh
West Bengal tops in underage marriage of women in India
Women using contraceptives promiscuous, say 47 percent Andhra Pradesh men
Cup and Cloth Campaign' pitches for reusable menstrual hygiene products in Bengaluru
Women power on surge in Odisha
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Women in Odisha on their journey to empowerment, National Family Health Survey finds seven in ten participate in decision making
Vasectomy? K'taka men are just not interested
Only 37.1 per cent kids breast‐fed within an hour of birth in Telangana: NFHS
Whopping 56.7% women in TN anaemic: NFHS
Karnataka: Anaemia turns out to be the big villain among kids
Child marriage still a blot on Odisha
TS stands 3rd in consanguineous marriages: NFHS
Family health survey revives debate on marital rape as crime
NHRC asks states to educate girls to eradicate child marriage
Girls stage street plays to fight child marriage in Bihar
Unhealthy practice: Eateries in city don't use iodised salt
States can feed malnourished children therapeutic food: Centre
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Half of Odisha women still unaware of periodic hygiene
Measles‐rubella vaccination drive from Jan
Andhra Pradesh government to ensure use of iodised salt in mid‐day meal
Repeated C‐sections surgeries putting city women at risk
Shocking! Most Odisha women justify spouse abuse
17 districts hit by iodine deficiency
Majority of women in Odisha support wife‐beating, as per latest National Family Health Survey
Focus on quality of institutional delivery: Health Survey Experts
Not just tough laws, need more action to curb child marriages
Men inch closer to women, in waistline
Bihar begins campaign against child marriage, dowry
State tops full immunization chart
Worrying signs for Tamil Nadu women as contraceptive use decreases
Cost norms revised for nutrition provided at anganwadi centres
Prime Minister's food for thought: Low nutrition in children
Yatra to curb sexual abuse
Doctor strikes it rich with 70‐room building, 33 plots
RSS‐affiliate Swadeshi Jagran Manch wants local alternatives to packaged food to tackle child malnutrition
More C‐sections leads to lesser number of breastfeeding moms
Steady rise in number of newborns breastfed within an hour of birth
Campaign to address child health and malnutrition launched in Odisha
Centre pushes for male sterilisation
2 out of 5 women victims of spousal violence
Village folks beat urbanites for treatment in private hospitals
29 lakh children got married between 10‐14 years of age in 10 years
Activists call for enhanced monitoring to stop child marriages
State government moots monthly tests for pregnant women
Pregnant women tread unsafe path to motherhood
Number of pregnant teens highest in Andhra Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh slides to last place in infant and under‐five mortality rankings
Gender contrast in contraceptives
Few urban males use condoms
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Misconception causes a decline in number of Indian men opting for sterilization, rural women gain upper hand over urban women
Big, fat Kerala: Malayalees shake the weighing scale
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Odisha scores better marks in CM Naveen Patnaik's health report card
Gynaecs frown over Maneka's suggestion on C‐sections
Better infrastructure in govt hosps could bring down caesarean deliveries
Whopping 1,71,803 child marriages in AP in 2015‐16
C‐sections for an auspicious time of birth
UNICEF asked to adopt hunger spots in Odisha
Malnutrition malaise still grips Odisha kids
Bengal, Meghalaya see high contraceptive use,major decline in fertility rate
42 pc women in State victim of violence: Min
Newborn girl thrown off auto, dies in Bengaluru
Breastfeeding in first hour after delivery low in state
Maa to feed children the first secretion within an hour of delivery
AP lags behind TS in reducing IMR
Dipping sex ratio sounds off alarm in Karnataka
Steep decline in child sex ratio in the UT
NFHS‐4 shows kids and moms a bit healthier now

Child marriage cases drop to 27pc: Minister
Controlling chronic anaemia in women
Decrease in under age marriages: National Familly Health Survey
Say no to tobacco, protect health, reduce poverty, promote development
Private sector should be involved to eliminate TB
Maneka Gandhi promises to end commercialisation of Caesarean deliveries
Health Ministry releases results from first phase of National Family Health Survey

Fertility rate seems to take a dip due to education

New York Times
6‐Mar‐18

Uphill battle against child marriage is being won in India, for now

News & Observer
17‐Mar‐20
21‐May‐18

She was abused by her husband. So is the narrator of her new book.
Royal wedding: Duke alum charity to get donations from Meghan Markle, Prince Harry

News India Times
31‐May‐18

Myna Mahila Foundation chosen for donation by Prince Harry, Meghan Markle

News Track
17‐Feb‐20

Government set target till 2030, child marriage has to end from root

News Nation
15‐Dec‐17
7‐Sep‐17

Govt's condom ads ban wise on censorship; curtails HIV‐AIDS awareness, restricts sex education
Lack of knowledge on HIV/AIDS a hurdle in achieving target of zero‐infection by 2020: NACO Deputy Director General
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Women are foundation of healthy, progressive nation
35 per cent women in Chennai are obese: Survey
Chennai nutritionist gives tips to fight iron deficiency in women
From mom with love
Rate of breastfeeding increases to 41.6 per cent in India
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India's 'two‐child policy' debate underscores deep social divisions

Meghalaya turns COVID‐19 crisis into opportunity, ranks 2nd in nationwide immunization coverage
725 cancer deaths in Mizoram every year
Tripura has second‐highest number of child marriage in India: Report
No windows for widows
Teenage pregnancies on the rise in Northeast India: Report
Northeast gets its first sanitary pad bank
Only 44% women of Assam, aware of safe sex
Kamrup Metro district numero uno in number of institutional births
Assam at high HIV/AIDS risk as only 44% women in state have safe‐sex awareness!
Assam: Rural Assam's dismal health coverage scenario a cause of concern for government
Meghalaya leads the way on highest adoption of condoms and pills says National Family Health Survey
Meghalaya: Women literacy rate sees sharp increase
Assam: Only 10% households have health cover as per survey
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Maternal mortality rate highest in Assam
Assam set to follow China's way in child policy says Oxfam
Meghalaya and Tripura among states with highest teen mothers in India
Fifty percent women in 11 states anaemic
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Nutrition services continue to reach vulnerable tribal children in Odisha during COVID 19, more work needed to improve food
consumption and nutrition awareness
Window seat: Mrinal Chatterjee
Odisha: Gender‐based inequality still at its peak on many fronts Workshop on the CEDAW held in the city
India loses 4% of GDP to mal‐nutrition: ASSOCHAM‐EY paper to FM Jaitley in run up to budget
Making child marriage void
Under leadership of CM Naveen Pattnaik, Odisha following development model of inclusive growth: FM Shashi Bhusan Behera
Fertility rate, anaemia, infant mortality decline
Odisha State Report of National Family Health Survey (NFHS‐4) released
Odisha students pledged for NO to child marriage
35.7per cent children below five years are underweight, 38.4 per cent are stunted and 21 per cent are wasted ‐ National Family Health
Survey
Odisha CM Narveen Patnaik met Union Minister Maneka Gandhi in New Delhi
Engagement of community radio stations can prevent child marriage in Odisha
Odisha: Children in Berhampur loud "Stop early girl child marriage"

Odisha to provide free sanitary napkins to school‐going girls
Only 26% married women know about female condoms
Deaths in Gujarat spotlights state's malnutrition, infant mortality
Women in rural Odisha more vulnerable to domestic violence
Cow milk causes harm for toddlers below 1 year
World no tobacco day: Sale of tobacco products rampant in Odisha despite ban
Infant mortality rate drops in Odisha
A year of drawing flak for Odisha government
Why India has the world's most stillborn babies

COVID posed challenges to nutrition in women: Experts
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Lesser people, better life
Lockdown may hit kids’ nutrition status
Yet to reach benchmark
Women still shackled to gender‐based inequality
Child marriages rampant in Odisha: Malkangiri tops list
Concern over rise in child marriages
State action plan to end child marriage by 2030
Close monitoring can be a boon for ICDS
Better off by indicators
Rs 1 sanitary pads at Jan Aushadhi stores from today
Poor nutrition in coal‐rich Talcher
Malkangiri, Ganjam ahead in child marriage
Hungry still
Govt for 100 pc coverage on head count basis
Cancer care unit likely in Capital Hospital
Gender disparity in family planning glaring
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Powering towards global energy goals
Spare a thought for our kids
SDGs must factor in virus
What’s true freedom for India?
Breastfeeding assumes significance in Covid pandemic
Stop population explosion
Can’t let Covid nix food security
Menstrual hygiene and Covid‐19
Some ASHA amid violence
Locked down with a predator
98.4 percent population in C’garh using iodine salt
State of medical education in India
Child marriage, teenage pregnancy huge barriers to youth empowerment
POSHAN spending: Odisha on 35th slot nationally
State ranks third in child marriage
Child marriage: Nothing to celebrate
UNICEF portrays 'losing of childhood' on children's day
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Rethink the two‐child norm
Punjab among leading states with 95% immunisation coverage of children
They dared to dream
Baghel to unveil five schemes to mark Gandhi Jayanti
Why stories need to be told
Essential interventions for recuding malnutrion
Every fourth day a child trafficked from Jharkhand: NCRB
Breaking barriers
The time is now
Nutri gardens to curb malnutrition in Jharkhand
Incentivise hospitals for quality of care
A human health project
Health dept in trouble due to non registration of children born in private hospitals
Power cuts, child marriage among major issues in Godda
Married to controversy
MMR takes a dip in State, underage pregnancy a concern
Reproductive rights need to be prioritised
Ranchi women run to impel menstrual hygiene awareness
Civil society concerned over health of women, children
Beaten, battered, brutalised
Karuna project helps fight malnutrition in Gumla
Bemetara girls urge alcoholic fathers to shun liquor
SAP to ensure last mile of delivery of micronutrients launched
CM launches digital dispensary proj, campaign against anemia
Obesity rate doubled in state in 10 years
Open windows of opportunity
A constitutional flaw
The best diet for everything
Over quarter of city children under 6 underweight: Study
Rooting out child marriages in Bihar
Collective will of women
Power dynamics & gender norms
The power of choice
Array of events to mark 'nutrition month'
Many left out for failing to give birth certificates
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Govt data shows breastfeeding taking a positive turn in MP
Technology for a healthier nation
C'garh reaches fertility rate of 2.2 kids per woman
India lags behind in protecting its newborns
Menstrual absorbents disposal now a key issue
Hunger elimination remains a distant dream
Empowering women with better access to sexual, reproductive health
Changing health climate through better nutrition
Gender inequality remains a big concern
Kids submit charter of demands to Guv on World Children's Day
Child malnourishment and stunting in India: Getter the basics right
Fertility rate, anaemia, infant mortality rate decline
A new phase in India‐Africa ties
Holistic approach to tackle nutrition
Aiming for a healthy India
Haryana Cong slams BJP Govt
54.6% pregnant women in MP are anaemic: NFHS
4 out of 10 kids did not receive all requisite vaccines in 12 UT/states
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Odisha WCD Minister chairs multi‐stakeholder consultation
Buy sanitary napkin for Rs 1 in Jan Aushadhi kenras from tomorrow
90% Indian have sex before the age of 30: Survey
Odisha women's fertility rate, infant mortality, anaemia decline
Odisha CM meets Maneka Gandhi, helf discussions to improve child development services
Infant mortality rate has declined, says CM
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Ideal weight now 5kg more: 65kg for men, 55 for women
Smriti Irani: 501 child marriages reported in India in 2018; maximum in Assam
Rock music: Band AID
Reusing cloth during menses causes death of 28‐year old woman
9L C‐sections not warranted: Study
A cup of milk for every child
The G‐model illusion
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Arguing for the right to say no
I will not let my daughter's death go waste, says father

Caesarean surgeries are on the rise in Punjab, Haryana, and H.P.
App to fight child marriage launched in Bihar
Girl child marriage rate highest among SC/ST
Breastfeeding within an hour of birth prevents 20 percent newborn deaths
Health Minister asks DGP to ensure strict implementation of anti‐tobacco
Punjab: Slow growth, high unemployment challenges for Amarinder
SAD‐BJP govt schemes have led to all around improvement in women indexes: Harsimrat Kaur Badal
More wasted children, anaemic adults than before in once‐robust Punjab
Punjab to expand the ambit of de‐addiction centers so as to cover tobacco addicts
Tobacco use among men in Punjab registers sharp decline from 33.8% to 19.2% (NFHS‐4): Vini Mahajan

Punjab Times
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Infant mortality down, improvement in immunisation coverage in 13 states

Rising Kashmir
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Infant mortality rate witnesses significant decline in JK
The corruption of electiricity
JK's women empowered
Skill development in Jammu Kashmir
Malnutrition in children in Jammu Kashmir
Men more hypertensive, diabetic than women in state
NHM Dir awarded for improving primary health care
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One out of every five marriages violated laws Prohibiting Child Marriage: Supreme Court

Indian children healthier than ever, but other nations doing better

Govt to provide better healthcare facilities
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ILS Law Collete releases 7 booklets to create awareness on Domestic Violence Act
24.5% girls married before 18 yrs of age: National Family Health Survey
Early marriage on decline

Oncologist perspective on health implications of breasst feeding for women
Malnutrition in AP and Telangana leaves children with stunted growth
40 per cent women own or have share in joint property: Survey

Sangai Express
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24‐May‐16

Women are the foundation of a healthy and progressive nation
Empowerment or rural women: Role of nutrition and health with special reference to North East India
Shrinking safe spaces
Survey shows child marriage in Manipur Indicator shows high percentage of women land owners
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Obesity in some countries is at its alarming rates
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Meghalaya ranks second in immunisation coverage
Gender Through a Covid Lens
Teen moms prone to multiple illnesses
Govt to enhance milk production in 5 years
NE states need to spend more on healthcare
Meghalaya has more working women than men
Meghalaya has 'ideal' sex ratio
Vaccination dismal in state
Child abandonment is more of a social issue than economic
State largest buyer of sexual wellness products
Six NE states beat all in tobacco consumption
Tobacco ‐ The silent killer of Meghalaya

Shimla Post
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2015‐16 National Family Health Survey report anaemia among kids aged 6‐59 months highest in Chandigarh: Report
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Opening of liquor shops may lead to spurt in domestic violence
VLCC boosts commitment to Fit India, launches Anti‐Obesity Campa
Jain Samiti appeals couples, runs 'Hum do hamare teen' campaign
Brave girls of West Bengal's Purulia lead by example, fight child marriage
This hospital managed to bring down C‐section in expectant mothers
Fertility rate below replacement level for all religions, but not for Hindus & Muslims
Cabinet approves mission to reduce malnourishment by over 2 pc
Bihar begins campaign against child marriage, dowry
Experts cautioned using cow milk for infants, calls it harmful
Unfortunate that child marriages are done by girls parents: SC

5 kg (11 pounds) added to reference weight of Indians
Child rights activists oppose increasing marriage age for women
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Untreated hypertension: Leading cause of diseases in India
Residents of old city opt for loans to meet medical expenses at private hospitals
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Gender sensitisation beneficial for women safety
Mass movement to eradicate malnutrition
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Anti‐child marriage campaign strong contender for Capam innovations award

How organic sanitary pads are the new game‐changer
Immunisation: Telangana best in South
Crimson wave: Delhi's brush with period art
Interiors of Bengal see growing health awareness
Aadhar helps weed out ghost beneficiaries in child services plan
Network of 11 crore volunteers will help curb malnutrition in children
Data needed to make better adolescent health policies
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Number of women giving birth in healthcare institutes doubles in a decade
High maternal mortality rate among minors

Iron‐deficiency anaemia in Indian women and children
Immunisation: Telangana best in South
KCR kits create new records
Hypertension major risk factor that fuels NCDs in Telangana: Study
Here’s how to tackle hidden hunger in children
Diabetes posing big threat to ignorant masses in Telangana
Health index ranking for Telangana improves
Low iron levels among Telangana women cause for concern
Hyderabad: Mapping India's heallth status
Patients flock to govt hospitals in Telangana
'KCR Kits' boost child immunisation
Pregnant women opting for govt hospitals
Pharma, healthcare sectors beckon
Tackling taboo topic at grass roots level
Unholy godman
Telangana sees birth of a welcome trend in healthcare
WHO wants docs to encourage normal deliveries
Telangana's marriage schemes work wonders
Spearheading the 'period' liberation
Nutri‐basket to tackle malnutrition, anaemia in Telangana tribals
Government hospitals in Telangana to take up child care research
Telangana second best on newborn care
India's first ever nutritional atlas goes live
Caesarean rampant in private hospitals
Asaduddin Owaisis seeks neonatal unit in Old City
87% households afflicted with chronic ailment or disability
Over 50 per cent kids in Karimnagar suffering from anaemia
State focus on healthcare infra helps bring down IMR
No blood bank for anaemia care
Authorities to track, punish institutions for unnecessary C‐sections
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Dalit women's rights advocates present report on atrocities at UNHRC
Minor girls major initiative: Football to escape marriage in Bihar
Assam's 2‐child draft policy criticised as anti‐women
A tribal village that has said 'No' to child marriages

5 kg (11 pounds) Added to Reference Weight of Indians

Menstruation needs to be discussed openly instead of closed doors
App to fight child marriage launched in Bihar
Why Mumbai is losing the battle against child malnutrition
1 in 3 Mumbai Municipal School children malnourished, up 4 times since 2013‐14
Gujarat has one of India’s worst immunisation records
UP slides to last place in infant and under‐5 mortality rankings
Leading food and beverages brands fail India’s double nutrition challenge
Diarrhoea, pneumonia kill Bihar children, but parents shun award‐winning facilities
Why Bihar can treat only 0.3% of its malnourished children

The Covai Post
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6‐Jan‐18

State govts get nutritional cushion; Centre to sell pulses at discounted rates through PDS
While breastfeeding is important but putting it in a clause is limiting women's ownership over their body

The CSR Journal
28‐Nov‐19

Orange the world: Fighting domestic violence

The Echo of India
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Govt approves launch of National Nutrition Mission
West Bengal has 40 per cent child brides: Survey in SC
Overcoming hurdles to give immunisation a shot in Assam's riverine islands
Maneka takes a dig at Bengal govt
Factional feuds in MP BJP unit

The Guardian
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Network of 11 crore volunteers will help curb malnutrition in India
Aadhaar helps weed out ghost beneficiaries in child services plan
Data needed to make better adolescent health policies
India looks to Modi for justice to the undernourished child
Beyond sterilisation: the need for sex education and contraceptives in India
Number of women giving birth in healthcare institutes doubles in a decade
High maternal mortality rate among minors
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Thousands form human chain against child marriage in Bihar
Imran Khan: Child champions herald change
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Health tests every woman should have in 2020
Asifabad: Mission Indradanush from December 2
Women should buy iron instead of gold on this Diwali
Breastfeeding rates rather dismal in India
National Institute of Nutrition to conduct study to prevent stunting
Wealth, inequality and children's rights to survival in India
A step against child marriage
The foundation of life
Do it the right way: Breastfeeding
Protecting newborn a major concern now
Anaemia among pregnant women drops as open defecation declines
Curbing child marriage practice in AP state
Worrying scenario
Lifestyle changes lead to infertility: Survey
Plan to reduce neonatal mortality rate
Sanitary pads need to be made biodegradeable
Don't shy away from prenatal, antenatal care
Bruises can be good
AP, TS need incremental improvement
Cancer pain and palliative care
Girl edn key to population control
Why do so many newborns still die?
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Centre okays therapeutic food for malnourished children
Child marriage: Criminalisation of sex with brides
Tackling hunger in India
Gender justice a far cry
Bihar begins campaign against child marriage, dowry
23 million child brides in the country: Supreme Court raises alarm
India records 1/5 of global child mortality
Warangal becomes diabetes HQ
Karimnagar tops in C‐section deliveries
Infant malnutrition index in India worse than that in Africa
Men shy away from vasectomy
Mother's education key to child's health
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Cannot force couples into family planning: govt. tells Supreme Court
Need to step up efforts to meet nutrition targets, says NITI Aayog report
Infant mortality on the rise again post 2016: Study
'Pad Squad' distributes free sanitary pads to economically disadvantaged women
The marriage age misconception
Covid‐19: Why poor kids may be pushed to work
No rise in domestic violence cases, says NCW chairperson
Prevalence of diabetes among women high in southern India
Coronavirus | Over 50% of COVID‐19 cases, deaths are from five Indian cities
Menstrual Hygiene Day: Culture of silence around menstruation has become even more evident in pandemic, says UNICEF
Early intervention at home, school can raise responsible adults’
Using NFHS for population surveillance for coronavirus
Digital divide will hurt girls
The hunger challenge of the lockdown
Data | Why handwashing and physical distancing are a privilege to the poor
On the rocks: Ever since the lockdown, reports of deaths and suicides related to alcohol withdrawal have been rising
Is e‐learning the best bet during lockdown?
The invisible face of the fallout
A parallel pandemic as domestic abuse victims trapped with their abusers
India's lockdown 'places more women at risk from domestic violence than ever before'
It’s homework in the fields for farmers’ kids during the lockdown
No lockdown for abuse
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Covid crisis offers an opportunity to transform healthcare
Amid coronavirus lockdown, Gond tribals survive on roti with salt in Panna
Poor women in urban areas shorter, thinner and more anaemic: Study
Nearly 40,000 people living in 1 sq km
For gender equality, the rich must pay taxes
Nutrition and the Budget's fine print
Madhya Pradesh grapples with spiralling neonatal deaths
The long wait for maternity benefits: How red tape drowned a central scheme in Gujarat’s Dahod district
Back to the roots, literally
Restrict anganwadi staff from performing extra work
T.N. Govt. should stay NPR exercise: Owaisi
Data: Gender disparity in early education
BP incidence high in Telangana across ages
Infant deaths: A bleak winter for Kota's children
Best non‐fiction books of the decade
When care goes a long way
Eggs in anganwadis on the anvil
Hypertension is no longer a disease of the rich: study
Rape, impunity and state of denial
Supply of fortified rice in Vizianagaram from April
Iron is wealth women must invest in
Study of one lakh individuals finds why India's children are anaemic
Here is why hysterectomy cases in India are rising
Odisha's strides in nutrition
Nutrition Rehabilitation Centre at GRH needs dedicated space
WHO initiative to expand access to affordable insulin
Nutrition policy needs a change in approach
An all‐new midday meal menu for students in Karnataka
Not all daughters are welcome: Female foeticide and infanticide make a comeback in Tamil Nadu
411 child marriages prevented in Odisha
Be an iron woman
Peanut paste not a solution for severe anaemia: Study
60% girls in Delhi colleges anaemic
Poshan Abhiyaan targets are aspirational: Study
Amla candy rescues Assam nutrition drive
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Royal DSM launches home fortifier Nu‐Shakti in Tamil Nadu
Amid acut poverty, M.P.'s Saharia children battle malnutrition
Sanitary napkins to be available for Re 1 at Jan Aushadhi stores
When it comes to family planning many men lack enthusiasm
A harvest of crushed hopes: Why number of hysterectomies are high in Maharashtra's Beed district
Rotavirus vaccination to be expanded across India by September
When family support can make a world of difference
Health‐tech startup Together for Her aims to streamline maternity care in India
Finding the data on missing girls
Having the last word on 'population control'
For some girls in Maharashtra's drought zones, there's no padhao or bachao
Why states need strategies to address anaemic condition in women
Protein and dairy intake may help reduce diabetes risk: Study
The wheels to a low‐carbon transport system
How the magic of medical crowdfunding works
Bihar deaths: The great Indian survey trick
A demographic window of opportunity: Of population and policy
Judiciary can't direct govt. to frame laws on marital rape: HC
Most states laggards in using funds released under nutrition mission
Bihar AES deaths: A hundred deaths, and no answers
At Dilaasa, survivors of domestic violence get medical help, and also a friend
Eggs likely to be on the menu for pre‐primary students in Karnataka
Use of jute pulp in sanitary napkins can aid farmers, create jobs for women
Milk fortification proect gathers momentum across India
Milk fortification best tool to address malnutrition: NDDB chairman
Seeming ambiguities over the definition of a family unit
Teen pregnancies linked to poor nutrition in babies
For a malnutrition‐free India
A prestigious seat with minimal development
Not one but three readings in a single visit must for hypertension diagnosis: study
In poll season, KBK's poverty back in focus
Children most 'vulnerable' in West, North: EY report
Child sex ration declining in some districts: study
Meet new meat: The appeal of fake meet
A strange paradox for Indian women
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Anganwadi services yet to reach poorest of poor, uneducated mothers
Tackling child malnutrition
Anaemia: the need to act early
No shaadi before shiksha
Are women in Karnataka consuming an excessive amount of iron?
The 'other half' isn't really doing so well
In Bengaluru, Guinness record with sanitary napkins to promote menstrual hygiene
What ails Haryana's Nuh?
The midday meal controversy in Karnataka
Still in the shadows: do Indian women have basic health rights?
Audit indicates single‐digit mortality rate
Kerala slips in 'baby‐friendly' status
Mission Indradhanush' among 12 best global practices
Mizoram is the most nutritious Parliamentary constituencey

27‐Nov‐18

Madhya Pradesh Assembly elections 2018: 90% people in Shivraj Chouhan's native village in BPL category, claims Congress

24‐Nov‐18

Ground Zero: Stopping the virus—muddled science, poor public health communication mar India's response to zika outbreak
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Puducherry gets a smoking cessation clinic
Setting a proper diet plan
The 'padwomen' of Telangana
Apollo Cradle opens intensive care unit in Hyderabad
Odisha's Kalahandi scripts a success story
Poshan Abhiyaan to be rolled out in remaining 21 distsricts
Nutrition norms issues to tackle severe acute malnutrition
From hypertension to cancers‐ alarm bells ringing in India's tribal belts
Project to strengthen institutional capacity for family planning methods
There is no 'safe amount of alcohol consumption", finds study
Microsoft, Apollo Hospitals unveil AI to predict cardiovascular disease risk score
Rupees 225‐crore loan for SHGs
Puducherry observes World Breastfeeding Week
Tamil Nadu likely to keep neonatal mortality in check by 2030
Most babies not breastfed in their first hour
New breastfeeding policy comes into effect in Rajasthan
Challenges ahead in maternal health
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India rank 56th in early initiation of breastfeeding, say UNICEF, WHO
To tackle malnutrition, India must chew on Rwanda model
Questioning star power
Software to monitor use of injectable contraceptive
When perception is reality
TS doctors oppose 'permit' clause for caesarean surgeries
Contraceptive use higher in rural areas of Karnataka:NFHS‐4
An unequal platter
In Rajasthan, a spurt in annulled child marriages
Mapped: menstrual hygiene across the states in India
Women's health crucial to combat stunting: Study
Gender bias caused 'excess' deaths of girls under 5: Lancet study
Southern comfort: India's global poverty rate improves
One in eight people has high blood pressure, says study
India inks $200mn. WB loan for nutrition mission
State introduces free telemedicine services in villages
Food first: on child nutrition
Nutritional politics
Making districts 'aspire' for better health
No more use and throw?
Can India eliminate TB by 2025?
More men than women have TB in Haryana
Breaking the silence
Lessons on health from a government school in Baghpat
The power of numbers
On Women's Day, Centre launches biodegradable sanitary napkins at ₹2.50 per pad
No discrimination: on health insurance in India
Tobacco products remain easily available to students
Living illiterate, dying early: UN report highlights plight of India's poor and Dalit women
Can sanitation reduce stunting?
Urban rural divide in media exposure
This is why you should eat your fruits and vegetables
Menstrual hygiene campaigners unhappy with NFHS‐4 findings
India's 'unwanted' girls: Economic Survey highlights how preference for sons is hurting daughters
Pixellating the India profile
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Rafaele Brunetti on 'Mother India': Frames of a future family
Dip in under‐5 mortality rate
T.N. children severely malnourished: report
C‐sections across India register an upward trend
Six states, same problem
Measles vaccination decreases acute respiratory infection, diarrhoea
Cabinet gives nod to set up Rs. 9,000‐cr nutrition mission
Hunger deeper than its index
Cabinet nod to nutrition mission
The bane of growing India?
The Tripura model
First midwifery course launched
How nature intended: pregnancy and C‐sections
Hot meals for pregnant and lactating mothers from October 2
Accent on prevention of non‐communicable diseases
Steep decline in under‐five mortality rates under National Health Mission
Injectable contraceptive launched
Cash transfers as an answer to malnutrition
Falling behind
Stunting has increased among rural children
Parent are behind child marriage: SC
Gorakhpur and after
State of affairs: 'Spilling the first milk'
Progress, one girl at a time
GVMCH appoints lactation consultant
Of longer leave and maternal bond
Giving their food the +F edge
No substitute for mother's milk
Display data of C‐section and normal deliveries, says Maneka Gandhi
Disquieting story of child health in India
Mass weddings, a gateway for child marriages
New children's hospital adds to paediatric care infrastructure
Joint initiative on infant death monitoring
Prolonged breastfeeding may lead to anaemia in infants
State plans to extend 'amrutha hasthan' to all ICDS projects: Odisha
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Tamil Nadu Nutrition Alliance launched
WR inks pact for women's safety
Beginning the long walk to gender equality
India's population story
Towards avoiding unwarranted C‐section
Bihar, Jharkhand children 'undernourished," says NGO
Johar's twins put the spotlight on NICU beds
Study links oral clefts to maternal passive smoking
Neonatal care a concern
Health policy wants public hospitals certified for quality
On track, but more needed
Time for men to stand up and be counted
94% women do not go for cancer screening
Gastroenterology services in district hospitals soon ‐ KERALA
As more women seek care, better health follows
Delhi's women obese and anaemic
IMR data questionable, say public health experts
Kerala achieves single digit IMR
In pursuit of wellness
Educated 'mothers‐to‐be' likely to get better hospital care
UNICEF takes campaign against child marriage to schools in villages
Drawing up a diet plan
Luncer cancer, the gender bender
Are Modi government's power promises being fulfilled?
Undivided Adilabad at the bottom of human development index
Health‐care data is ailing
Working with the right numbers
Where she scored, where she didn't
HDI data for all 31 districts soon for better service delivery
International childbirth rights conference to be held in India
Fight stunting, says World Bank chief
India drinks and smokes less now
More children are being married off than before
Bengal registers dip in percentage of anaemic pregnancy
Boys get to be born in better hospitals
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High number of girls married before they turn 18
Fertility rates exceed target in a fourth of India
Is there a push for C‐sections over normal deliveries?
Curbs on needless C‐section
It's women who bear the burden of contraception in the city
TS, AP join hands to fight breast cancer
Decline in child sex ratio in rural areas a cause for concern
Don't let the children down
Sugar tax may be the bitter pill to cut obesity
Why women are opting for C‐sections
Telangana outperforms AP in IMR
Curbing sex determination is not a priority?
32 pc of girls in AP got married before 18: Survey
National Family Health Survey: PMO exerts pressure, data is out
Child stunting declines, but still high, data show
Sharp decline in maternal, child mortality rate
Widespread lack of HIV awareness in Indian adults
Drop in married women using modern family planning methods
Fewer children dying in infancy, says national family health survey

Suposhan Abhiyan ‘Kanker Kilkari’ yields significant results in Kanker
Many children still in clutches of malnutrition in MP
BJP's claims of devpt an eyewash: Surjewala
Ghulam Nabi Azad criticises State Govt
42% children under 5 years of age malnourished in MP
Anubhuti Shree Foundation distributes low cost sanitary pads to women
MP stands 4th in addicts suicide: Survey
Centre approves setting up of National Nutrition Mission
Missive to Singrauli collector on death due to malnutrition
MPHRC issues notices over malnutrition cases
Rise helping girls rise above menstrual myth
MPHRC takes cognizance of malnutrition cases at Jhabua
Lalima Abhiyan from November 1 to make MP anaemia‐free
Open defecation, mounting stunting cases in state
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92% deliveries in hospitals, every third child born through a c‐section

Muslims of India face further persecution under coronavirus
Child brides in Rajasthan chasing dreams with football training programme
Every third woman in India suffers sexual, physical violence at home

Obesity and pregnancy planning
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The Unfeasibility of the NRC in a Country Where Even a Birth Certificate is Luxury
Appalling condition of teenage mothers and childhood malnutrition in India
Food insecurity: Its impact on child and human development
Education, societal heritage and the peculiar case of Haryana
Why the feminist struggle belongs to men too
Mulk: A film about important issue in India secularlism
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25‐Sep‐18

The global cost of domestic violence

The News Now
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23‐Mar‐17
9‐Feb‐17
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24‐Sep‐16

Obesity will be the next major health challenge in India
Why Mumbai is losing the battle against child nutrition
Undernutrition makes children susceptible to TB: Experts
UP's health variations: From worse than Haiti to better than India
Diarrhoea, pneumonia kills Bihar's children, but shun award‐winning facilities
13 deaths reminder of malnutrition in India's most industrialised state

The News Today
30‐Sep‐19

Teenage pregnancies are large silent contributors to childhood malnutrition in India

The Quint (Bloomberg)
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What is an IUD? All the Facts on this Type of Birth Control
Why Aren’t Biharis Making Dismal Maternal Healthcare a Poll Issue?
As Schools Shut, So Does Supply of Sanitary Pads to UP’s Girls
COVID Outreach Services Hit in States With Worst Health Indicators
Hand Washing With Soap: First Line Of Defence Against COVID‐19
Why Indian women marry men less educated than themselves
Women more likely to work if they can control their earnings: Study
Climate Change, Farm Crisis, Unemployment: 2019 In 5 Charts
1 in 10 Indian children show early signs of diabetes: Survey
Substance abuse in Northeast: Nearly 20% more than other states
5% Indian children overweight, show early signs of diabetes
No relation between insurgency and poverty in Kashmir
47% of India's poorest children, 30% of richest not fully immunised
Reproductive Rights of Women Matter ‐ Just Ask Population Experts
In a nation awash in eggs, a state struggles to get them to kids
Dear PM Modi, let's not mix 'population explosion' & patriotism
Wary of early marriage, how MP teenager called off wedding
World Population Day and condom rap: Population Foundation of India releases song
Karnataka is improving children's health by focusing on mothers
Indian children fare worst among neighbours, except Pakistan
Why is financial inclusion low despite 356 MN Jan Dhan accounts
Two key health datasets differ, reveal incorrect reporting by states
Why India must shift focus from family planning to health concerns
How Odisha women are fighting malnutrition with backyard garden
Trainee first officer Garima Sheoran & the rise of India's women
Specialised medical care most in demand under Modi's health insurance scheme
Oral contraception, contraceptive pills, pregnancy: Side effects and benefits
Planning to or already on the pill, ladies? Stop and read this
Hysterectomy: When does it become necessary? Why do women get hysterectomies
Sometimes there's no place like school
Gender‐focussed budgets can reduce spousal violence, improve women's well‐being
C‐section births: India's private hospitals had nine lakh 'preventable' C‐section births, says study
Mizoram: Four worries of next ruler of a top‐performing state
MP elections 2018: Best agriculture growth over 8 years, but Madhya Pradesh is still "bimaru"
India's education crisis: After‐school experiment in Uttar Pradesh village offers way to address India's learning crisis
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I tried to kill myself': A domestic abuse survivor tells her story
India health: Half of Indian teenage girls underweight, anaemic, without sanitary menstrual protection
Indian women are killing themselves— here's what needs to be done
Education, economic independence can reduce suicides in Indian women
Indian women facing domestic violence can find succour at govt hospital
Teenage pregnancies in India: Why 16 million Indian girls get pregnant early
Malnutrition in India: Important facts and statistics you need to know
Private hospitals find Modi's health insurance pricing unviable
Why are we so obsessed with caste affiliations of Hima Das and PV Sindhu?
Araku Valley takes baby steps towards maternal health
Anandiben, shaming women for not breastfeeding is deplorable
Sanitary pads take 500‐800 yrs to decompose! So what's the solution?
Indian women's access to safe abortion
Can India ever be malnutrition‐free? Yes, if we do these 6 things
Over 70% Indians are non‐vegetarian, most meat eaters in Kerala
Despite 8.5% growth, Karnataka's new govt has a tough road ahead
Why do Indian families think pregnancy care is not important?
Why earlier health insurance failed? That is like asking a foster parent about the child's low grades
On Women's Day, government launches affordable biodegradable pads
Female sterilisation and vasectomies: A quick look
Tripura, India's last red state, is low on development
Female sterilisation and vasectomies: A quick look
#Let's talk sex: What birth control do you use
If you are among India's wealthiest, you may have hypertension
TN children severely malnourished
How's India faring in eliminating violence against women?
India's severe public health issue: Over 51% of women anaemic
Can India ever be malnutrition free? Yes, it we do these 6 things
India's gender conundrum: We've slipped 21 spots, What's next?
Despite risks, controversial DMPA contraceptive used in India
3 years of Swachh Bharat: Is just constsructing toilets enough?
Himachal Pradesh stands out in the ratio of its women in the workforce
Why Himachali women work: A jam factory may have answers
Privacy a fundamental right: Now what happenswith marital rape?
Real vs reel: Are women battling open defecation like in 'Toilet'?
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Govt may rationalise its GST on sanitary pads, but is it logical?
These 5 diseases are on the rise, here's how to fight them
India has even more anemic pregnant women that what Yechury thinks
World Immunisation Week: Gujarat holds one of India's worst records
This village in Maha is uniting against child marriage
Across the aisle, celebrating gods, neglecting children
India improves on health indicators, but reality is still bleak
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State family health survey report released
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Girls, sanitation and education
A major health problem in Assam
Hailakandi DC Megh Nidhi Dahal set up Nutri garden at Anganwadi Centre
Nutritional deficiencies
Beyond broken bones and blood
Coronavirus pandemic, tea gardens & char areas
SLT: The slow killer in mankind
The right step requires caution
Cancer on the rise in Northeast India
Health risks of smokeless tobacco
Trial on to assess efficacy of Amla‐Gur to reduce anaemia
Protection of child rights in India
Celebration of Children's Day
How a Haryana portal keeps a check on women with high‐risk pregnancies
Menace of malnutrition
Workshop on nutrition held in Kohima
Poshan Abhiyaan does much to eradicate malnutrition
Reduce domestic violence, and it will unleash an economic bonanza
Study reveals shocking report, one‐third of married Indian women experience spousal violence
Girls, sanitation and education
Child marriages highest in 3 Northeast states
Nutritional anaemia: A major health problem in Assam
Concern for the hill districts
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Children, many ill and many missing in Assam
SC and ST tribes practices highest rate of girl child marriage in India
Tobacco ban fiasco
Despite risks, controversial DMPA contraceptive used in India
Good news: Football saves minor girls in Bihar from child marriage
Alcohol and tobacco major health threats
Sex ratio stable, women's literacy up in Meghalaya: Survey
A third of married women facing domestic violence in Meghalaya: Survey
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Leading by example to fight child marriage
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Population and Policy
Understanding the plights of Dalits through the lens of Hathras and numbers
Endemic deprivation
Need for ‘Maasika Mahotsav’
The population bomb
First‐time voters
A shift in women's health policy need of the hour: Experts
Dividend or time bomb~1
Nationwide survey on substance abuse to cover 3 districts of Himachal Pradesh
The change we want
Ban those taboos, period!
Odisha in better state of health, says NFHS‐4
Bandhan Tod: An Android app to fight child marriage in Bihar
A silent emergency
Tobacco playing havoc with health, industry on a high
Nestle's launches iron fortified Maggi noodles
Engaging the youth
Himachal Pradesh women not in the peak of health
Passive smoking worries 'smoke free' Himachal Pradesh
World Tuberculosis Day: Undernutrition makes children susceptible to TB
Govt spends less on health, education
Changing lifestyle giving rise to obesity among rural folks
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Odisha's IMR drops below national average
PM cites UP govt's website to nail Akhilesh Yadav
Nagaland, Tripura top in reducing infant mortality among small states
Death of a dream
WB warning on stunted children should worry India
Poser for the prime minister
The food court
How one sugary drink daily boosts India's death rate
One in every two children in Bengal anaemic: NFHS

Indian states plan law against Hindu‐Muslim marriages amid fears of forced conversions
Lychee tragedy points to crisis of child malnutrition in India

One in three women in India subject to domestic abuse, study finds
India's lockdown 'places more women at risk from domestic violence than ever before'
India hangs four over 'Nirbhaya' 2012 gang rape in Delhi
Citizen trio oppressive: GNLF
Mobile app aims to boost reporting of rape in India, where a case is filed every 15 minutes
Knee‐jerk disincentives for population control will only make things worse
Plaudits for drive to reduce anaemia
The ravages of hunger & anger in Jharkhand
Population policy pitfalls for girl child
Chhattisgarh tries nutition boost after study
Child wasting alarm in report
Doctors' dilemma: Too many protocols
Modi's Kashmir dream, starring Bollywood, tourists % herbs
Urgent action needed to help children living in poverty
We need to change the mindset that women's health is not important
Six Hindu men convicted of rape and murder of Muslim girl, 8, in case that fanned Kashmir tensions
Birthdays and weddings ‐ celebrate by caring for the planet
Drop in fertility rate among Indian Muslims and the impact of girls' education
How India can reduce its alarming child mortality rate
Alcohol cost outstrips health expenditure: Study
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The truth about Swachh Bharat
Measure BP at least thrice, say researchers
How the global water crisis disproportionately impacts women & girls
Truant tablets fail to check anaemia
Eradicating child marriage will take more than education and awareness
New research sounds alert on iron overdose risk for Indian women
Infant deaths rock Jorhat hospital
We can't order everyone to be veggie, says India's top court
Arunachal gets award
Meghalaya plans to improve nutrition
Three NE states flagged on child marriage
Breast milk best: Doctor
Stress on proper distribution of pads
100 faith leaders vow to promote breastfeeding
Tax‐free pads signal big shift
Bengal tops list of child marriages
Gender bias in sterilisation
Education on population
Pledge to stop child marriage
Blood pressure revision call ‐ target values to 130/80 or lower from the current 140/90
Unwanted
Study sheds light on lack of hygiene
Poor record
Opinion on news
Assam's MMR still high, says study
Money matters
Deprived mom, stunted child
Kareena visit plan to spread awareness
Naidu concern over high mortality
Survey rings anaemia alarm
After PadMan, a pad‐burning machine
Feed the children
Eco‐friendly sanitary pads
Govt's turn as Padman
Tough stance on child marriage
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Call to eradicate child marriage
Rubbed the wrong way
More units for newborns
Women rue order on violence
Lens on age of marriage
Scan on social media for child marriages
Resilient strain
Rise in safe sex habits: Health report
Sonowal links floods with poverty
SC raps govt for waving child marriage 'reality'
Call to check crib deaths
Eastern India clouds smoking good hews
Focus on better health drive
Mizoram tops in health insurance
Nobel voice for children
MP sees plan to defame state
ASHA workers seek honorarium from state
Scientist 'face' of campaign he opposes
Stunting scare for Bihar's children
Govt U‐turn on Nagada
Rival govts unite on sex test action
Rise in alcholo, tobacco abuse
New mothers to get money
Smoking dips, death worries linger
A cut often unkind
Indian girl deaths soar
Ongoing battle
CM bats for girl child health
Rising graph
PMCH to start wing for malnourished kids
Survey finds rampant malnutrition
C‐section test for hospitals
Battle with stunting, obesity
Goal to make children grow
Walk in medical care
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Egg‐citing drive to boos health & farmer finances
Malnourished children to get new drink
IAF organises blood donation camp
Call for higher tax on tobacco
Gift pack
First flush
Battle with stunting, obesity

Caste politics
Hoshiarpur, now
Acceptance for daughters growing, shows survey
Obesity, ageing population behind Punjab’s high fatality rate
Sirmaur’s child brides
Living with the pandemic
COVID‐19: People with metabolic syndrome take longer to recover
Women bearing the brunt of Covid lockdown
Liberty, equality
Succour for the scarred at Haryana's 12 Sukoon centres
Be an iron woman
Going hungry
A mission half done
Shameful assault
Food for thought
Jan Aushadhi to sell sanitary napkins for Rs1
Infant mortality rate down in state: Survey
SC in dilemma about marital rape
Chandigarh tops in use of male contraceptives, national average at 5.9%
SC refuses to entertain PIL on marital rape
NCW has failed our women
Sensitivity for menstruating girls missing
PIL in SC seeks guidelines to penalise marital rape; make it ground for divorce
Woman, thy name is vitality
Poshaan Abhiyan does much to eradicate malnurition: Unicef head
Big push to Ayushman Bharat
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Finally, to normalise menstruation
Khattar to lead BJP in Assembly poll
Only 10.8 per cent children immunised in rural G'gram
Catch the big C early
Girl child marriage rate highest among SC/ST: NCPCR
Aero India show mired in competitive politics
Importance of food fortification highlighted
Breastfeeding within the first hour of births prevents 20 % newborn deaths: Doc
3 in 5 newborns not breastfed in first hour of life: Unicef
WCD ministry set to move cabinet to make child marriages invalid
City girls make, distribute sanitary pads in slums
Unwanted
Assam's MMR still high, says study
Money matters
Survey rings anaemia alarm bell
Starvation' is larger than the humber index
Feed the children
Percentage of anaemic men, women increases in state
State to introduce food fortification
Tough stance on child marriage
Rubbed the wrong way
Women rue order on violence
Govt approves national nutrition plan
Resilient strain
No ration at anganwadis in Balongi
Every third woman in state overweight: Report
Bengal has 40% child brides: Survey in SC
Month on, Kumbra anganwadisawait rations
Nitish takes to more reforms
From bedroom to courtroom
States, districts likely to be ranked on nutrition standards
Cow's milk harmful for toddlers below one year
Can you stop child marriage: One girl did and wants others in Indonesia to follow
Mother's milk best for newborns: Survey
Workshop on anti‐tobacco laws
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Control plans for 146 most fertile districts
e‐Aadhaar valid proof for travel by train
Mohali's love lost for the girl child, slips by 17 points
3,560 challans in five tobacco‐free districts in two months
Rumours hit immunisation programme in Muslim‐dominated Mewat
Campaign against tobacco begins
Survey indicates rise in cases of anaemia
Caesarean alarm bells
Govt couldn't care less about slum kids: Survey
Alas! There's room to smoke, but no room to breastfeed
State's child undernutrition rate alarming
Child sex ratio better, Punjab and Haryana power change
4 in 10 births in private facilities through C‐section
PM cites UP govt's website to nail Akhilesh Yadav
C‐section test for hospitals
Name and shame errant doctors: Maneka on excessive C‐section
Two‐thirds of cancer cases "preventable"
More women opting for C‐section at pvt hospitals
Malnutrition among kids doubles in decade
Child immunisation rate poor in U'khand
Punjabi's are most obese, men from Tripura leanest: Govt
Reading takes backseat in schools: Survey
Survey finds rampant malnutrition
Plan it, but pass it to wife
Obesity among people in hill areas on the rise: Survey
Every third below‐5 child in Haryana stunted

Splendid weight now 5kg extra: 65kg for males, 55 for ladies | India Information

Madhya Praadesh: Cops raid child‐marriage venue, desperate groom abducts child's sister
43% of married women in state face spousal violence
Ayushmann Khurrana: Children who grow up seeing and experiencing violence often perpetuate violence
Pandemic has affected food security: Survey
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Karnataka: Resume midday meal rations for schoolchildren, say experts
Powering towards global energy goals
How religion, region and education affect age of women's marriage
Even a few extra kilos up risk of severe Covid: CDC
UNICEF, WPCPCR celebrate girls with gender‐equality song
Ideal weight now 5kg more: 65kg for men, 55 for women
Dadra & Nagar Haveli sets out the template for convergence to combat malnutrition and pandemic
Child marriage rising in pandemic, UP women's panel asks govt for SOP to cover practice
Moving from 18 or 21: Will the lives of girls change?
Measles vaccine holding back India's full immunisation
Delaying marriage: Focus on education. Girls and women will gain agency to make their choices
Govt creates database to plug gaps in health and nutrition facilities for tribals
Excessive c‐sections cost Rs 5000 crore per year
World Population Day, 2020: India’s Concerns
SRCC students help ensure sanitary health in Delhi's slums
Niine seeks support to withdraw import duties on sanitary napkins & ensure a healthy India
Timely measures helped curb Covid‐19 spread: IIM‐Indore study
Focus on non‐Covid‐19 health issues: Experts
Uttar Pradesh: Social ‘sanitisation’ in child marriage hotspot
Fortified rice to be distributed through PDS in Vizianagaram
Monster at home
District administration forms task force to check child marriages
Health risks lurk as city sees obesity spike
Asaduddin Owaisi: AIMIM president Asaduddin Owaisi urges Jaganmohan Reddy to pass anti‐CAA resolution
What do decades of experience with listing exercises tell us about the prospects of compiling a nationwide NRC?
Telangana: 27,000 abortions in 3 years, some of them by quacks
Health Minister announces 'Navjaat Suraksha Yojna' for neonates
No litchi link to kids' deaths in Bihar
Noida: Camps for anaemia free district from January 15
Campaign against teenage pregnancy launched in Rajastan
AIIMS Bhubaneshwar to train government officials working on health, nutrition in tribal areas
News from 2019 that prove food can make the world a better place
Hypertension in Maharashtra rural areas higher than in cities
Sitapur to get UP's 1st adolescent health clinic
Kerala faces a 'hidden' hunger problem
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Full immunisation: Govt says 83%, NSO survey shows 60%
1.15 lakh people with AIDS in Bihar
Government directive to delay oxytocin could push up maternal mortality: Experts
1 in 20 Chennai parents averse to vaccines
Tamil Nadu to 'colour code' expectant moms
Kerala: Government launches family survey
Malnutrition rates in India not going down fast enough…we must move for a healthier India
MP: Number of malnourished kids in Sheopur rises after campaign, administration shocked
Include egg without delay: right‐to‐food activist to Madhya Pradesh CM Kamal Nath
Include eggs in mid‐day meal without delay: Right to Food Campaign to MP CM
This Diwali invest in #project streedhan
Sharp drop in kids under 5 suffering from anaemia: Nutrition Survey
To tackle malnutrition, govt to identify locally available nutritious food
Sex on Suhat Raag: Is sex on first night of marriage a consensual act?
26% girls in Telangana get married before turning 18
Gujarat among bottom five in immunizations: Niti Aayog data
8% of pregnant women in MP are aged 15‐19 years
Dose of good health: UP registers upturn in child nutrition, says data
Focus on tackling malnutrition among urban poor, migrant population: Centre to states
72% children in 6‐60 months' age group anaemic in Hry: Survey
State govt moots child‐friendly gram panchayats
Cost of sanitary napkins at Jan Aushadhis slashed
Jharkhand second from bottom in child well‐being index
Now sanitary pads for Rs 1 at Jan Aushadhis
What the data tells us: Are Muslims responsible for India's 'population explosion'?
Half of Banswara kids stunted, over 85% suffer from anaemia
MP records highest number of minor rape cases in last 16 years
Child protectors get lessons to fight child marriage, traficking
How worried should we be about India's population explosion?
India no longer has a "population explosion" problem. Coercive population control must be avoided.
Mumbai hospital shows the way, reverses breastfeeding stats
Health Minister Mangal Pandey launches drive to make Bihar anaemia‐free
The importance of flu vaccination and associated myths
Alcohol deaths to cost 1.5% GDP/year
MP's survey exposes BJP's claim of BIMARU riddance
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NHM cautions against rampant early marriages
One in every 10 pregnant teens is from Uttar Pradesh
People in UP not eating healthy enough: Report
West Bengal and Odisha yet to implement BJP‐led government's Poshan Abhiyaan
Niti reveals why childbirth deaths still high
Niti fallout: oppn slams govt on state of health care in Odisha
Acute encephalitas syndrome deaths put spotlight on malnutrition
Hope to nail acute encephalitis syndrome death causes soon
BEEDS receives 14 times as many hysterectomies, NGOs seek action against private hospitals
Some cheer: Marginal decline in infant deaths in Uttar Pradesh
Teenage births have fallen sharply in India, says global report
India wants more commitment to public health from Modi government
Change sanitary pad twice a day: Doctor
This menstrual hygiene day ‐‐ Let's talk periods
Significant rise in hypertension patients in age group 30 to 40 in Surat
High‐decibel Morena campaign drowns out issue of malnutrition
Muzaffarnagar: Administration asks wedding organisers to verify age of couple
Madhya Pradesh: Cries of hungry, malnourished kids of Saharia tribe drown in election din
3 BP readings must for right diagnosis
32% women in UP still deliver at home
UP MPs fare poorly in child health report card
Malnutrition during pregnancy linked to chronic kidney disease
Women's group pitches for ban on unsafe abortions
Women in Uttarakhand continue to grapple with health, hygiene & domestic abuse
Millets to help tackle malnutrition, anaemia cases in women
Two or five pregnant women in Tamil Nadu suffer from iron deficiency
Hum do, hamare teen': Jains seek to have more children
740 home births in Kerala in 2017‐18: Report
Food fortification only viable economic option to battle malnutrition
Bengal, not Bihar, has highest child marriages
Over 70,000 infants in Rajasthan died during the last five years
NGOs want evidence‐based health, gender interventions
40% kids in 0‐10 age are anaemic, says survey
Odisha prepares strategy paper to curb child marriage
On‐the‐spot test diagnoses anemia within seconds
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The missing girls of two Telugu states
Karnataka LS seats worse than Bihar's in child nutrition
Ministers launch weekly iron and folic acid supplement program
Jharkhand to junk centralised egg sourcing, engage local SHGs to meet demand
Food activists slam Jharkhand government's curb on egg servings to children at schools
Culprit for obesity is cheap high‐carb diet
Minister launches 100 Ujjwala sanitary napkin units in Odisha
Now women can get sanitary napkin under Ujjwala initiative
90% kids till 13 months didn't get adequate diet in 2015‐16
Districts asked to achieve target of vaccinating 90% kids by December‐end
Unplanned C‐sections in pvt hospitals 14% higher
1/3 of world's stunted kids are from India, says report
Tamil Nadu stumbles in march toward swachh state
Pradipsinh Pradeja operated on for oral cancer
PIL against poor action on domestic violence
Gujarat: Health spend to GSDP ratio among lowest
Girl students to undergo training in nutrition, health & hygiene
Obese women outnumber men
61,000 newborns die within 24 hours of birth in UP each year
One‐third of married women in India experience spousal violence: Study
Only 10% coverage, immunisation in rural areas a big challenge
About 90% infants in rural Gurugram subject to infectious diseases
Football ensures these girls can't be kicked around
Education and poverty are the biggest reasons of child marriages in Karnataka
The unholy blood
Breast cancer screening not a priority for city women
MP tops in crimes against children: Kamal Nath
In Shivraj era, rape cases up by 249%, abduction by 755%
Kamal Nath questions fiscal health of Madhya Pradesh under BJP rule
UP: Iodised salt use not 100% in 24 districts
Malnutrition still haunts Madhya Pradesh Government
87% of women in Gurugram never got breast examination conducted in hospitals
2 of 5 women don't report sexual assault
Violence: In Goa, 13% married women experience spousal violence
Hyderabadi men prefer to consult dieticians online
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Only 7% in Goa use condoms for family planning: Survey
Gujarat 8th worst in child, maternal nutrition
AIIMS to start drive against anaemia
AT 64%, highest prevalence of teen pregnancies in Goa: Nat'l survey
Nearly four lakh kids to be surveyed in bid to check malnutrition in Chennai district
Easily preventable diarrhoea kills over a lakh kids each year
Poor health infrastructure bane of Panna children
To cut underage marriage, expand RTE, say experts
How this hospital managed to cut C‐sections and go natural
Finance Commission to visit TN to understand issues relating to state's economic growth
Bengal aiming to reduce under‐nutrition in women and children by 2020: Mamta
Govt plans spl officers to deal with domestic violence cases
Labels on fortified food products to carry details of micro‐nutrients
Denied for centuries, Naga women get to own land now
New breastfeeding policy launched
I make milk, what's your superpower?
Study: Create support system for mothers to help breastfeed post C‐section delivery
Swachh mission saved 1.8L from diarrhoeal deaths
Only 56.6 % children below 6 months in Maharashtra are exclusively breastfed
Haryana climbs breastfeeding chart: Study
Increase in caesarean surgeries a dangerous trend: Girri
Hepatitis B immunization of babies shows an upward trend
Experts stress import of mom's milk
Uttar Pradesh loses Rs. 25,000 crore every year to inadequate breastfeeding
Costs, housework keep girls out of school
Breastfeeding in AP higher than the national percentage, says survey
Fighting the silence around menstrual hygiene
Diarrhoea kills 28,000 children under 5 each year in UP
Govt shouldn't fail children to cover up system's failures: Experts
District's infant mortality rate the lowest in state
Govt restricts condom ads on TV, but survey finds most get family planning messages through it
Kerala to fight obesity using nutrition mission
Family planning: 12.3% women have no access to family planning methods
Maharashtra doing well on birth control, but onus still on women: Experts
Malnourished 7‐mont‐old girl dies in MP's anaemia‐hit district
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Krishna district sheds image of child marriage hub as government's efforts pay off
Double fortified salt at less than half price in public distribution system
UP govt to launch rotavirus vaccine in July in all districts
Bihar outperforms other states, brings down MMR
Sustainable menstruation: Youngstsers are willing to switch over to reusable pads: Anju Bist
Govt launches affordable sanitary napkins
Reduce domestic violence, and it will unleash an economic bonanza worth thousands of crores
Anganwadi centres to give sanitary napkins at low cost
Minister opens adolescent cell
Indian women start having sex before men!
China's problem with fertility rates shows what India may have to deal with
Pneumonia vaccine to infants in 21 districts
Breastfeeding count within first hour remains low in India
Ultra rice to beat anaemia in one lakh school kids
Immunise children to protect them against deadly diseases, say experts
With ripped denims, girls rip into patriarchy
Now, Jaipur hospital offer injectable contraceptive
Now, eggs for kids, women to prevent malnutrition
Government plans to make Rajasthan free of child marriage in 10 years
Survey on full immunisation begins in Rajasthan
341 malnourished children treated in Baran district
Teenage pregnancy still a concern
Two months after launch, Antara, Chaya contraceptives get good response
Child malnutrition outstrips India average
Lalitpur aces national, UP average with 71% breastfeeding
DMs asked to implement central scheme
Kutch grappling with measles outbreak
Lucknow to turn mom‐friendly with breastfeeding centres
Poor girls taught how to make affordable substitutes of pads
Gujarat no cradle for girls; parents preferboys: Report
India praised for its tough law against unethical promotion of baby food
Only 3% of rural women receive prenatal care
Controversies aside, mother's milk remains an untapped elixir
Government launches biodegradable sanitary napkins, priced at Rs 2.50 per pad
Awareness of common flu still dangerously low
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PM Modi to launch National Nutrition Mission next month
CM Naveen Patnaik announces free sanitary pads distribution programme
She threatened parents to escape child marriage
Gujarat's weight‐height ratio of kids 2nd worst in India
Toilet: It stinks of scam: Tamil Nadu builds 4,000 toilets per day under swachh scheme
Among farm distress, agriculture allocation slashed by 16%
City doctors against caesarean delivery
HIV positive: HIV more prevalent in 15‐24 age group, data reveals
Fertility rate below global average, Telangana may face population imbalance
Delivery in government hospitals free, but not exactly
National Nutrition Mission: State gets ready for national nutrition mission launch
32% women in state have no say in their own health issues
Global Adult Tobacco Survey: Drug crack‐down: Addicts are now using tobacco
Girls attending school: Gujarat fails the test
Meerut women district hospital launches 'Antara' and Chhaya'
Janani Suraksha Yojana: Cost of delivery in govt hospitals highest in Manipur, Delhi
Cost of delivery at govt hospitals highest in Manipur, Delhi: Survey
HIV‐AIDS awareness laks among UP people: Every fourth sexually active person in UP has not heard of HIV‐AIDS
Infant mortality rate in Gujarat now 30
Where generations are lost to smuggling
Study: 43% women not comfortable buying sanitary pads
Niti health check give MP dismal rank
Slump in state sex ratio pulls down health rank by one spot
Over 50% young Indian women still use cloth as protection during periods; will the movie 'Pad Man'
Palakkad: 3% teenagers in Kerala already mothers or pregnant: Survey
72% of children not getting vaccinated on time: Survey
Uoh student jailed for forcing partner to have unsafe sex
Modi‐Jaitley populist budget a poor copy of Dravidian model
Over 72% children in India not getting vaccinated on time
Rajasthan: Two kids ideal for 70% women, finds survey
Topper in health insurance scheme
Sharp dip in employment levels in 2015‐16 survey
6 states shows upswing in anaemia among women
Women: Obesity: Women outnumber men
Hall of fame: Krishna dist bags dubious top spot by exceeding state average of 44%
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Domestic violence haunts literate Kerala
Anaemia incidence in country dips slightly, but major states report hike: NFHS
Condom use among unmarried women rises 6‐fold in a decade
New moms risk stunted growth of infants shying away from breastfeeding in Krishna dist
Domestic violence: 29% of Maharashtra women feel domestic violence is justified, finds survey
National Family Health Survey: 79% women, 78% men want a daughter
79% women, 78% men want a daughter
Krishna tops AP in antenatal care; Guntur stands worse
Krishna district ranks second in contraceptive prevalence rate
National Family Health Survey: 62% of women in country using cloth for menstrual protection, says NFHS report
Krishna stands third in basic vaccination
State of our children, their health and nutrition, is a matter of shame, says P. Chidambaram
India loses 4% of GDP to malnutrition
State key to fertility rates, not religion: Govt data
Why do women accept domestic violence as normal?
People's support must to end child marriage
NHRC: 2 lakh malnourished kids in UP; NHRC asks state govt for action‐taken report
Fertility rate below replacement for all but Hindus and Muslims
Soon, anganwadi workers in Uttar Pradesh to get smartphones
Dharmendra Pradhan to Odisha CM: Review shunning backward area development move
UP to book pradhans, panchayat secretaries for hunger deaths in their area
NHRC asks state governments to take steps to eliminate child marriage
Jharkhand third on child marriage list: NHRC
Why should breastfeeding not be infants' right, asks HC
National Nutrition Mission: Panel formed to make technical recommendations
Eradication of child‐marriage is a social responsibility: Experts
9 lakh kids suffer from acute malnutrition
Rane: Anganwadis to operate as counselling centres for mothers
Coimbatore tops state trend in c‐section deliveries
Less than 1% women facing domestic violence file complaint under Section 498A
Arogya Lakshmi should be replicated pan India: Unicef
Child marriages on the rise even in Hyderabad, registrations can curb the menace
Full immunization: Rajasthan faces hurdles in meeting 90% target
Tamil Nadu government to staff: Can't be pally with tobacco firms
This village knows best how to feed its hungry babies
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Bloody shame: High sanitary pad tax hurts women's health
With 75% insurance cover, the city shows health is wealth
Keep a tab on referrals of sick babies: govt to hospitals
Young hands that slay evil of child marriage
Gujarat government to take vaccine drive to all districts
10 lakh condoms snapped up online in 69 days
Domestic abuse a common curse
Nutrition status among children and women in India a matter of concern: NHRC Chairperson H L Dattu
U'Khand to launch 'Sankalp patra' on measles‐rubella vaccination
Malnutrition kills more Indians than any specific disease, yet successive governments pay scant attention
CAN to help tackle malnutrition in state
In 'land of minor brides,' SC order means nothing
Saving mothers and children: For the first time, government is tackling malnutrition's several dimenstions at once
11% of girls in state get pregnant by 18: Survey
In village of minor brides, SC order on marriage age doesn't mean much
After SC order, onus on states to eradicate child marriage menace
60% of kids in Mysuru district anaemic: Health survey
6.3 percent girls between 15‐19 years pregnant or mothers in Rajasthan
25% of wives aged 14‐20 tie know when minors
39.1% girls in state get married before completing 18 years of age
Rainbow plan' for kids' health
Assam: 5 babies in Arpeta Hospital critical, doctors worried
DM's role on PCPNDT complaints dismal: Rita Joshi
1 in every 5 Lucknowites obese, urban women more prone
Sheopur: Two kids die of malnutrition in Sheopur district
Don't fall for wrong propaganda against measles ‐ rubella vaccinations: CM
Nitish to launch drive against child marriage, dowry today
Jaw pain a symptom of heart attack
Centre identifies 113 districts in 'Mission Mode to address malnutrition
70% more HIV deaths in Tamil Nadu in last three years
C‐section by choice: Telugu states lead national trend
Gorakhpur tragedy aside, 981 children die every day in UP
Cow's milk harmful for toddlers below one year
Govt plans nutrition audits to track malnutrition in children
Sexual intercourse with minor wife not criminal: Centre to SC
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Can use child rape law in teen marriages, says Supreme Court
Encaphalitis death: There's a caste factor to encephalitis in UP
H1N1 fares differently in town, country
Column: The wives continue waiting to awaken into that heaven of freedom
IIT study questions mindless iron supplementation
76% UP districts fall flat in population control programs
School children to be dewormed on August 8 in the state
Child marriages in India showing a declining trends
More pregnant urban women face violence: Survey
65% children not breastfed within one hour of birth in Bihar
Breastfeed and cut your risk of cancer
India ranks low on breastfeeding practices
33L infants in Uttar Pradesh starve as mothers don't breastfeed
Nutrition Smart' villages to check malnutrition
Non‐alcoholic hepatitis, a growing health issue
Breastfeeding helps mothers as well: Expert
ICMR to develop protocol for hypertension treatment
Infertility a medical condition that can be treated: Experts
Anti‐pneumonia drive in dists to begin tomorrow
High dropout rate linked to child marriages
Pranayama and amla can control diabetes, shows study
Birth control camp staff demand bribes, admits department
Newly weds to get condoms as 'shagun' from UP govt
Patna City nutrition rehab centre now in PMCH
20 lakh users in state quit tobacco in a decade: Study
Every third birth in Bhopal is through C‐section
Haryana looks at zero diarrhoea childhood deaths
Over 12,000 kids back from the brink in Nandurbar
Free injectable contraceptive yet to arrive in state
85% Raj rural women don't know about HIV/AIDS
Drive to check diarrhoea deaths
All vaccines under national programme to be must for TN kids
Cost of childbirth in private hospitals in Tamil Nadu 70% more than national average
Provide basic toilet facilities to women: Himachal high court
Odisha: Ministers list out success stories of four more departments
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Immunisation springs back in TN, but scepticism persists
Fake medical certificates behind child marriages
Parents ignorant, half of UP kids miss routine vaccinations
Bihar is one of the most undernourished states
C‐section deaths: Plea in human rights panel
Child marriages: Kota court issues injunction order for prohibiting child marriage
Gujarat: More infants dying in Gujarat's tribal belt
Drinking water accessibility shows little improvement in Assam
9/10 babies in Bihar don't get proper diet
Focus on ailing healthcare, lack of doctors on World Health Day
Only 3% under‐5 kids on proper diet
9 of 10 children in UP don't get adequate diet: Study
Health department asks for midwives' names found neglecting duties
Tamil Nadu: Vaccinating kids in Tamil Nadu to be made schools' responsibility
Health survey reveals Ferozepur has best sex ratio in Punjab
Cancer risk reduces if women breastfeed for 1 year, say oncologists
Government plans to reduce infant mortality rate from 41 ti 23
New health facilities in Odisha with Norway's technical support
Rotavirus vaccine to be launched on March 23
Anaemia, the biggest killer of UP women, on the rise
1 in 3 babies in UP delivered by C‐section'
Decline in underage marriages good sign for health scene in UP
Poor nutrition haunts Gujarat's future smart cities
Uttarakhand records lowest breastfeeding infants among laggard states
C‐section deliveries up in Punjab's private hospitals
62% of kids under five in Gujarat anaemic: NFHS
Punjab's women gain in money and education, lose in health
Assam women lack awareness of HIV: Data
Less than half of infants breastfed in first hour of birth
Survey rates women's health low for state
More than half of under‐5 kids in India are anaemic
National Family Health Survey: Health insurance coverage sees big jump in 10 years
Students to appeal to kin to stop using tobacco
Kerala is the best state for newborn children
Kerala as good as US, OECD in saving newborn children
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IMR falls to record low
Kerala budget 2017 : Economic review harps on Kerala's fiscal recovery
Odisha achieves highest decline in IMR: Naveen Patnaik
Women now have more say in money matters, 38% own house or land: Survey
Use of contraceptive declines by three percentage points in last 10 years: Survey
India got healthier in last 10 years: Survey
82% married women taking part in household decisions: Survey
Vitamin D deficiency: Long hours at workplace leading to Vitamin D deficiency, men worse hit
Maneka Gandhi calls caesarean section surgeries a racket
Caesarean sections see an alarming rise
Only 44% women in Assam have safe‐sex awareness
In rural Assam, only 10% households have health coverage
De‐addiction centres to cover tobacco addicts
Rajasthan: 45.2% children not fully immunised in Rajasthan: Report
Punjab has lowest prevalence of tobacco use: Survey
Rotavirus vaccine to be launched in Rajasthan in March
Malnutrition deaths: Madhya Pradesh government yet to respond to rights' panel
Government faces daunting task to check growth of population in Assam
15‐year old rescued in Guwahati hours before being married off
High rate of child marriages in state worries human rights experts
Menstrual hygiene poor among rural women: Study
High blood pressure main cause for stroke
BP shooting up? Blame it on bad roads
Child mortality rate falls by 50%, but still 58,000 in state
Abhiyan: Now, 'Alima Abhiyan' to rid Madhya Pradesh of anaemia
50% patients are obesity, says doctors
Gender test rampart, sex ratio dips in Karnataka
Bengal, Meghalaya high on contraceptive use, fertility rate dips: Data
Chennai hospital to screen 30,000 people in Kancheepuran district for diabetes
State steps in to stop sex selection at fertility clinics
Hoshangabad has most undernourished people in India
87% children and adults anaemic in Gurgaon
Malnourished child dies in Sheopur, 40 in hospital
36% kids below 5 yrs underweight in state
Nutrition Mission will help Odisha overcome child deaths: Odisha
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UNICEF suggests 'Nutrition Mission' in Odisha
Only 10% Assam households have health cover: Survey
Malnutrition fight: Sheopur anganwadis miss digitisation bus
NGO barbs at govt over health of tribal kids
Sports and public health in Goa
U‐turn: Malnutrition spikes in Maharashtra
Goans don't know much about AIDS,says health survey
Over 40% of newborns not breastfed within an hour of birth
Over 40% of newborns not breastfed within an hour of birth in Karnataka
IMR, MMR cheer in 117 Assam gardens
Districts with low HDI beat state in sex ration at birth data
Complementary feeding of new‐born on time takes a dip in U'khand
Few households use clean fuel for cooking
U'Khand dists see higher underage marriage than country
Survey: Last decade sees rise in anaemia in children
In monsoon, Saharias battle double whammy
Stunted growth of kids haunts Andhra Pradesh, Telangana
26 years on, women in Assam still 'ignorant' about HIV
Call to improve health services for women
Desperate for sons, women shun sterilisation measures
Assam govt launches Pradhan Mantri Surakshit Matritva Abhiyan scheme to curb infant mortality
Singlijan tea garden to become 'open‐defecation‐free'
Corporates help govt fight malnutrition using spirulina
Madhya Pradesh ranks lowest in immunisation of kids
Rural Gurgaon beats urban Gurgaon at literacy rates and sex ratios
Women in MP fare low in hygiene during menstrual cycle: Survey
Going dry may wring out Bihar's healthcare system
Welfare scheme food plunder: 2 truckloads seized in Rewa
Men still shy of undergoing vasectomy: Survey
For first time, tobacco use is down in country: Family health survey
India turns its back on tobacco, usage dips across states
Health alarm: One in 3 women in Mumbai now overweight or obese
Dramatic decline in underage marriage of girls, survey finds
Female sex ratio down by 24 in U'Khand as per latest family health survey
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21‐Nov‐17

High prevalence of hypertension in Telangana: Studies
Increasing protein and dairy intake may help reduce burden of diabetes: study
UP Health Minister calls for mass movement to address teenage pregnancy in state
Under NHM, 1,151 NRCs set‐up
Rajasthan, MP, C'Garh & Telangana are witnessing a wave of change: Surjewala
Apollo Hospital launches Paediatric ICU with 24/7 super specialists
Microsoft, Apollo Hospitals introduce AI powered cardiovascular disease risk score
Malnutrition in India incredibly high: Venkaiah
Stress, obesity may delay pregnancy in young couples: Dr. Saroja Koppala
Cup and cloth campaign' for awareness on menstrual choices launched
Poor awareness serious hurdle in achieving immunisation target

India: Why are condoms unpopular in this country?

Magazines
Asian Scientist Magazine
15‐Mar‐19
BioSpectrum
19‐Sep‐19
Branding in Asia Magazine
14‐Mar‐18

Study reveals unequal access to India's nutrition programs

27% deaths in India caused by poor access to drugs and knowledge: Medicus

Reebok campaign highlights domestic violence problems in India

Bright Magazine
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Sanitary pads, the "It Girl" of global development

Business Today
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Chandigarh tops in use of male contraceptives, national average at 5.9%
Pradip Burman, Chairman Mobius Foundation launched Project 'AAKAR' Phase 2 to promote population stabilization
BT Buzz: Malnutrition, healthcare system failure behind Muzaffapur's season of despair
135 and counting: The sad state of Bihar's nutritional status of children
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Citizen Matters

Teen pregnancy major challenge in India, strongly linked to child stunting: Study
Most Indian adults not aware they are suffering from hypertension: Study
Malnutrition declines to 34.7% in 2017‐18 from 38.4% in 2015‐16, says govt data
India's nutrition programme excludes poorest households: Study
Anaemia: Caste‐iron solution
Fred, not freely use ‐ a public health miracle
Cut the flab: Time for India to acknowledge adverse effects of obesity before it's too late
Three steps closer to giving it a real fight in life
Budget 2018: Govt needs to invest more in healthcare, family planning measures
Govt's health, education spend declines over 2 years

Building Sustainable Framework For Supporting Women During The COVID Crisis Is Paramount
FOGSI And Bayer Zydus Pharma Announce Collaboration To Drive Adoption Of Digital Technology Solution ‘Ask Tanu’ Amongst Indian
Women
WASH safety plans could prevent pandemics in future
Combating extreme malnutrition: Lessons from Rajasthan
Understanding anemia: A Nutrition Deficiency Challenge
Are You Paying Higher Premium For Your Health Insurance?
Why junk food consumption can effect hormones pregnant women
Problems that women drivers face in Delhi
Why consumer durable Cos are emphasising on Make in India products
Nutrition in the news: sharp diagnoses and converging policy instruments
Menstrual hygiene: Activists set world record for longest line on sanitary napkins to create awareness
Nutrition in the news: Gender matters
Suffer the children
Telling numbers
Women employment levels fall sharply in a decade report
We are India's biggest health and fitness application
We are India's biggest health and fitness application
The stained sanitary napkin industry
Govt survey shows imrpoved sex ratio, decline in IMR
Obesity ups the digital health coaching game; acquires Fitard, a gamified fitness app
Going to the ground on nutrition

12‐Jul‐17

Debate over GST on sanitary napkins: What are we missing?

Cosmos
10‐Apr‐19

India's dual dual battle with diseases of affluence and poverty

Current Affairs
19‐Sep‐19
17‐Jul‐19
12‐Jul‐19
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6‐May‐19

Kandhamal tops in institutional deliveries
The wheels to a low‐carbon transport system
The Hindu current affairs MCQs by Jatin Verma
Diphtheria: A concern
All you want to know about menstrual hygiene and related initiatives
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How sand mining along the Narmada is choking web of life
COVID‐19: Reasons behind Kerala’s second wave and how state is handling it
Left to starve: How COVID‐19 is hitting India’s children
Malnutrition: India needs to urgently break inter‐generational cycle
Algorithms workers can’t see are increasingly pulling the management strings
Passionate strategy needed to mitigate malnutrition due to lockdown
Breastfeeding in times of COVID‐19: Will newborns miss out on vital nutrition
Should minimum age for marriage of girls be raised to 21
Malnourished, under‐weight children in India can increase by more than 4 mln: Study
Odisha set to introduce locally produced millets into ICDS, PDS
COVID‐19: Sample the unknown
'Periods don't stop for pandemics, neither should our activism'
Bulk of India's COVID‐19 cases and deaths concentrated in 20 cities: Study
COVID‐19 calls for renewed focus on eating right and natural
COVID‐19: How do India’s urban informal settlements fight the pandemic
COVID‐19: How community platforms can help stem violence against women
COVID‐19: Rural UP girls wait for schools to reopen to get sanitary napkins
What lessons does COVID‐19 offer for India's urban poor policy
DMF best practices: These mining districts have opened creches through DMF funds
They stole my womb': Doctors mislead thousands of women to get their uterus removed
Why Odisha's nutrition budget, the first in India, is a cut above the rest
India's population: Demographic changes along expected lines
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India's population: 1.37 billion and not counting
Not a child's play to stand up against child marriage
Budget 2020‐32: Why it's high time for a thorough revamp of our child budget
Why the debate over India’s population explosion is on the wrong track
C‐sections becoming the norm for families in Telangana: Study
Mahdya Pradesh's egg‐centric problem: Choose between nutrition and hegemony
The dilemma of drink in India's tribal areas
India lags in drinking water, sanitation and hygiene facilities: Study
Swachh Bharat Mission to be a continuing challenge
Fortified rice scheme to create Rs. 3,000‐crore market for just five big firms
Bihar schoolkids to grow organic vegetables, fruits for their mid‐day meals
Early breastfeeding practices in India: Missing link with institutional deliveries
Early breastfeeding practices in India: Backwardness cuts through social spectrum
Concern for increasing population in India just a political rhetoric
As ODF deadline nears, govt should focus on key areas
Food shortage, lack of law, no rolls: Obstacles India overcame for first General Elections
Study reveals link between teenage pregnancy and child stunting
One in every seven babies is born underweight: Study
Obesity and breast cancer: A wakeup call
Wealth inequality and children's right to survival in India
First‐time voters: A narrative about to change
Child birth: Govt doctors either leave women scarred or refuse care
Use data on parliamentary constituencies to fight malnutrition: Harvard study
Civil society asks Karnataka govt to cut ties with Akshay Patra
Can uterus control the brain too?
World Toilet Day: Why future of Swachh Bharat Mission remains unsure
Sanitation will remain a mirage even after India stops defecating in the open
Mothers of 57% newborns not entitled to maternity benefits
Gujarat's estimate of malnourished children lower than national survey: CAG
India may not achieve SDG targets on child mortality: study
Girls, hope your health gets precedence over 'tradition'
Madhya Pradesh govt in denial mode after 7‐month‐old dies due to malnutrition
Burden of child brides: Bihar, Rajasthan lead states in marrying off girls early
A life cycle of challenges I throw at PM Modi
When politicians endorse child marriage, you have to should 'Beti bachao, beti pandao'
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How these five states in India are making it difficult to meet global SDG commitments
Diseases, lack of continuum of care perpetuating malnutrition among children: experts
Care of the pregnant: Half‐hearted attitude
Menstrual cycle is normal; our attitude towards it is not
Why are boys more malnourished than girls in India?
Budget for children: The story doesn't change
Call it a memorable year for children? No, not quite
Restrictions on airing condom ads is absurd at best
Poor social indicators must make Gujarat rethink its growth model
Can Bihar combat child marriage?
Children's right to nutrition: How can we do better
State of worry
India failing its children
More than 50% of children and women in India are anaemic: National Family Health Survey
India's obesity doubled in 10 years: NFHS‐4
India still has a high rate of malnutrition, reveals new National Health Survey
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Obesity: Decoding the myths & facts
Menstruation based documentary 'Period. End of Sentence' wins Oscar for India
January 2018 round of intensified Mission Indradhanush takes off
Non‐invasive brainwave technology to reduce post‐traumatic stress
The big innovations to make MP healthy
J&K improving health status via primary healthcare
Marking a paradigm shift in healthcare
Private sector primary source of healthcare in India

ELLE India
21‐Dec‐16

5 health tips every new mom should know

Entrepreneur India
25‐Feb‐19
27‐Sep‐18
19‐Mar‐18

India's integrated child development program increases educational attainment
India climbs up a couple of notches to gain 96th position in World Economic Freedom Index
How digital penetration will lead the way to increased telemedicine practice in India

Express Healthcare
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Experts discuss potential role of red blood cell dynamics, iron homeostasis in COVID‐19
Cause or Effect? An Intriguing Connect Between COVID‐19 and Non‐communicable Diseases in India
Will COVID‐19 increase the death rate among severe acute malnourished children? A context of Humanitarian Emergency, India
Chitrkoot in Uttar Pradesh is fighting against all odds to tackle malnutrition
Greater investments in health and well‐being of young India needed for achieving $5 trillion economy target
Innovative collaborations to make Maharashtra a safer place for childbirth
It is our social responsibility to contribute towards a health and progressive India
Syngene International in association with Narayana Health and Agastya Internationa Foundation launch CHAMPS
Study highlights need for repeated measurement of BP

Femina
23‐Sep‐20
24‐Oct‐19

Re 1 Suvidha Pads Are Available But Why Are They Not Popular
This Dhanteras, pick iron over gold

Filmfare
15‐Sep‐20

#ActAgainstAbuse: Take A Stand With Femina Against Domestic Violence

Forbes India
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In India, Gestational Diabetes Affects Older Wealthy Women The Most
Fear of Covid‐19 infection at hospitals could lead to lifestyle ailments crisis
High blood pressure is a risk to the kidneys
Hypertension: Importance of diagnosis and self‐management
Hypertension in India
Why the Indian healthcare sector needs a National Quality Monitor
This aid agency intends to use Microsoft AI to solve world hunger and malnutrition
Amitabh Bachchan, Network18 join hands for a malnutrition‐free India

Fortune India
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Our response to the pandemic needs a gender lens

Frontline
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When to wed: Raising the minimum age of marriage
Dietary deprivation: Diets sans diversity
The basic issue is of poverty and equity
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Habits die hard
Health patterns
Taking stock
Skewed progress
Falling short
Cause for concern

Sex ratio down, literacy rate of women up: NFHS 4

Not enough for the kids
Accessing safe abortion remains a challenge
Woman power plus
Right of mother, child to good health, well‐being non‐negotiatble
What's bad is better than what's at home
Stories you must read over the weekend
Why Indian women are under‐nourished

GQ India
23‐Nov‐17

Indians ordered 9.56 lakh condoms in 69 days, emptying this free online store's inventory

Hard News
30‐Aug‐17
11‐Jul‐17

Gorakhpur tragedy: No country for children
How do we fix India's 'stunted' growth?

Himal South Asia
13‐Nov‐18
India Legal
17‐Sep‐20
19‐Jul‐19
Krishi Jagran
10‐Jan‐20

India's #MeToo moment

Increasing minimum age of marriage for women from 18 to 21 may not help poor, marginalised women
"Court is more interested in the interpretation of law than drafting it" Delhi HC in response to a plea

8 Super Healthy Foods to Control Your High Blood Pressure
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3‐Dec‐18

A Step towards Women Hygiene; Sanitary Napkins for Just Rs 1
Health Ministry to Promote Breastfeeding by Creating Awareness about its Benefits Every Month
Banana a day may keep high blood pressure at bay

Little India
12‐Oct‐18

India among bottom 15 in Oxfam Inequality Survey

India Today
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Will privilege determine access to coronavirus vaccines for children in India?
Punjab: Cereal Affair
MP’s anganwadis: New milk rations for children
Of eggs and election
Activists say increasing minimum marriage age of girls won't help their vulnerability
Bracing for a rural surge
Poor health infra puts 60% Indians at higher risk of Covid, shows Lancet study
Mapping India for Covid risks, post lockdown
The fight over eggs
India did not register 36 lakh births in 2015‐16
4 yrs of Swachh Bharat but 38% govt hospitals in rural India don't have staff toilets
Land of plenty | Punjab
Wary of early marriage, how MP teenager called off wedding
New‐gen Muslim women are better at family planning
Mumbai, Bengaluru worse than Dhaka in water access: Report
Bihar tops stunting list, National Family Health
Indian men have a problem, they hate condoms. This is what it results in.
Kabir Singh forces debate on toxic masculinity, Indian women justify it
Uttarakhand losing track of real issues, gets busy with 2‐child conditions
Bihar encephalitis deaths: Child nutrition in Muzaffarpur worse than most African countries
World No Tobacco Day: 34.6 percent adults in India are smokers
Acclerating health reforms
India home to 46.6 million stunted children, a third of world's total: Global Nutrition Report
Spousal violence in India: Stats, reasons, and policies against domestic violence
Where Goddess Durga donates her chunnit for daugther's wedding
271 million fewer poor people in India: UNDP
Around 50 million people in India to become zinc deficient by 2050, thanks to carbon dioxide
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Zero GST on sanitary napkins will not reduce prices
World No Tobacco Day 2018: How tobacco impacts your heart
spousal violence in India: Stats, reasons, and policies against domestic violence
Lung infections to swine flu, 6 diseases you should be prepared to fight in 2018
Survey shows that Jharkhand smokes more, chews less tobacco
Here's why Indians are at a higher risk of obesity
Learn from Kerala how to run hospitals
Focussed strategy against undernutrition in 113 districts: Govt
Survey shows that Jharkhand smokes more, chews less tobacco
Child marriage still alive and kicking: 1,785 cases registered in last 3 years
World Breastfeeding Week: Benefits of mother's milk
Contraceptive needs of country's 21.3% eligible couples unmet
Education can stop adolescent girls becoming mothers
9 of 10 children under 2 yrs deprived of adequate diet
Norway would ontinue to support Odisha in health sector: Envoy
Tobacco consumption in Rajasthan down by 13.5 pc
Proportion of overweight men in India doubled in 10 yrs: Study
Govt survey shows improved sex ratio, decline in IMR
Literacy rate of women goes up, sex ratio goes down: Family health survey

Healthcare delivery amid Kashmir's political turmoil

Life stands still for many women and girls in India during their period

Dear PM: Please check your facts
Gender discrimination and violence against women: Connecting the dots of declining child sex ratio (CSR) in India

Bihar tops stunting list says National Family Health Survey
A human health project
NITI reveals why childbirth deaths still high
India has 22 million wasted children; Poshan Abhiyaan signals govt's strong commitment to tackle malnutrition
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50% Indians with BP, diabetes don't know they have it
Hyderabad: Mapping India's health status
For a malnutrition‐free India
World Immunization Week and the significance of this year's theme
CM announces digital dispensary project, campaign against anemia
Tamil Nadu's health insurance scheme makes positive impact on public health
PPP approach is crucial for healthy children: Apollo's Shobana Kamineni
First ever tribal health report flags dismal condition of STs
Medicare is not enough to reform healthcare
Diabetes
Challenges ahead in maternal health
India not on track to meet 2030 targets of reducing child mortality
Unequal growth holding India back: NITI Aayog CEO
Technology for a healthier nation
Child health in India: 14 out of 20 state cut spending on key programs

Iron‐Rich Recipes To Boost Up Your Diet
This International Day of the Girl Child must be Treated as a Special One: Population Foundation of India
Key Insights To PoshanMaah And This Year's Theme
Niti Aayog To Leverage Monitoring Mechanism Of Global Multidimensional Poverty Index
Focus on nutri‐gardens for anganwadis during ''Poshan Maah'': WCD to states
Motivate migrant workers to take up fish culture in unutilised village water bodies: CIFA
COVID‐19:People with metabolic syndrome take longer to recover
Nutrition, Poverty And Women Power
India May See An Unintended Baby Boom Due To COVID‐19 Lockdown. Is Govt Prepared?
Risk of childhood undernutrition higher in India''s flood‐prone areas
Linkages between family planning and nutrition
Chitrakoot working all fronts to wipe out malnutrition
Royal DSM plans to launch "Nu‐Shakti" home fortifier in north India
Unaware rural parents are harming their children under guise of love and care
MP govt withdraws vasectomy circular
Improvement Needed To Meet All Child malnutrition targets by 2022
“The Root Causes Of Malnutrition Can Be Summed Up In Four Words: Orphan, Invisible, Unmeasured And Voiceless”—Shawn K. Baker
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Zero teenage pregnancy campaign garners support in Rajasthan
Five health tests every woman should have in 2020
Changing the mindset of a community to combat anaemia
The Paradox Of Food Scarcity Amid Abundance In India And What Needs To Be Done
Test, treat and talk for an Anemia Mukt Bharat
WB adopted most elements of Poshan Abhiyan: Irani
“I Thought To Myself, If I Really Wanted To Make A Difference To The Well‐being Of Children Around The World, I Must Get Involved
With Nutrition”: Dr David Nabarro
VLCC boosts commitment to Fit India, launches anti‐obesity campaign
How A Schoolgirl Convinced Her Newly‐Wed Sister And Brother‐in‐law To Take Contraceptive Counselling
To tackle malnutrition, govt to identify locally available nutritious food
How smart technology disrupt the cycle of malnutrition: Learning from Angul in Odisha
Waiting homes for expectant mothers
Menstrual cups for an eco‐friendly period
What of the teenage mother?
Eat local, eat seasonal, eat variety, eat healthy
Horror of horrors! How women are being denied rights to safe abortion
How a child survives severe acute malnutrition by chance
Undernutrition 'unacceptably high' in India, organise programmes to spread awareness: NCPCR
September revolution
Why chalk is the ultimate nutrient
Sanitary napkins to be sold for Re 1 at Jan Aushadhis stores, says MoS Mansukh Mandaviya
Why diversity is the challenge for India
Good nutrition for new India
Ensure zero hunger deaths by 2040
How Chhattisgarh's Surguja became a breastfeeding champion
Wary of early marriage, how MP teenager called off wedding
Rap song on use of condoms released on World Population Day
How we fell into the trap of eating the same foods
The impending nutrition famine
AES in Bihar: Poor anganwadi centres failed to deliver
World Yoga Day: Reminder to accept, adopt and enjoy a health lifestyle
Cooking in iron kadhais: A movement of women's collectives in Jharkhand to combat anaemia
Overcoming hurdles in treating Varanasi's malnourished children
India has 22 Mn wasted children; Poshan Abhiyaan signals govt's strong commitment to tackle malnutrition: Experts
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Lot of positive changes happening on nutrition front, more acceleration needed
The modern Indian working woman ‐ Scoring low on nutrition!
For a nutrition revolution in India to succeed women need to lead at the forefront
India has gold mine of success stories to bring about nutrition revolution
A sustainable nutrition revolution is what India needs today!
A German initiative helping boost nutrition and health in Madhya Pradesh
Last mile connectivity critical to close nutrition gaps among tribals
Real‐time monitoring of every chil, leaving no one behind, will help in making Suposhit Bharat
Tribal malnutrition in Chhattisgarh and how it can be overcome
Bio‐fortification of rice, wheat, oil will help take forward Poshan Abhiyaan, say experts
Women play leading role in Sikkim's developmental success
Experts deliberate on complementary feeding to take forward Poshan Abhiyaan
Very high burden of child malnutrition found in UP, Rajasthan, MP, Bihar, Gujarat, Jharkhand, says Harvard study
Poshan Abhiyaan aims to track every child, every mother to tackle malnutrition
Fathers play crucial role in childcare
India's nutrition programme excludes poorest households: Study
There's a need to promote nutrrition‐sensitive food system
Growing malnutrition: An emergency staring India in the fact
More than a quarter of Delhi children under 5 underweight: study
Disposable pads are a hazard, a look at some alternatives
90% people in Shivraj Chouhan's native village in BPL category, claims Cong
Nutrition programmes, education help lowering anaemia in India
One‐third of married women in India experience spoousal violence
Beating malnutrition; health awareness seeps into interiors of Bengal
Brave girls of West Bengal's Purulia lead by example, fight child marriage
CAG dismisses Guj govt's malnutrition figures
1st ever tribal health report flags dismal condition of STs
Girl child marriage rate highest among SC/ST: NCPCR
15 million babies are not able to begin breastfeeding within one hour of birth: report
Spreading social awareness of sexual health
Nutrition famine: What's on our plate?
Childcare in Jammu and Kashmir: Small mercies in a blighted land
Anemia among pregnant women drops as open defecation declines
Experts call for screening of heart defects among newborns
Indian men at risk of cardiovascular disease due to tobacco
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Folks, Kerala women are warming up to booze and men ditching it
J K's health sector improved considerably
Menstrual hygiene in India
Adopt zero‐tolerance policy on children marriage: NHRC
Norway to cooperate India in improving maternal health: Envoy
Overcoming hurdles to give immunisation a shot in Assam
First ever nutrition policy soon for severe acute malnourished
Focussed strategy against undernutrition in 113 districts: Govt
WB ahead in initiation of breast‐feeding in newborns
62% kids under 5 years of age anaemic in Delhi: Maneka Gandhi
For a boy, forever
Disposing of a sanitary fad?
UP's 'Mukhbir Yojana" to curb female foeticide
Say no to tobacco: Protect health, reduce poverty, promote development
Nestle cuts down on salt content in Maggi noodles in line with food safety
Activists disappointed over Centre's move to halve spending on MBP
Rumours hit immunisation programme in Muslim‐dominated Mewat
Norway would continue to support Odisha in health sector: Enjoy
5 Tough Turnaround Targets Awaiting UP CM‐Designate Yogi Adityanath
Percentage of men with knowledge of AIDS fell marginally
Proportion of overweight men in India doubled in 10 yrs: study
Health ministry tells states to curb 'needless' Caesarean
Govt survey shows improved sex ratio, decline in IMR

The Hourglass Phenomena
These Mamata Gharas Prevent Child Malnutrition
It Takes A Village: How Tribal Hamlet Now Knows Its Nutrition Rights
Can Nutri‐Gardens Beat Malnutrition?

PrintWeek
18‐Mar‐20

Sriraam Selvam: Women on the verge of making a mark on print

Qrius
25‐May‐20

Are Jan Dhan accounts the right choice for cash transfers?
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26‐Sep‐18
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Bihar child deaths, a combination of malnourishment, litchi toxin, and heat
New UNICEF report lauds Swachh Bharat's for reducing soil pollution
For health menstruation: Observing Menstrual Hygiene Day
Lok Sabha 2019: Women's safety isn't a big ticket poll issue. Time for this to change
Son Rise review: Men are real heros, but where's the real talk on crimes against women?
Way to reach POSHAN Abhiyan's goal: Sahi Poshan to Desh Roshan
To improve India's health, treat the cause, not symptom
How women's age at marriage impacts domestic violence
Can double‐fortified salt in school mid‐day meals help reduce anaemia?

Ritz
17‐May‐19

Teen pregnancies lead to under nourished babies

Sight
24‐Nov‐17

Essay: Violence against women isn't a women's rights issue, it's a human rights issue

Silicon India
11‐Jun‐19

Checking malnutrition: 2 million tons of milk to be fortified: NDDB

Sportstar
28‐May‐20

When Annu Rani bettered national record despite period pain
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Battling Obesity: In A Landmark Move FSSAI Launches Trans‐Fat Free Logo; Here’s Why It’s Necessary
Holding up half the sky: Improving women's higher education is key to India's becoming a $10 trillion economy
Think Indians are mostsly non‐vegetarian, or only 'upper castes' are otherwise?
Greed over ethics? 9 lakh C‐sections in private hospitals were needless, driven by financial motive: IIM‐A report
Rajasthan moves to eradicate social evils: Child marriages drop by 20 per cent in ten years
Data shows that chances of tuberculosis is reduced in houses with clean fuels
Questioning the latest National Family Health Survey
NITI Aayog's nutrition strategy a good first step to tackle India's chronic malnutrition
Maternity Medical Scheme needed expansion: Cutback will dent Modi Govt's welfarist image

The Caravan
12‐Jun‐20

The Bihar government failed at nearly every level to prepare for the annual AES epidemic
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Pad campaign

Cow's milk harmful for toddlers below one year
2.5 years on, Swachh Bharat's Mission's claims remain unverified
Only 1 in 10 children aged 6‐23 months gets adequate diet
Gujarat has one of India's worst immunisation records.
5 tough turnaround targets awaiting UP CM‐designate Yogi Adityanath
Indian children healthier than ever
Children's deaths in Gujarat hospital spotlights state's malnutrition, infant mortality
Healthcare issue largely neglected in elections
Popular misconceptions about birth control

Anganwadi nutri corners offer snacks to children in MP
Perils of being a single woman in India
India’s #MeToo Movement Underlines Why Survivors Must Be Believed
On an average, three infants die every two minutes in India
12 states hurdle in child marriage tirade
Breaking sex talk taboo in Indian culture

India’s COVID–19 Gender Blind Spot
India’s ‘Shadow Pandemic’
Jean Dreze on Malnutrition and Child Mortality in India
India Unleashes Its Own #MeToo

Healthcare experts discuss with govt importance of good nutrition in child's first 1000 days
Women’s empowerment is key to population stabilisation in India’
Testing times for men trained to be gender sensitive amid COVID lockdown
Calls to implement 'complete nutrition programme' in Madhya Pradesh
How states must learn from each other in fighting malnutrition
National Youth Day Child Marriage and Teenage Pregnancy Biggest Barriers to Youth Empowerment in Jharkhand Finds Latest Report by
Dasra
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Protein‐packed preschools
Split wide open
MP has the highest percentage of anaemic kids, thin adolescents in country
Girls‐led initiative provides 10 bold recommendations for improved health and overall wellbeing
AS‐GOOSEBERRY‐CANDY
Jan Aushadhi stores to sell sanitary napkins at Re 1 from tomorrow
MP worst performer on child rights indicators: Report
Back to the land
In the shadow of period taboo
Eggs in mid‐day meal take Chhattisgarh by storm
Bihar govt mulls direct benefits transfer scheme to reduce stunting
Investigation: Why two‐thirds of Bihar's children are deprived of nutrition
Chandigarh tops in use of male contraceptives, national average at 5.9
Pradip Burman chairman Mobius Foundation launched project 'AKAAR' phase 2 to promote population stabilization
Teen pregnancy in India strongly linked to child stunting
Madhya Pradesh: Underage marriages reportedly held on Akshaya Tritiya
Food value
Check BP thrice in same visit to prevent misdiagnosis, say experts
TR‐Child marriage
Child marriages: The plight of child grooms nobody talks about
OD‐NAPKINS‐PRADHAN
All heart, no hurt
GJ‐IIMA‐STUDY‐CSECTION
One‐third of married women in India experience spousal violence: Study
CAG dismisses Guj govt's malnutrition figures
Experts raise concern about rising hysterectomies in India
1st ever tribal health report flags dismal condition of STs
Break the stranglehold of starvation, free the children
Why exclusive breastfeeding is important
Anganwadi scheme States spend more than double the Centre's sanctioned amount
Insuring happiness
The number says it all
Saffron sweat
War on death
Infant deaths highlight Gujarat's shoddy healthcare
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Manifests failure
Manifest failure
New data shows sharp decline in infant deaths, gender gap
Study shows child marriages rampant in Bihar
The abysmal state of UP's public healthcare system
Centre targets full immunisation coverage by 2018
Hospitals should seek parents' consent before giving artificial milk to newborns
Popular misconceptions about birth control
No meat, no sex: AYUSH Minister says it's just a suggestion
On World Hypertension Day: Awareness about BP low in rural India: Study
Awareness about BP low in rural India: Study
Gift of live
National Health Policy calls for better focus on male sterilisation
Shivaji Nagar: No place for women or children

National Family and Health Survey (NFHS‐4) wealth index released
World Contraception Day‐26 September

TRT World
29‐Jun‐19

"Brain Fever" death toll passes 150 in India's Bihar

Verve
18‐Mar‐20

Guilty pleasures

YO! Vizag
4‐Apr‐17

Infant mortality rate on a high in Andhra Pradesh

Television networks
ABP Live
15‐Aug‐20
19‐Apr‐17
APN News

74 Years On, How Free Are Our Women? A Look At Things They Still Need Freedom From
Nine out of ten children in Uttar Pradesh do not get adequate diets, reveals NFHS data
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AffordPlan registers annual growth of 300 percent in maternity patient base
Gurgaon positive: City obesity rates less than national figures
Breastfeeding rate over 50% in Haryana: State records 17% increase
Patna weighed down by obesity: Average BMI of 44 for most patients
Fortis Hospital along with Primary Health Centre conducts 'Breast‐feeding Training' initiative
India's rank at Global Hunger Index lower than Nepal, Bangladesh, Myanmar
India's first Nutrition Atlas goes live

Al Jazeera
18‐Apr‐20

Locked down with abusers: India sees surge in domestic violence

BBC
2‐Jun‐20
9‐Aug‐19
12‐Feb‐19
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13‐Oct‐17
11‐Oct‐17

What India's lockdown did to domestic abuse victims
Is J&K really backward on development front?
How India's single time zone is hurting its people
The myth of the Indian vegetarian nation
The girl who stopped her own marriage
100 women: School students breaking the stigma around periods
100 women: Breaking the contraception taboo in India

CGTN
29‐Aug‐18

Female hygiene still stigmatized in India

CNBC
11‐Jan‐20
7‐Dec‐19
22‐Apr‐19
30‐Nov‐18
29‐Nov‐18

Swasth Immunised India: Network18 travels to India’s least immunised state Nagaland
Swasth Immunised India: Here's a ground report on immunisation from Tamil Nadu
Arunachalam Muruganantham, the maker of low‐cost sanitary napkins in Fortune's list of world's greatest leaders
India home to a third of world's stunted children, says report
Domestic violence: A #MeToo moment is needed

13‐Jun‐18

Government expects premium for Ayushman Bharat aka Modicare to remain below 1,000 per family, but all insurers may not comply

CNN
28‐May‐18
17‐May‐18

Life stands still for many women and girls in India during their period
Prince Harry and Meghan Markles wedding charities: Myna Mahila Foundation

Erie News Now
27‐May‐20

India has an unlikely new type of period health educators: men

FRANCE24
24‐Jun‐19
11‐Jan‐19

Brain fever' death toll passes 150 in Indian state
Sanitary pad record in India to promote menstrual hygiene

Hoyen TV
2‐Mar‐17

India performs better on health front: National Family Health Survey

India TV
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25‐Jun‐18
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Between society's norms and morally corrupt mindsets, why am I not safe as a woman?
Padwoman: Telangana's tribal women distributing sanitary napkins free of cost among students
Need for condom brands to target the rural audience
India loses 4 per cent of GDP due to malnutrition: Report
SC decision criminalising sex with m inor wife a game‐changer: Keys lies in effective implementation of laws
West Bengal has 40 per cent child brides: Survey in SC
India remains world's second largest consumer of tobacco, though fewer Indians use it
Family health survey portrays darker side of India, 58 pc kids aged below 5 are anaemic
Good news: Kerala no less than US in saving newborns, says NFHS
India gets healthier with better sex ratio, lesser infant mortality: Survey

KERA
14‐Mar‐18

UNICEF's good news about child marriage isn't quite as good as it sounds

Manorama News TV
1‐Feb‐20
19‐Jan‐20
25‐Dec‐19
30‐Sep‐19
25‐Jul‐19
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22‐Mar‐19
23‐Sep‐18

Illusion of Thali‐nomics and the shocking reality of hunger in India
Five health tests every woman should have in 2020
Here are some tips to tackle hidden hunger in children
Menstrual cups for an eco‐friendly period
Wary of early marriage, here's how an MP teen averted wedding
Keralites junk rum, embrace brandy
Women play leading role in Sikkim's developmental success
Brave girls of Bengal's Purulia lead by example, fight child marriage

2‐Jul‐18
2‐Jul‐18
3‐Apr‐18
Mirror Now
29‐May‐19

Glennfidich & other scotch make a pricey debut in Kerala
Activists call for introspection after India ranked most dangerous country for introspection
Who say Kerala is a den of tipplers! National survey is an eye‐opener

This is the worst solution, it will create several problems: Population Foundation of India on two child norm

NBC News
20‐Sep‐18

One man's journey to remove the stigma attached to periods and menstruation

NDTV
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Against Involuntary Methods Of Family Planning, Centre Tells Supreme Court
The Hidden Dangers Of Excessive Fat: Know Why You Need To Shed Those Extra Kilos
Opinion: Fortification Of Food With Micronutrients: Building On The Success Of Universal Salt Iodization
Global Handwashing Day 2020: Handwashing Is Still A Challenge In India, Here’s Why
Opinion: Sustained Handwashing Behaviour In India ‐ A Necessity During COVID‐19 Pandemic
Adolescent Sexual Health: Parents, Teachers Need To Break The Cycle Of Silence Around Sex And Sexuality, Say Experts
POSHAN Maah: Nutri‐Gardens Adopted To Improve Dietary Diversity And Nutritional Status Of Undernourished Children In Udaipur
Iron‐Deficiency: 5 Iron‐Rich Drinks You Should Include In Your Diet Today!
Poshan Maah 2020: What Has Been The Impact Of COVID‐19 Pandemic On India’s Malnutrition Targets
Gujarat NGO Helps Distressed Families Grow Kitchen Gardens During COVID‐19 Pandemic To Improve Their Nutritional Well‐Being
World Breastfeeding Week 2020: Kerala Government Launches Lactation Cookies For New Mothers
For One Of India's Most Brazen “Honour Killings”, Justice Denied
Condoms, Contraceptives For Migrants Leaving Quarantine Units In Bihar
Swasth Report Of Punjab: India’s Food Basket Suffers from High Prevalence Of Anaemia Among Women And Children
Rural areas in Rajasthan still lagging behind in healthcare
Safe menstruation a basic human right remains elusive for many women like Rajasthan's Sabu Devi
International Women's Day Special: Why Is Nutrition Important For Women's Health, Experts
Gujarat adds toor dal in ration list of groceries to fight malnution in the state
An Easy To Use Vaccine Delivery Kit Aims To Improve Immunisation In Rural India
In A First, To Tackle Malnutrition, Odisha Introduces A Separate Nutrition Budget
Swasth Report Of West Bengal: Anaemia In Women And Children Needs Attention
Swasth Report Card: Can One Of India’s Backward States – Odisha Set A Successful Example In Reducing Malnutrition?
Karnataka Needs To Work On Tackling Malnutrition But Performs Better Than Kerala In Dealing With Anaemia
7 Healthy Diet Tips For Children To Avoid Micro‐Deficiency And 'Hidden Hunger'
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Swasth Report Card: Jharkhand Continues To Battle Malnutrition, But Improves In Tackling Wasting And Anaemia
In Gujarat, 1000 Adolescent Girls Are Learning About Nutrition And Fighting Anaemia
Swasth Report of Telangana: India’s Youngest State Outperforms The Country In Most Health Indicators
Swasth Report Of Andhra Pradesh: Improved Health Indicators Make Andhra The Second Healthiest State In India
How Did This Chhattisgarh District Become The ‘Breastfeeding Champion’ Of The Country
Signs And Symptoms Of Iron Deficiency And Effective Ways To Deal With It
Swasth Report Of Himachal Pradesh: Making A Steady Progress Himachal Improves In Malnutrition Under 5 Status
Over 50 Per Cent Of Pregnant Women In India Are Anaemic, Reveals National Family Health Survey
Iron Deficiency Day 2019: Why You Need To Take Iron Deficiency Seriously?
Even Though India Sees Improvement In Most Health Indicators, Is The Vision Of Swasth India Still A Distant Dream?
Swasth Report Card: Uttarakhand Drops In Health Index Rankings As The State Performs ‘Poorly’ In Most Indicators
Zero expense delivery, free transportation for pregnant women: Here's all that the new "Suman" scheme covers
Most Anaemic Women Are Not Aware That They Are Dealing With Anaemia: Lovneet Batra, Clinical Nutritionist
Swasth Report Of Himachal Pradesh: Making A Steady Progress Himachal Improves In Malnutrition Under 5 Status

9‐Oct‐19

Swasth Report Of Haryana: The State Lags Behind Despite A Drop In Malnutrition, As Anaemia And Diarrhoea Cases Rise

9‐Oct‐19
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1‐Oct‐19
27‐Sep‐19

Swasth Report Of Uttar Pradesh: India’s Most Populous State Grapples With Anaemia Among Women, Child Wasting And Diarrhoea
Wasting, underweight and anaemia cases increasing in capital as per National Family Health Survey
Most anaemic women are not aware that they are dealing with anaemia: Lovneet Batra, clinical nutritionist
Gooseberry candies provided to pregnant women and anaemic children in Halakandi
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National Nutrition Month: This NGO as advocating to eradicate anaemia among adolescent girls in a Gurgaon community
National Nutrition Month 2019: Over 50 per cent of pregnant women in India are anaemic

9‐Sep‐19
6‐Sep‐19

National Nutrition Month: WaterAid India's photo project finds interlinkages between water, sanitation, hygiene, and nutrition
National Nutrition Month: 'The mantra is to add as many colours of food as possible in your diet,' says expert
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National Nutrition Week 2019: Over 50 per cent of pregnant women in India are anaemic, reveals National Family Health Survey
National Nutrition Week 2019: The crisis of malnutrition in India
National Nutrition Week 2019: Five things to know
Government slashes price of sanitary pads sold at Jan Aushadhi stores to Rs. 1 from Rs. 2.5 per pad
Sanitary napkins to be sold for Rs 1 at Jan Aushadhi stores
Suvidha sanitary pads: "Where are women" asks Twitter after 'Manel' launches Re 1 sanitary pad
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28‐May‐19
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Chalo Anganwadi : The rural child care centres in Rajasthan Are Taking a Lead to fight malnutrition
Swasth India: Malnutrition causes 45 per cent child deaths in India
World Breastfeeding Week: Some women cannot breastfeed their infants and it is Okay, explains this new mom
World Breastfeeding Week: How superstitions act as a barrier for women to breastfeed
Breastfeeding Week: Why is it important to sensitise mothers about breastfeeding
Menstrual Hygiene Day facts: Only 36 percent of the women in India use sanitary pads during periods
Jharkhand's 'Garima Fauj' is fighting myths about menstruation
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Periods are normal, on Menstrual Hygiene Day, Akshay Kumar, Twinkle Khanna, Radhika Apte, and Manushi Chhillar spread awareness
Menstrual hygiene see the light of the day in Hailakandi Jail, Assam, as women inmates get sanitary napkins
A look at the health and nutrition status of five poll‐bound states
Gujarat's claim on low number of malnourished kids inconsistent: CAG
Hypertension: 7 Ayurvedic diet tips and remedies to manage high blood pressure
Nurses beat up doctor accused of molestation in Bihar hospital
Government to move proposal to annul all child marriages across India
Hi ministers, my response to your #fitnesschallenge
1 in every 8 Indians has high blood pressure: Top 5 diet tips to regulate hypertension
World Health Day 2018: The hidden dangers in the life of people without toilets
To Welcome PM Modi, #ChaltiKaNaamModi Van, Flash Mob Planned In UK
Only Women's Day, government launches biodegradable sanitary pads for Rs 2.50
Condom use rises 6 time among unmarried women in a decade: Survey
Promise of safe childbirth remain unfulfilled in Bihar
Top court to hear tobacco items 85% warning label case next month
Global Hunger Index: India slips further
23 million child brides in the country: Supreme Court raises alarm
Why obesity‐related cancers are a huge cause of concern
Tamil Nadu: Women lack access to contraceptive options
Eat nuts daily to curb obesity, say experts
Cow's milk may be harmful for infants below one year: Study
Investing in human capital: Towards an anaemia free India
Ban on sex determination
In 41 years, as India's economy grew 21 times, infant mortality dropped 68%
90% of the children in India are deprived of adequate nutrition
HIV and AIDS bill passed: 5 things you should know about the disease
Sharp rise in Caesarean deliveries, doctors say women who ask for it unaware of risks
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More than 50% of our children under 5 are anaemic: National survey
Indian children are healthier than ever, says a new health survey
Obesity, the growing health concern in India, and the need to tackle it
Curb 'needless" Caesarean surgeries: Health Ministry tells states
Name and shame doctors who carry out undue C‐sections just for the money
Obesity in India has grown two‐folds in the last 10 years!
Why Uttarakhand needs to focus on child care
More rich Indian women undergoing caesarean section deliveries, study shows why
A look at the health and nutrition status of five poll‐bound states
Palghar malnourishment: Pics from ground zero
Uneducated Anganwadi Workers rely on guesswork to track a child's growth
Malnutrition: Maharashtra’s Embarrassing Reality
Kids Dying Of Malnutrition In Palghar, Maharashtra Stirs Into Action
How sanitation, literacy rate affect anaemic, pregnant women in India
States with higher female literacy have healthier women
50 per cent children under 5 years of age are anaemic in Bengal

Coronavirus Pandemic Revelation: It's Time to Invest in Education for Our Girl Children
Revising Marriage Age, Providing Sanitary Napkins: There’s a Lot to be Done for Girl Empowerment
Six foods to include in your diet for weight loss
OPINION | Menstrual Hygiene in Indian Prisons Needs Attention. Period
With No Jobs & Back‐to‐back Deaths, Lockdown to Stunt Covid‐19 Growth Re‐Nourishes Jharkhand's Worst Enemy — Hunger
‘It’s Not Okay, Not Even for a Second’: Normalising Domestic Violence Must Stop
Saas, Bahu and Social Networks: How a Mother‐in‐law Influences a Rural Indian Woman’s Personal and Family Well‐being
How India's most important law for children's safety is leading to unsafe abortions among teenagers
Does India need new strategies to improve urban health and nutrition?
India, Stressed: More than Half of Commuters in Metro Cities Likely to Commit Road Rage
When an IPS officer, a lawyer, and a BJP leader came together to talk about women's rights in India
Biodegradable sanitary napkins to be sold at Jan Aushadhi stores for Re 1
Back in news after PM Modi's I‐Day speech: India's baby steps through the years towards population control
As Bihar grapples with encephalitis deaths, students polish shoes in Patna to raise funds for children
AES, which has killed 100+ children in Bihar, is not Japanese Encephalitis. It's far deadlier
Unfair to blame only medical system for child deaths, says 'A Shot of Justice' author Ali Mehdi
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Drought, displacement & poor governance remain key concerns in Jharkhand's 3 sesats that voted today
World immunisation week and the significance of this year's theme
Gulbarga and Thiruvananthapuram, worst and best performers in stunting, head to polls today
Lack of public data, rising costs and availability of drugs ail India's immunization project
Why Chandrabubu Naidu wants Andhra people to have more than 3 children
India's stepchildren: Why we outrage over Delhi's starvation deaths but turn blind eye to truth of Jharkhand
Why removing GST on sanitary napkins may do little to make them affordable
Abuse against women: The real threat lies inside our homes
World Nutrition Day: What do the street children of India eat?
Ayodhya hearing; Arunachal's crorepati village and other stories you may have missed
Every third woman in India suffers sexual, physical violence at home
More than 2 million women across all age groups go missing annually in patriarchal India, reveals eco survey
Karni Sena's protests have got nothing to do with honouring a woman
Indians consuming less tobacco than before, says report
The National Family Health Survey has shown NHM to be a success, say experts
Tamil Nadu, not UP or Rajsthan, records highest number of child marriage cases
Mobile app to fight child marriage launched in Bihar
Stunting, malnutrition, and its impact on India's workforce
Over 93 lakh children in India suffering from severe acute malnutrition
World tuberculosis day: Undernutrition makes children susceptible
Men more aware about HIV/AIDS yet more affected
Except Bihar and Meghalaya, women more overweight than men
Kerala scores as best state for newborns, infant mortality rate down to 6
Sex‐ratio in India's urban areas worse than rural: National Health survey
PM Modi use Akhilesh Govt website to embarrass the Uttar Pradesh CM
Caesarean section deliveries up from 10% to 30% in India
Poll‐bound Uttarakhand has children with poor health
More wasted, anaemic adults than before in once‐robust Punjab
Assembly elections 2017: Healthcare status of 5 states going to the polls
For first time, tobacco use is down in India

News98
29‐Sep‐20

Ideal weight now 5 kg more: 65 kg for men, 55 for women. India News – Times of India

News Nation

3‐Aug‐17
1‐Mar‐17

Rate of breastfeeding increases to 41.6 per cent in India
Health ministry asks states to curb 'needless' caesarean section surveys

News X
4‐Oct‐20
20‐Apr‐18
3‐Apr‐18
5‐Mar‐18
23‐Jan‐18
22‐Jan‐18
13‐Jan‐18
22‐Dec‐17
10‐Sep‐17
13‐Mar‐17
9‐Mar‐17
3‐Mar‐17
27‐Jan‐16

Violence against children is unacceptable: Ayushmann Khurrana
10‐year‐old child dies in UP in government college due to lack of medical treatment by doctors
ILUK to welcome PM Narendra Modi with 'educate boy child to save girl child' message
Here's shy 95% of Indians don't use condoms, twitterati respond to Durex as #HateCondoms trends
62% girls aged between 15 and 24 use cloth instead of sanitary napkins for menstrual protection: NFHS
Imparting education among girls is best to reduce India's population: National Family Health Survey
According to National Family Health Survey data, 7.8% teenage girls are pregnant or are mothers
Family Health Survey: Child marriage casess dwindling in the country
Cow's milk harmful for toddlers below one year
The National Family Health Survey 4 has revealed some troublesome figures
Illiterate, married at 11, mother at 12, this Panchayat president now changes fates
Indian children healthier than ever, but other nations doing better: Latest data
More than 60 percent women are anaemic in Bengals, reveals NFHS

Odisha Television
8‐Mar‐20
7‐Feb‐20
21‐Oct‐19
21‐Mar‐17
3‐Mar‐17

Women’s Day Shocker: Odisha drops Kishori Health Cards, loses Rs 867cr
Development has last laugh, Odish rolls out POSHAN scheme this year!
Child marriage rampant in Odisha, govt plans to fight the social evil
Norway would continue to support Odisha in health sector: Envoy
Odisha infant mortality rate drops below national average: CM Naveen

Prameya News 7
12‐May‐16

8 lakh children malnourished in Odisha

Phuket News
3‐Jul‐19

National family health survey ‐ 4 shows that women justify violence against them by their partners

Republic TV
29‐Feb‐20
21‐Jan‐18

Kamal Nath Govt Issues Another 'sterilisation' Circular, Offers 'increment' To Teachers
GDP estimates lower due to malnutrition: Study

Times Now
11‐Oct‐19
21‐Aug‐19
28‐May‐19
22‐May‐19
13‐Mar‐19
11‐Oct‐18
13‐Sep‐18
24‐Jun‐18
22‐May‐18
21‐May‐18
10‐May‐18
4‐May‐18
25‐Apr‐18
13‐Feb‐18
6‐Feb‐18
31‐Jan‐18
29‐Jan‐18
23‐Jan‐18
23‐Jan‐18
23‐Jan‐18
12‐Jan‐18
30‐Dec‐17
24‐Dec‐17
22‐Dec‐17
2‐Nov‐17
16‐Oct‐17
13‐Oct‐17
11‐Sep‐17
12‐Jul‐17
5‐Mar‐17
13‐Mar‐16
17‐Feb‐16
27‐Jan‐16
24‐Jan‐16

Obesity and breast cancer: Decoding the link and preventing or reducing the risk of both
Nutritional deficiencies are on a rise around the world ‐ these are the 5 most common ones among Indians
Sythetic sanitary pads: A silent health threat for women?
How to prevent obesity: 12 simple tips to help you slim down without following an extreme weight loss method
Overweight and trying to conceive? Weight loss surgery might help you get pregnant
Weight loss diet tips for obese people: 10 healthy ways to lost belly fat and combat obesity
Girl child marriage rate highest among SC/ST: NCPCR
Free legal assistance to victims of domestic violence at this BMC‐run centre in Mumbai
Railway retracts proposal to refuse non‐veg food on account of 'Vegetarian Day' on October 2
What is white coat hypertension? Five ways hypertension can be linked to mental health
Hypertension: 6 serious health consequences to watch out for and tips to lower blood pressure natrually
Here is the Indian state with the highest percentage of electrification; It's not the one you think
Many Indians are deficient in protein ‐ Foods like eggs and meat are richest source of this nutrient!
Only 2.2% of Karnataka's urban population uses condoms, reveals NFHS survey
Seven in 10 children in India don't get timely vaccinations: Survey
Union budget 2018: Employment levels take a sharp plunge, women worse off than before
6‐fold rise in condom use among unmarried women in a decade: Health Ministry survey
UP, Bihar's menstrual hygiene protection methods the worst in the country: NFHS report
Beti bachao working? 79% women, 78% men in India want a daughter
Hey, Karni Sena ladies: When you're done with threats of jauhar, here are 5 things you should march for
Hindus or Muslims, rich or poor: Who has the highest fertility rate
Ray of hope: Girls stage street plays to fight child marriage in Bihar
Despite all odds: Putting education before marriage, a hope‐filled story from Bihar
Good news: Child marriage cases drop to 27% in India
Children's deaths in Gujarat hospital spotlights states malnutrition, infant mortality
World Food Day 2017: What can be done to overcome problems of hunger and nutrition in India
Global Hunger Index: India ranks 100 among 119 countries, down 45 positions since 2014
Cow's milk harmful for toddlers below one year
Lack of family planning common among 21.3% Indian couples:IMA
58 per cent childrern aged below 5 in India anaemic: Survey
Chennai tops in health cover, Mumbai worst
Hike sin tax on tobacco up by 40%: Health ministry
Over 50% children under five, 60% women anaemic in West Bengal: NFHS
40% women own or have share in joint property: Survey

21‐Jan‐16

Dramatic decline in underage marriage of girls, survey finds

V6 News
24‐Jan‐18

Only 24% Indian parents want a second child, reveals National Family Health Survey

Weather Channel
29‐Sep‐20

National Institute of Nutrition Changes Average Weight, Height Measurements for Indian Men and Women

WION
3‐Mar‐20
15‐Oct‐19
29‐Aug‐19
29‐Jul‐19
8‐Mar‐19
1‐Feb‐19
14‐Jan‐19
5‐Aug‐18
3‐Aug‐16
1‐Aug‐16

Nirbhaya case: The problem of sexual violence has to be dealt with fiercely
High time to end child marriages
Fit India movement: Where does India stand on health index?
It is time authorities woke up to the menace of obesity
Quite clearly the second sex: Running a family should not be sole responsibility of women
Sex ratio in South India plunges, raises concern
Measles‐Rubella vaccination campaign is world's largest
India not on track to meet 2030 targets of reducing child mortality
Study reveals Indian women still 'missing'
India's Mumbai is a girl child's city now

22‐Feb‐17

India: Minister for women and child development promises to end commercialisation of Caesarean deliveries after petition goes viral

Zee News
3‐Oct‐20
4‐Apr‐20
27‐Jun‐19
8‐Mar‐18
6‐Mar‐18
23‐Jan‐18
13‐Dec‐17
2‐Oct‐17
1‐Sep‐17
16‐Aug‐17
10‐Jul‐17
11‐Apr‐17

'Violence against children is unacceptable', says Ayushmann Khurrana
Coronavirus COVID‐19 induced lockdown sees spike in cases of domestic abuse worldwide
Malnourishment rising among children below 5 years of age, warns govt survey
Rs 2.5 per pad: Biodegradable sanitary napkins launched on Women's Day
Durex India's survey seeks to know why 95% of Indians don't use condoms
Did you know? 79% women, 78% men in India want a daughter
Ban on condom commercials 'counter‐productive' for India says brand guru
Bihar begins campaign against child marriage, dowry
Marriage is not an exemption to protect children from sexual offences: Supreme Court
Early introduction of bovine milk could put your baby at risk; mother's milk best for newborns, say experts
Why Mumbai is losing the battle against child malnutrition
More than 93 lakh children victimized by severe acute malnutrition, says govt

14‐Mar‐17
14‐Mar‐17
7‐Mar‐17
6‐Mar‐17
3‐Mar‐17
3‐Mar‐17
2‐Mar‐17
1‐Mar‐17
28‐Feb‐17
22‐Feb‐17
10‐Feb‐17
8‐Feb‐17
27‐Jan‐17
18‐Jan‐17
29‐Aug‐17
7‐Oct‐16
18‐May‐16
16‐Mar‐16
24‐Jan‐16
30‐Jan‐16

Obesity rates swell in India: One‐fifth of Indian women now overweight
Leading food and beverages fail India's double nutrition challenge: Survey
Birth control pills, condom use on the rise in India
More than 58% of children under‐5 are anaemic: Survey
Indian children healthier than ever, but other nations doing better: Latest data
Infant mortality rate: Kerala safest state for newborns in India; IMR down to 6
India's big health issue of obesity: Proportion of overweight men doubled in 10 years
Government survey shows improved sex ratio, decline in IMR
Curb 'needless' caesarean section surgeries, says Union Health Minister
Govt puts gynaecologists on notice, mandates public display of C‐section records
Led by wealthy urban women, caesarean sections rise in India
Poll‐bound Uttarakhand has rich people ‐ and children with poor health
Assembly elections 2017: Know the healthcare status of these five poll‐bound states
Decrease in anaemia due to Raj govt programmes: PS Food and Civil Supplies
Fewer Indians using contraception despite better awareness
Diarrhoea, pneumonia will kill Bihar children, but parents shun award‐winning facilities
WHO for stringent laws against breast milk substitutes
Indian government's health, education spend declines over two years
Caesarean deliveries in pvt hospitals two times more than government facilities
How one sugary drink daily boosts India's death rate

Radio
All India Radio
3‐Aug‐17
3‐Mar‐17

National news
Odisha achieved highest point decline in infant mortality rate in the country: Naveen Patnaik

National Public Radio (NPR)
29‐Dec‐19

What Headlines And Protests Get Wrong About Rape In India

Public Radio Interanational
15‐Aug‐17

Indian court rules that men need protection from women making unsubstantiated domestic harrassment claims

Radio Goa
8‐Aug‐16

Goans don't know much about AIDS, says health survey

Sputnik International
9‐Mar‐18
WGBH
7‐Jan‐20
WVIK
15‐Dec‐17

India launches 4 cent biodegradable sanitary pads under public health scheme

India Sets Executions For The Four Men Convicted In New Delhi Bus Rape And Murder

Are these condoms ads too sexy for TV?

